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Abstract
The developm.e·ntand performance of a transistor scanned solid
state ultra.sonic image conver-ter are described and the results of
investigations into various applicable signal processing techniques t.o
produce visible pictures are presented, The general requirements of
an ultrasonic imaging system are considered and this is f'o11ml'ed by
a critical survey of the more sensitive ultrasonic image conversion
methods. The operation and basic performance of the transistor
scanned conver-ter are di scuased and its resolution and sensitivity
Lnves t i.gat.ed , resulting in an apparent practi cal limit to the reso-
1lution in. the image plane of 3' mm, and an estimated limiting sensi-
tivity of approxima.tely 10-13 W cm-2• Possible methods for the
fabrication of a multielement converter are suggested and d.i.sous sed .
Three sig!"ls.l process} ng techniques are investigated and compared;
that using an acoustic lens in a conventional camer-a arrangement, an
on-line computer which effectively performs electrically the f'unct.ion
of El. lens, and a scanned array Doppler syst-em on which only a feas-
ibility study was carried out. It is argued that if flexibility is
important then the comput er "lens" is the most fitting met.hcd , and
results for both near field focusing and far field beam deflection
are presented) although at the moment.in I-dimension only , A relat-
i vely s imp'Le extension to the pToe;ramwill make 2-dimensional image
reconst.ruc+i on poss i.b.Le. The Doppler system des crd'bed pr'ovidea a
simple eLectir ica'l met.hod of determining the range and bearing of f'ar
field ts,rg2ts and resut+s adequa+eLy confirm the developed theory~
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1.. Introduction
Imaging, as distinct from other fOrm£ of information display, may
be defined as being the formation of a visible image of an object plane
or space, the latter lying usually norma1'to the axis of wave propagation
and parallel to the converter image plate. The image has height and
breadth only, there being no time related dimension except in the special
case of 3 dimensional imaging. Thus the photographic camera, television,
radiography and the eye are all imaging sys t ems • A basic ul trasonic
imaging system is shown in figure 1.1 in which it is assumed, as is nor-
raally the case, that conversion to an electrical signal is performed as
an intermediate step between the ultrasonic and optical images. Parts T,
o L~==B~;:-----t--l+'i~
L ~--~
o
A typical ultrasonic imaging system using an acoustic lens.
O; Land C are all innnersed in a liquid (usually warer) so that they are
acoustically coupled. A generator G produces an electrical sinusoi.dal
drive signal at the appropriate ultrasonic frequency to the electro-
ac.QUS tic transmitting t r ansduce r T which radiates towards the test object
O ~$'~J~te. "'~1\'3 d . ... d . 1" • h• u~££raet~9n occurs at lscont1nu1t1es an 1rregu ar1t1cs 1D t e test
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object and the acoustic lens L focuses the diffracted rays to form a
diffraction image on the image plate of the acousto~electric converter
e. The output of C is normally in the form of a serial line-by-line
scan of the image plate, being similar to a television video signal.
After amplification by A and, if necessary, detecti.on by D it is pre-
sented to a eRO as an intensity modulating signal. Scanning of both
converter plate and eRO is controlled by unit S. This system uses
through transmission, the transmitter being sited on the opposite side
of the object to the receiving converter. Sometimes it is advantageous
to have the transmitter placed on the same side as the converter so that
the latter collects reflected signals from the test object.
The possibilities of ultrasonic imaging were first pl't1ctically
1
realised by Sokolov in 1937. He successfully produced an €.lectron
scanned piezoelectric plate "camera" system which effectively became the
• 2, 3 I.prototyp? for development by other workers in RUSSla , Germany s
5,6 7
Britain and the U.S.A. over many years. Although improvements arE'
still being made, these converters possess some serious inherent short-
comings, as is evident when it is realised that they are still ill the
main used only.as laboratory research instruments.
The requirements of a flexible ultrasonic image conversion system
may be listed as follows:
(i) High sensitivity.
(ii) Image plate dimensions equivalent to at least
100 x 100 vave Iengths in the transmission medium.
(iii) Linear resolution equal to or better than 1 wave-
length in thetransmi.ssion medium.
(iv) Retention in the output electrical signal of the
ultrasonic pressure image phase information.
- 13 -
(v) Pulsed operation possible.
(vi) High reliability and minimal setting up
procedure.
The objectives of this research progrannne may be-divided into two
clear sections:
(a) The production of an ultrasonic image converter to satisfy
as many of the above requirements as possible, and,
(b) To investigate and compare various ways of processing the
signals to produce a visible image using the converter
developed in (a).
Chapter 4 deals in detail with (a) and chapters 5, 6 and 7 with (b). The
objective of section (a) h?s been achieved by effectively fonning the
converter image plate into a matrix of piezoelectric elements wh ich are
then sequentially sampled by arrays of field effect transistors. The
result is a highly sensitive and reliable system with potentially none of
the inherent limitations of the Sokolov type tube converters. Three
forms of signal processing have been considered for section (b), an acou-
stic lens, a form of holographic reconstruction using an on-line computer
and a scanned array technique based on the change in Doppler frequency
shift associated with target bearing. The techniques are compared and
their limitations and those of the solid state image converter discussed,
together with suggestions for further work, in chapter 8.
Ultrasonic imaging has important applications in two widely difierent
_areas, underwat er visualisation for ranges of up to 10 m or so, and medi-
cal diagnosis and associated work. Television is preferable for under-
water viewing in clear water, but most requi.rementis are for coastal or
inland wa ters where optical visibility is usually very poor. Under these
- 14 -
conditions ultrasonic wave propagation, although suffering increased
30attenuation, is still possible Medical uses would include amongst many
others, observation of the foetus, where X-rays are damaging, and heart
surgery where continuous visualisation is .an advantage. Short pulsed
31
operation is essential ,however, if the image converter Ls ever to be-
come a useful medical tool. Non-destructive flaw detection of solid mate-
rials, although a very desirable and much sort after application, is inhe-
rently a more difficult problem. The ima.ge converter requires virtually
perfect homogeneous coupli.ng between its whole frontal surface and the
object to be viewed. In the unlikely situation where this has an appro-
priate and large enough flat surface, then coupling may be achieved direc-
tly using a thick oil or grease, but for most applications immersion in a
coupling fluid (water or oil) is necessary. This introduces a reduction
in the system sensitivity due to impedance mismatch, and loss of defillition
due to refract ion caused by the irregular or non-coplanar face of the ob-
ject through which the ultrasound passes.
It is evident that there is an as yet unsatisfied need, over a very
, wide field, for a suitable ultrasonic image converter. It is hoped that
the FET scanned solid state converter may, after further development, prove
to be an answer to this clear requirement.
- 15 ..
2. Ultrasonic Imaging Techniques
2.1 Introductory Review
Although many forms of ultrasonic image converters have been
devised, all but the electron tube and solid state types would appear
to be either too slow or to possess insufficient sensitivity. Table 2.1
lists for comparison some of the more sensitive forms of converter that
have been developed, giving their measured sensitivities, resolutions
and image formation times. The list has been restricted to those wi.th
-3 2sensitivities greater than 10 W/cm. The first two provide direct
conversion to a visual image whereas the rest are all acousto-electric
and therefore require some form of electro-optical converter in order
to complete the imaging process. There are other solid state conve rters
whose send tivities have not as yet been pub lished and are t'he'refor'enot
included in table 2.1.. Details of these are given in sections 2.3 and
2.4.
There have been several comprehensive reviews of ultrasonic imaging
12, 13, 1~
methods This review will be limited to electron tube and solid
state converters since the former is the only type with a comparable
performance to the latter.
- 16 -
Technique
Limiting
sensitivity
W/cm
Resolution
Image formation
Time.
Seconds.
Optical detection of
liquid surface
deformations.
Mechanical alignment
of flakes in liquid -
Pohlman CeU9•
Soko1ov tube:-
Quartz face p1ate6•
Ba Ti 03 face p1ate3
Cathode stabilised
tube:-
Quartz face plateS.
Mechanically scanned
quartz plate10•
Solid state:-
Bipolar transistor
scanned PZT p1ate11
(20S MHz)
FET scanned PZT plate
(the product of this
research programme)
-310Sx10 A few mm < 1
2°Sx10-3 several wavelengths < 1
Depends upon intensity
-7 1\
7xlO -S I'
103xlO
-7104x10
3x10-12 )
1 + 2 times
thickness of
plate.
,1\
loS wavelengths j < 002
)
< ·02
)
I
3 + 120
I
I)
Table 2.1 List showing the more sensiti.ve ultrasonic image converters.
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2.2 Electron Tube Converters
Sokolov in 1937 pioneered the ultrasound camera with his ultrasonic
1,15
microscope ,although he gave very few details at the time. He was
the first to realise that a liquid damped. piezoelectric plate, rather
than vibrate as a whole, responds point by point to the incident local
sound intensity. This fact was vital to the satisfactory operation of
the image converter, which used a single homogeneous piezoelectric plate
as the first stage in the co.nversio.nprocess. Cameras later develo.ped
2, 3 It 6 7
in Russia , Germany ,Britain and America are all based on the same
principle of operation. A piezoelectric plate forms the end wall of a
cathode ray electron tube· so that its back face may be scanned by an
electron beam, whilst its front face is subjected to the ultrasound
pressure image. At equilibrium, the piezoelectric plate being a geod
insulator, the primary e1ectro.n beam current will equal the secondar.y
electron current passing back to what is termed the collector. However,
the ultrasonic pressure variations on the front of the plate change the
voltage on the back face, and the equilibrium voltage therefore requires
reestablishing~ This means that the secondary electron current will
reduce as the piezo voltage tends to rise and increase as it tends to
fal1. The output from the collector, consequently, takes the form of
an amplitude modulated wave at the ultrasonic frequency, the mo.dulation
representing the line-by-line spatial distribution of ultrasound Lnt err-
si.ty across the piezo plate. In order to produce a visible image this
electrical signal may be fed to the grid of a conventional display
cathode ray tube whose scanning is synchronised to.that of the converter.
This form of e1ec.tron scanned tube is termed collector stabilised.
5,16 17,18
Smyth and Sa.yers between 1954 and the early 1960's develo-
ped a form of tube converter which was based on the very limited details
- 18 -
which Sokolov had published on his tube. Its operation differs in one
major respect; the output is not coupled to the piezoelectric plate
voltage via a secondary electron current. Instead a signal plate is
included on the outer surface of the transducer and there is no collec-
tor ring within the tube. Acoustic to electric conversion is effecti-
vely completed in two separate electron scans. First, with the ultra-
sound off, a low velocity primary electron beam scans the target so that
no secondary emission takes place. Conse.quently, in order to satisfy
the equilibrium conditions, the target surface potential will be reduced
to that of the cathode at which stage no further electrons will reach
the target. The ultrasound is then switched on, a pressure image focused
onto the front face of the transducer, and the target once more scanned.
More electrons may now arrive at every point on the target surface where
the ultrasound impinges, but only during the positive half cycles of the
piezoelectric potential excursions. A charge distdbution is thus built.
up over the surface of the target which will be directly proportional to
the ultrasound intensity at any point. The build up of this charge ld11
induce corresponding currents in the signal plate, which is earthed to
the ultrasonic frequency, and these are used to provide an electrical
output signal. With the ultrasound off the first electron scan is then
repeated and now performs a discharging process in order to remove the
negative charge distributed over the target face.· The low velocity
electron beam contains a sufficient number of positive ions to make this
possible, and consequently the target potential is raised to that of the
cathode in the time available. The target is then ready for the next
charging or imaging scan. The output of this converter is a serial video
signal corresponding to the line-by-line distribution of sound intensity
over the Image plate, and not an amplitude modulated carrier wave as with
- 19 -
the Soko10v tube. Because the target potential is maintained-at that of
the cathode, this type of tube converter is known as cathode stabilised.
2.3 Solid State Transistor Scanned Converters
Two bipolar transistor scanned ultrasonic image converters were
developed quite independently between 1966
11
under the direction of Knollman ,and the
and 1968, one in America
19
other in Britain, forming
the early pa-rt of this research programme (see Appendix A).
The former consisted of a 2·5 MHz half-wave thickness resonant
piezoelectric plate having on its uninsonHied face a 10 x 10 matrix of
square silver electrodes, and with overall dimensions of approximately
0·7 x 0·7 inches. A 10 x 10 matrix of transducer gates controlled in
rows and columns effectively scans the transducer element s and connect
them sequentially to a common load. In order to overcome the capacitive
signa.1 feedthrough in the "off" gates at 2'5 MHz, frequency conversion
is carried out within the "on" gates creating a relatively low (500 ~Hz)
intermediate frequency. By selectively amplifying only this Lntermed iat.e
frequency, the feedthrough signals which will be at 2·5 HHz are rejected.
Mixing is performed by interrupting the gating signa.ls at the local osci-
Ll at.or frequency so that a time varying swi tell conductance results. The
sensitivity of thd s vconverte'rbased on initial tests was approximately
-12 20,21
5 x 10 W/cm2, but later publications claimed figures of around
10-11 and better than 10-10 W/cm2•
The transistor scanned converter developed here at the start of this
project, although basically ve.ry similar to the couver t.e r described above ,
did not employ mixing to reduce the cros s+coup ling problems. For this
reason it was limited to operating frequencies of 1 HHz or less. A compo-
site clamp-series switch a.:rr~~llgenent was investigated in an attempt to
overcome this and this gave excellent results for signal levels aboye
- 20 -
10 mV or so. Since the clamp transistor had an inherent offset voltage,
signals of lesser amplitude than this were not affected and the circuit
therefore offered little advantage over that using a single series
transistor. Matrix drive signals were derived from two shift registers
rather than decade counters and decoders. Results were marred by
unreliable connections to the transducer elements and by the high level
of cross-talk or breakthrough signal (typically 50% of the total output
sign.al). No meaningful sensitivity tests were therefore made, and
further work on this converter was quickly abandoned in favour of one
using FET gates. These gates showed great promise, with an "on" to "off"
signal output ratio of greater than 50 dB's at 6 MHz compared with less
than 30 dB's at 1 MHz using the bipolar transistor gate. This lead to.
the development of the FET scanned piezoelectric plate image converter
which has formed the basis of most of the experimental work carried out
under this research programme.
A detailed description of the FET scanned converter is given in
chapter 4. Operating at an ultrasonic frequency of 1 MHz it uses a
PZT.5A ceramic disc transducer, the rear face of which is formed into a
10 x 10 matrix of separate square silvered areas. Each of these areas
is connected to a common output line via two FET linear gates, one t.o
locate the row and the other the column. Two shift registers control
the gates so that the transducer elements are scanned sequentially line
by line. The output thus takes the form of an amplitude modulated wave
at the ultrasonic frequ.ency, the modulation representing the ultrasound
intensity distribution across the front face of the trrulsduceT. For
unity signal to noise ratio at the electrical output, an ultrasound
-13intensity of approximately 10 W/cm2 is required.
- 21 -
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The principle has been further developed by Maginness at the
University of Stanford in 1973. A transmit-receive mode of operation
at an ultrasonic frequency of 3-5 MHz is used in conjunction with an
acoustic lens. The scanning both for transmitting an? receiving employs
special FET integrated MOS arrays. These are bonded directly to a thin
interconnecting layer which carries the necessary address and signal
conductors and wh:i.chis buHt up on the back face of the transducer mat-
rix. The result is an extremely compact and reliable arrangement, and
although at the time only a 10 x 10matrix had been produced, extension
to a 32 x 32 was considered quite feasible. The production of such a
device using modern solid state technology has been the long term aim
of this project (see Appendix A). Realisation of this objective has
been prevented by the problem associated with reliably bon-l i.ng the many
required electrical connections on the underside of a silicon chip to
the appropriate signal and addressing conductors on the back face of the
transducer. With this overcome the solid state ultrasonic image conver-
ter should at last become the viable tool which to date no other ultra-
sonic image converter may claim to be.
2.4 Surface Acoustic Wave Scanned Transducer
23A new type of ultrasonic imaging device which uses a-coustic sur-
face wave delay lines in.conjunction with FET mix~rs to scan a trans-
23
ducer matrix in two dimensions was proposed by Havlice et a~. at the
University of Stanford in 1973. A one dimensional version had at that
stage been constructed, and, in conjunction with mechanical scanning in
the other dimension, produced. acceptable visual images on a eRO. The
single delay line has taps evenly distributed along its length, each tap
feeding a mixer (diode or FET) the other input of which is the electrical
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signal, at the ultrasonic frequency 00 , from the appropriate transducers
element. The mixer outputs are commoned so that as a short pulse of
frequency 001· is sent up the delay line and successively passes the taps,
transducer elements are effectively scanned to produce a serial output
at an intermediate frequency of 00 + 001' In addition to linear scannings
it is relatively easy by using a suitable frequency modulated linear
chirp as the input to the delay line to create a focusing action and
hence remove the necessity for an acoustic lens. '£Wo dimensional scan-
ning was to be achieved by using two acoustic delay lines, one to scan
the x direction and the other the y, forming a rastor scan of the trans-
ducer elements which lies at 450 to the x and y axies.
2.5 Discussion
The primary requirement of the ultrasonic image converter, in order
that the signal processing detailed in chapter 6 might be carried out,
was that it should retain in its electrical output the phase of the ultra-·
sonic signals. The Smyth cathode stabilised tube did not fulfil th i,s ,
and at the beginning of the research programme the Sokolov collector
7 24
stabilised tubes improved by Jacobs and Kennedy were not yet commer-
cially available. In any case these tubes which included an electron
multiplier, although more reli.able, did not have a significantly improved
general perform.ance. The inherent limitations which are brought about by
the necessity for a vacuum and the fact that the signal path includes a
low conductivity secondary electron current section were still present.
The former limits the maximum safe image plate diameter, although there
24-29
have been numerous attempts to overcome this , and the latter limits
the sensitivity due to both its noise content and the attenuation it
introduces.
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A new form of image converter, therefore, was required and with the
concept of the solid state transistor scanned transducer it became a
worthwhile aim in itself. This converter, later developed to an FET
scanned version (see chapter 4), does not·have an inherent limitation on
image plate diameter, although in a non-integrated form the cost becomes
a prohibitive factor. Sensitivity measurements indicate this to be
possibly 5 orders higher than that claimed experimentally by Sokolov.
This comparison, however, takes no account of the "noisell introduced by
the transducer element to element output variations, which in the present
converter for even image plate insonification may be as high as 20%.
Image resolution across the piezoelectric image plate could be somewhat
better, since the transducer's rear face may be acoustically damped.t.o
further reduce the mechanical Q. The solid state converter developed by
22
Maginness has greatly improved the prospects of this form of convert~r,
since its unique transmit-receive capability may be used with both lenses
and electrical signa.l processing techniques. The surface acoustic wave
delay line scanned converter by Havlice, a completely new method, although
23
up to the present only briefly described ,could prove to be an extremely
flexible and efficient arrangement, providing the proposed 2 di.mensional
scanning is practically feasible. Capacitive cross-coupling between the
effective x and y strip electrodes placed on each side of the transducer
may prove to be a serious problem.
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3. Signal Processing Methods Applied to Ultrasonic Imaging
3.1 Acoustic Lenses and Mirrors
Acoustic waves in almost all respects behave in the same manner as
light waves; they are refracted, diffracted, reflected and absorbed, but
show little dispersion. There is an important ~ifference however; acous-
tic waves are subject to mode changes, particularly at liquid solid inter-
faces, where a proportion of the longitudinal wave energy (if that is the
original mode of transmission) is converted into shear waves (there is
also some conversion to surface waves). These increase as the angle of
incidence of the longitudinal waves to the interface increases.
On the basis of refraction and reflection it is clearly possible to
focus acoustic waves using both acoustic lenses or mirrors, and to thereby
form acoustic images. The resolvable detail of these will, in the main,
be limited by the same criteria as those applicable to optical Lmage s .
Irr~ge aberrations will occur, particularly if a simple spherical design
is used, and the best achievable resolution in the image plane will be the
Airy disc of diameter 1·12 A !, where A is the wavelength in water (the
transmission medium), f is the focal length and d the diameter of the lens
or mirror.
The material of an acoustic lens should have an acoustic i.mpedance as
near as possible to that of the surrounding medIum in order to minimise
reflections) and should have a significantly different acoustic longitu-
dinal wave velocity. The r'eEl.ected energy increases with the angle of
incidence, and therefore it is advantageous for the lens material to have
a. high refractive Lndex, since this results in a larger radius of curvature
for a given focal length. The processing action performed by a convergent
lens may be considered as being a spadal spherical phase advance function
operating in the p l.ane of th.e lens, such that non-paraxial rays suffer. a
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greater phase advance than those on the axis. This is achieved by formlng
the lens into a spherical shape such that, in the case of a lens material
where the acoustic velocity is higher than the surrounding medium, it is
concave, and for the reverse situation it is convex.
Acoustic mirrors have the advantage that complete reflection is ideal
and in practice is more easily achieved than the perfect impedance match
required by a lens. Where very large apertures are acceptable, for examr
32
pIe underwater imaging ,mirrors are very successful, but for the visual-
isation of small objects at short range a short focal length is needed,
resulting in an aperture limitat.ion. In the latter case, the converter
may seriously obscure the mirror, since the mirror is necessarily on the
same side as the incident waves to the converter. The problem becomes
clearly impossible if unity magnificatio~ is r.equired; the object and image
planes are physically in the same place. The signal processing action of
the spherical mirror is almost identical to that of the spherical lens;
non-paraxial rays are reflected before paraxial and a spatial sphe rical
phase advance function thus operates on the reflected rays so that they
are brought to a focus in the image plane.
3.2 Acoustic Holography
33,35
Principles3.2.1
In order to establish a simple physical picture of the principles
involved in the formation of acoustic holograms and their image reccns truc-
tion, a 2-dimensional system will be considered using geometric ray theory.
No loss of generality results from the consideration of only t\V'0 dimensions.
Consider a ray, defined as a narrow beam which nevertheless is a
sufficient number of wavelengths in cross section, to behave oas an infinite
plane ~vave over moderate propagation distances, radiating from the object
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at z = z and meeting the Z-axis at z , as shown in figure 3.1.o
PLANE.
Re.FE.RENCE.
SE-AM
z
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'- HOL.OGRAPH IC. PLAKe:..
Figure 3.1 Formation of a hologram.
In the region of zl this wave may be represented by the expression:
A(zo) cos [wt + Hzo) + 2: sin • zJ ...... 3.1
where w and A are the acoustic angular frequency and wavelength r espec-
tively, t the time, ex: the angle the ray makes with the X-'axis, A( z ) the
0
amplitude of the ray, z a point on the Z-axis near zb and q, (zo) t.he
phase of the ray. Similarly the reference beam may be represented at the
Z-axis, assuming unity amplitude, by the expression:
cos [wt 2w •- T sm 3.2
where 0 is the angle of the reference beam to the x·-axis. Now consider
S\l 'W\'M Qd.J• •• • o.'II\Qthe effect of tbese two waves be1ng malt1~11eft together on the Z-aX1S ~
$~u.fY\I::I!t ~u. ..TG.d.
9R t1.::te~=plaQ9. The relevant term of the result would be:
!A(zo) cos [ ¥ (sin 0 + sin 0) z + Hzo) ] 3.3
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Note that this expression is independent of time and may thus be recorded
for various values of z to form an intensity pattern or hologram.
Assuming that the hologram has been recorded· on an optical trans-
parency, image recons t.ruct i.on is carried out by means .of a beam of coherent
light, and if this is considered to be plane, then, in the plane of the
If
hologram may be represented by the expression:
cos [WI t - (~:)(~) sin 0. z ] 3.4
where wI and Al are respectively the angular frequency and wavelength of
the Li.ght , The inclination of the light beam to the X-axis is a function
of the ratio of the optical to acous t ica'lwavelengths, and is given by:
sin-I [(¥) sin e ] ...... 3.5
It is therefore approximately the angle e reduced by the ratio of the
wavelengths.
The rays passing through the hologram will have their amplitudes
multiplied by the intensity patterns recorded by the origina.l object rays.
For the light rays passing t.hrough the region around Zl of the hologram
the wavefront emerging is obtained by multiplying together expressions 3.3
and 3.4, resulting in:
1 A(z ) coso [ Wj t + ~(Z ) + (27T) (4t) sin u:.z ]0 Al
[ wI t - Hz ) (27T) (b.) (2 sin e + sin ")J... 3 '.00 Al A+ 1 A(z ) coso
Comparing the first term of expression 3.6 with expression 3.1 it will be
seen that they are identical except that the former is inclined to the
X-axis, or hologram norma}, at an angle of:
3.7
for small values of 0::. Thus a distorted vir.tual image of the object lies
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Aat an approximate distance of (-)x from the hologram, where x , as 'vill
Al 0 0
be seen in figure 3.1, is the original object Z-axis distance. Similarly
\
the second term of expression 3.6 represents a real image of the object
at the same distance from the hologram as, the virtual image, but angularly
separated.
3.2.2 Practical Considerations
33, 34, 36
Most successful experimental systems use an electrical square
law detector or multiplier to perform the essential reference signal
multiplication. If a multiplier is used then it is possible to introduce
the reference as an electrical signal whose phase is automatically control-
led by the mechanical scanning of the Z-plane by the a.coustic probe. At
present almost all Z-plane sensing is carried out by using a mechanically
controlled probe which scans the required'area at a suitable pitch. The
application of an electrical/electronic acousto-electric image converter
to this problem would offer a tremendous advantage, but the resolution
required, and in particular the aperture, is too great for any device
available at the moment. In order to correct for the vast difference in
the wavelengths of the acoustical and optical waves the hologram i.s
reduced by a.certain factor (around 10), and whilst this reduces thein~ge
size by the same factor, the distance that the image lies from the ho10-
gram is reduced by the square of this factor. rrhi.~ effect may be corrected
in practice by optically magnifying the image before viewing.
33
Aldridge used in his system 1 llS pulses and an ultrasonic frequency
1of 10 MHz, and this gave him a limiting resolution of about 6 mm in water
and, with range gating, provided a resolution in depth of around 1·5 mm,
A facsimile recorder synchronised "to the probe scanner produced the ori-
ginal i.ntensity plot, and this was then photographed and reduced in size
37
to create the optical transparency , Crossed linear arrays have been
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used in conjunction with a computer to perform simulated holographic
functions and it is claimed that the process is superior to the normal
38
area holograms. The application of a scanned linear array has been
considered, where a transistor scanned linear array of transducers is
moved mechanically to create the second dimension.
The striking 3-dimensiona1 visuaHsation afforded with optical holo-
grams is not in practice possible with acoustic holograms. Because of
the effectively very large apertures readily attainable with light, the
viewer may look at the image through only a small part of the aperture
and in so doing may view the image from different directions. In prin-
ci.pLe the same is possible in the acoustic case, bu.t in practice the
apertures are sma11 (a relatively small number of wavelengths across) and
the loss of resolution resulting from using only a small portion of the
aperture is usually unacceptable.
3.3 Image Recons.truction ~ Computer
3.3.1 General Principles
Figure 3.2 shows the basis of an imaging system comprised of an
electro-acoustic image converter and an insonified object situated in the
object plane. The 8.rrangement is 1ensless, the computer providing the
necessary signal processing to image the object.
£.L.e.CTRO-AeOIJSTIc:.
COM PU'T ER .--\ r C.ONVG.RTE.R •
r---...;:..-- ......~
oSJe:.c,:rr PL.f,NE..
p
IMAG-E.
AMPL.fTI.IOE DELAYS
OF POINT ooC1l-¥---- ,\1'10
P, SUMIV.A'rlol'll.
Image reconstruction by computer.
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The action of a lens, as described previously, would be to focus
the divergent IIrayslleminating from the object so that only at one point
in the image plane was the energy from this source concentrated. It may
be considered to do this by imposing a spherical phas~or time delay
function on the incident "raysll so that, as they leave, their phases are
such that the resulting signals are only in phase at one point, the focus.
There are thus three regions where spatial time variations occur; between
object and lens, within the lens itself, and between lens and image.
The computer must provide the last two in order to perform the analogous
function. It must arrange that the phases of all the received signals
radiating from the object point are equalised before a summation is made
to produce the image magnitude of the point. The computer delay function
for a given situation, although apprQltimately spherical, is therefore not
identical to that of the lens.
3.3.2 Experimental Systems
A system using very short pulses and in consequence possessing a·wide
39,41,42
bandwidth was developed by Maginness , and this resulted in provi-
ding the additional facility of being able to Image over a range of harmond>
cally related frequencies. Transmitted signals consisted of pulses of
approximately 2 cycles duration of a 5 HHz wave, and recordings were made
of the signals reaching the receiving aperture by means of a mechanically
scanned transducer matrix. The signals were sampled at an effective rate
of 24 MHz before quantisation and conversion into a paper tape format.
After completing the recording of all 144 matrix element signals, the
tape:; were fed into a large computer, programmed to perform the necessary
processing. The latter took the form of a fast. Fourier transform. The
output, in the form of a 2-dimensional graded intensity print out,
displayed the acoustic images, over a limited range of frequencies,· of
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slices through the material being viewed (an aluminium block) by calling
up the various object planes and frequencies as desired. The result was
a very satisfactory and flexible processing system, the l~eak link being
the long time involved in both the mecharri.cal scanning of the transducer
matrix and the production of and inputting to the computer of the paper
tape records.
40Shondhi developed an experimental system in air at an audio fre-
quency of 6·7 kHz, again using mechanical scanning and off-line computer.
Results, showing the images of simple objects, are impressive.
Both the systems described suffer from the one major disadvantage;
the long delay between the acoustic image formation and the production of
the final visual image. The wide-band system, if it was to use its wide-
band properties, had a further problem; it requir.ed very large immediate
access computer word storage. These two factors encouraged the investi-
gation into an on-line narrow band single frequency system, described in
detail in chapter 6, and which forms one of the main applications of the
solid state ultrasonic image converter. For most anticipated practical
applications of any imaging system, real time working is almost essential,
a few seconds being at the most acceptable. Thus an essentially simple
approach was considered in order to minimise computer time and storage
requirements. Hence the processing performed by the computer is basically
as outlined in section 3.3.1 and consists of the addition of appropriate
phase increments to the digitised transducer element signals so that on
summation they appear to eminate only from the point in the object plane
being imaged. The elements of a 10 x 10 Uk~trix are scanned electronically
(see chapter 4) and the phase and amplitude of each measured, converted
into a digital form, and transferred to the computer store within the.
minimum sampling time of 60 llS. After acqui.ring all the digitised data
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the computer modifies the phases of the element signals to "focus" a
particular point in the object plane. The modified signals are summed
to complete the "focusing" action for the point, and a repetition of this
process for all the other points in the oQject plane produces, after
suitable digital to analogue conversion, a visual picture.
3.4 Scanned Array Doppler System
An echo. returning from an insonified target situated in the far fie.ld
of an array of ultrasonic transducers will strike this array at an angle
dependent on the target bearing. If the array is linear and consists of
equally spaced elements which are sampled sequentially at a known and fast
enough rate, then the resultant electrical samples after demodulation will
produce a sinusoidal signal whose frequency is a function of the angular
bearing, e, of the target. This resultant frequency is given by the
Doppler expression:
[ C ]fR fT 1 s sin e:.: Cl
where C = f d is the sampling velocity across the array,s s
3.8
fT is the frequency of the incident wave,
d the distance between adjacent element centres,
Cl the velocity of sound in the transmission medium,
and f the sampling frequency.s
In order to satisfy the sampling theorem f must clearly always bes
greater than 2fR thus giving a boundary to the range of e for a given is'
In practice with a finite array, and where sampling is continuous,
only certain discrete characteristic frequencies corresponding to discrete
bearings are reconstructable.
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For a continuous resultant sine wave to be produced the phase of the
signal from the last e.1ement should be l1e1>behind the phase of the first,
where 11~ is the phase difference between adjacent elements. The discrete
bearings caused by this limitation are given by:
e • -1= S1n 3.9
~lere q is an integer,
and n the total number of elements.
The Hmi tation expressed by this equation is brought about only by
the manner in which information is extracted from the resulting signal.
A s~ngle set of n samples across the array contains all the required
bearing information.
43, 44
A practical system was developed to establish the validity of
the theory and details of this will be found in chapter 7. It proved to
be a successful preliminary investigation and showed that further more.
detailed work would be useful. Although not: referred to at the time a
48
similar scheme had been attempted in 1962 using a scanned line hydrophone
The electronics used was not at the time good enough, it would seem, to
encourage further work, and although some useful results were obtained
particularly regarding noise performance, no publications since that date
have, as far as is known, been produced.
3.5 Comparison of Proc~ssing Techniques
The use of the signal phase infonnation forms a common thread which
runs through all the t't:chniquesdiscussed above. In the case of lenses
and mirrors and image reconstruction llsing a computer it is very evident
that t.his is so. l-lithholographic processing the phase is retained in the
hologram by virtue of the interference pattern created by the reference
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beam, and for the scanned array Doppler system the instantaneous amplitude
of the incident wave is sampled and the samples analysed for a phase
coherence at certain frequencies.
By far the simplest processing method is that using lenses or mirrors.
If carefully designed these can produce results which are difficult to
improve upon by other processing techniques using comparable aperture
dimensions. They are, however, somewhat inflexible in that the field of
view and magnification may not be rapidly changed when desired. They
require an intermediate coupling medium between the converter and the
object to be viewed, and whereas in an immersion system this presents no
problems, where imaging within the human body or within relatively large
solid objects is required, direct coupling of the converter to the body
is advantageous. With the other three processing methods discussed this
is possible, although it is not suggested that this could be usefully
applied to the scanned array Doppler sy'stem where far field operation is
required at present (although a focusing action should be possible).
TIle holographic technique provides excellent results, probably the
best that have .been produced by any method so far, but the apertures used
are relatively large and these are essentially part of the image conversion
section of the system, rather than part of the processing technique. If
the same apertures were used with the other processing methods, then they
would also be expected to produce comparable results. The imaging system
is more flexible than that provided by a lens, since the field of view
may be varied at will. This advantage is heavily outweighed by the long
processing time required for the scanning and photographic copying.
The most inherently flexible technique is that provided by computer
processing, and if a real time on-line system is considered, all imaging
r.equirements could be provided for. There are problems, however, one of
the most serious of these being that as the resolution is improved so the
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computation time increases approximately as the square of the aperture
dimensions. Another problem, which is shared with all systems where the
aperture is scanned before processing takes place, is that operation with
short pulses in conjunction with large apertures necessarily leads to a
long data collection time. A lens, on the other hand, does not have this
problem because processing of all the image points is effectively done in
parallel, i.e. at the same time.
The scanned array Doppler system has the same correlation between
resolution and aperture. Although an inherently very simple processing
method, in its present form it suffers from lack of sensitivity since only
one element of the array is acting as a receiver at anyone time. It
should be possible to overcome this, but at the expense of increased
complexity. Much further work is required to be done investigating this
technique before a proper asse.ssment on its qualities, or otherwise, can
be made.'
To sunnnarise, it wou'ld seem that lenses and mirrors offer the simplest
and most effective method of image construction for applications where
immersion is possible and where rapid changes of the field of view are not
required. Where flexibility in conjunction with reasonable speed is
required, computer processing offers distinct advanta8es, and where
resolution is the overriding objective, a holographic method should be used.
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4. The Solid-State Converter
4.1 Converter DevelopmeE!
By 1968 the highly reliable and relatively high frequency silicon
planar transistor was fast becoming a readily availabi~ and inexpensive
component. This fact and the expectation of a rapid advance in integra-
ted circuit technology, particularly in fabrication techniques, decided
consideration should be given to the feasibility of us:i.ngtransistor ana-
logue gates as a means of sampling the electrical signals developed on
5
the back face of a piezoelectric transducer. It had been shown by Smyth
and others that electron beam scanning of a piezoelectric plate transducer
was currently the most sensitive method of conversion, so that the sensi-
tivity of the proposed method was confidently expected to be at least equal
to and probably better than this. A ten element bipolar transistor (2N706)
scanned transducer array was constructed and results from underwater tests
with this were very encouraging. As a consequence of this initial success
a complete ten by ten transducer matrix, scanned by bipolar transistors
with shift register control was built. Full details, including results, of
this converter are given ill Appendix A. This simple system proved to be
highly reliable and within the limits of the inherent picture "grain" size
(0')' inch square on transducer plate), produced easily recognisable pic-
tures of simple objects. However, it was clear that serious image de,gracl.a-
don was being caused by the capacitive coupling of signals across cut+o ff
transistors. This cross-talk problem has been virtually overcome :tn the
present converter by the use of field effect transistors which possess a
very low OFF capacitance (typically around 0'1 pf) between their input and
output terminals. The following sections provide details of the design,
cons truct Lonj component, characteristics and results of this FET scanned
converter. ,,'
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Fi_gure 4.1 Conve+ter transducer rear face electrode pattern.
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Typical converter output-transmitter off.
. I I I I I
Typical converter output-transmitter on.
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4.2 General Principles of the FET Scanned Converter
The transducer, a lead-zirconate-titanate disc, has its front face
(Le. that upon which the ultrasonic waves impinge) completely silvered
and its rear face partially silvered to form a ten by ten matrix of one
hundred equal area but electrically isolated squares (figure 4.1). The
electrical signals ~rom the one hundred effective transducer elements so
formed are each passed through an FET analogue gate, their outputs being
commoned in ·such a way as to form ten separate lines representing the ten
horizontal lines of the matrix (figure 4.2). A ten stage shift register
is connected to these gates so that a single "0" shifted through the stages
causes vertical columns of gates to be successively opened. Thus a hori-
zontal scan of the transducer matrix is performed, but the output appears
on ten lines and vertical mUltiplexing has yet to be carried out. These
ten lines are then vertically scanned by a further ten FET gates controlled
in the same manner by a second ten stage shift register so that after each
horizontal scan is completed, the vertical scan is shifted one line down.
The resulting output becomes a single line on which the complete trans ducer
matrix signals in a multiplexed serial form appear. Since the analogue
gates do not perform any demodulation process, this output signal is an
amplitude modulated carrier at the ultrasonic frequency, the peak amplitude
of which at any instant is proportional to the ultrasonic intensity on the
transducer element being sampled at that instant (see· figure 4.3).
4.3 Constructional Details
The FET converter matrix was constructed in two parts, the transducer
assembly and the FET scanning matrix, these being electrically connected
before final encapsulation. A third part, the control circuitry, is remote
from the converter matrix and twenty-three wires connect this to the first
two parts.
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Figure 4.4 The FET scanning matrix before encapsulation.
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Printed circuits for the FET scanning matrix.
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Figure 4.6 The complete encapsulated solid state converter.
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The transducer assembly consists of a PZT5 (manufactured by Vernitron
Ltd.) disc of 50 mm diameter, thickness resonant at 1 MHz. Both faces
have a double layer of fired on silver, but, by request, the special prim-
ing layer between ceramic and silver had been omitted so that etching
cou.ldbe carried out. Using a photo-resist technique a pattern of elect··
rodes (figure 4.1) was etched with a ferric nitrate etchant. The pattern
includes a small circular electrode to be used as a transmitter for pu lse-:
echo work. The main area consists of a square matrix of one hundred ele-
ments, each 80 mil by 80 mil with overall dimensions of one inch hy one
inch. Low temperature silver loaded solder and a temperature controlled
iron enabled one inch long unscreened 32 SWG wires to be attached to each
matrix electrode without fear of exceeding the Curie temperature. To in-
sure adequate mcchan ical strength after soldering a potting epoxy r es i.n was
applied to a depth of approximately ! inch around the wires.
The FET scanning matrix was constructed (figure 4.4) using a multi-
layer printed circuit (figure 4.5) to form the electrical int.erconnections
between the 110 FET's. The 100 FET source leads to be connected to the
transducer electrodes were arranged to project on the under surface so thnt
by positioning the scanning matrix over the transducer assemLly the appro-
priate \li.reson one could be soldered to those on the other.
Finally, when a supporting frame and all the necessary control and
signal wires had been attached, the combined assembly was encapsulated in
silicone rubber (Silastoner 70). The final unit measures approximately
90 x 115 x 50 mm (s ee figure 4.6).
4.4 The Transducer
if, 4.1 Choice of Transducer Material
Its high price and the difficulty of obtaining a large enough pLate
diarneter prohibited the use of quartz, but it is of interest to consider
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whether the choice, if unrestricted, wou ld have re.mained "Tith-the lead--
zirconate-titanate ferro-electric ceramic PZT-SA used. Three properties
of the material are important in relation to its application to the image
converter. Namely:
(i) its Curie point temperature should preferably
allow soldering direct to the transducer metal
coating,
(ii) it should have a high receiving sensitivity
coupled with a low output resistance in relation
to the electrical load,
(iii) the lateral spreading of waves wi thin the trans-
ducer should be as small as possib le.
Piezoelectric canst. e33
C m-2
,_J~5Xl~~L
Table 4.1
0'17
Quartz
x cut.
Curie point temp.
°c 573
Receiving const. g33
10-3 V m N-1 57'8
Mechanical Q
,---,---
'7T-4 PZT-5A PZT-5H PZT-7A PZT··
--f--- -,--,-
328 365 193 350 3
26'1 24'8 19'7 39'9 24-
15'1 15'8 23'3 9'5 13'
500 75 65 600 > 1
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Consideration of the various cons t an ts given t.n table fr.l for quartz and
the available PZT materials would immediately exclude PZT-5H owing to its
low Curie point temperature. With the except.ion of PZT-8 it can be seen,
as may be expected, that those materials with high mechanical Q's also
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have high receiving constants and are therefore more sensitive. In this
respect quartz is clearly the best, with PZT-7A next. However it has
40
been suggested that a greater lateral spreading of the waves occurs 1n
materials which possess high mechanical Q's, and on tI:isbasis PZT-5A
would be the choice, PZT-5H already having been excluded. Further invE:s-
tigation of the lateral spreading phenomenon is needed but it is under-
stood to be closely connected with mode conversion to shear and surface
waves within the transducer material (and possibly also within the backing
material, if solid). The effective electrical source resistance of the
transducer is also an important consideration, since some finite lORding
due to the amplifier input resistance must be present. The piezoelec.tric
constant e33 determines the mechanical to electrical transformation rat io
and calculations for both quartz and PZT-5A are given in section 4.4.2
following. They show quartz as having a source resistance more than 4
orders larger than that for PZT-5A.
4.4.2 Source Resistance of Tuned Receiver Element
The back face loading of the transducer elements is virtually incal-
culable since the depth of solder, araldite and silicone rubber is not
accurately kaown, and in any case varies from element to element. It:will
therefore be assumed that the element is symme tricalLy loaded.
The mechanical resistance R is given by,m
R = peAm 4.1
-3where p is the density of the wat er in kg In ,C is the velocity of sound
-1in wa ter in ms, and A is the transducer element cross-·sectional area
in ffi2. The transformaticn factor 0::
1
converts the mechanical resistance
into the effective electrical source resistance, R ohms, so that,
.
R
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where ex: , a constant for the trans.ducer, is given by,
T
ex:
T = 4.3
-2where e33 is the piezoelectric stress constant in C m - and t is the
transducer thickness in metres. Combining equations 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3
gives,
R = 4.4
For the PZT-5A experimental transducer array used, A = -66·45 x 10 m2,
t = =
For water p C = 6 -2-11·5 x 10 kg m s Hence, using equation 4.4,
R = 4·4 k(l. The corresponding source resistance of an element for an
equivalent quartz array would be 6·,5x 104 k(l, this very large difference
being caused almost entirely by its low piezoelectric stress constant.
The source resistance of a single tuned element was measured using a
resistive load and the half open circuit vol tage technique. This gave a
value of 4 k(l± 10% which compares very favourably with the theoretically
derived figure of 4·4 k(l.
4.4.3 Acoustic Element to Element ~ross:Co~ing
In order to establish some quantitative information regarding the
acoustic coupli.ngbetween adjacent transducer elements a number of two
element receivers were constructed having dimensions identical, as far as
possi.ble, to those of the eonverter transducer matrix. Some were slotted
between each section to a depth of approximately half the total thickness
in order to detennble whe ther this wo uLd significan.tly reduce the cross-
1 •coupi i.ng , For reasons of eLectrical Lnsu Latrion the transducers were
encapsul.ate.din «poxy resin, Leavi.ng their front faces exposed. Figure 4.7
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shows the construction of a slotted test transducer with one element
"blanked" by a piece of expanded polystyrene.
IHCIOt::NT VL.TRA60I,lND.
E)(.PAHOe.[)
POLYSTYRENE. 1 ! 1 ! !
PZT-5A
ARAL.OITE..
ELE.ME.NT A. ELEME.NT B.
Figure 4.7 Transducer construction for 2nd stage of cross-coupling test.
For the first stage of the testing procedure the transducer front face was
completely covered by a thin sheet of expanded polystyrene, immersed in
the water bath, insonified and elements A and B output voltages noted.
These figures, VlA and VIB' which should ideally be zero, gave an indica-
tion of the level of the ultrasonic signal reaching a "blanked" transducer.
Next, the second stage, the polystyrene "blanking" was removed from one
element (see figure 4.7) and the output voltages again measured, giving
The cross-coupled signal V ex-pressed as a ratio of the .
c
"unblanked" element signal V is then gi.ven approximately by:s
Vc
Vs
4.5
Results from these tests showed that the completely "blanked" transducer
output signals, VIA' may be neglected, being around 0'5 mV, so that.
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equation 4.5 may be approximated further to:
V V2Ac 4.6~ ......
V V2Bs
Table 4.2 lists the results obtained from these measurements.
Cross-coupling test results.
Test Transducer V2A mV VZB mV Ratio dB's
--
I (slotted) 7'0 32'0 4'6 -13' 2
2 (slotted) 7'0 31'0 4'/. -l3'0
3 (unslotted) 8'5 36'0 4'2 -12'5
4 (unslotted) 8-4 36'4 4·3 -12,6
--
It will be noted that slotting between the two elements caused only a
slight reduction « I dB) in the cross-coupling. This was to be expected
sLnce near homogeneity was re-established by the resin encapsulation.
Since neither a point probe acoustic source nor a point receiver was
used it is difficult to interpret the results in a way which enables them
5
to be compared with those of Smyth et al. . However, it woul.d seem that
if resolution is in this case defined as an element to element: cross-
coupling of 50%, then the transducer matrix used should be considerably
better than this. Smyth stated the resolution limit for quartz to be
approximately the tra.nsducer thickness, in this case half a wavelength,
but that t.heuse of Lower Q mat erLa.Iu such as PZT may possibly cause an
improvement on this figure. The half wave Length in PZTSA at 1 MHz is
2'18 mm and the element pitch is 2'54 mm) so that a reduction of the latter
to about 2 rmnwould certainly' be acceptable if required.
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4.5 The FET Samplin~!:.~
The Union Carbide UC734 (see Appendix B for manufacturer's data),
an n-channel junction field effect transistor, is used as the transducer
element sampling gate. A gate-source voltage of around 0 volts (V satce
of drive transistor) with this device provides a sufficiently low channel
"on" resistance ave!' the range of signal amplitudes to be sampled, whilst
-5 volts adequately switches it "off" (see section 4.5.1). Figure 4.8
shows how these FET gates are interconnected to form the switching matrix
or multiplexer. The load on the multiplexer output is tuned to the ultra-
sonic frequency using the inductance of L and the circuit stray capacitances,
and in order to provide a reasonably narrow noise bandwidth this is foll.owed
by a common-collector stage. The resulting high impedance load also has
the adva:ltage of reducing the effect on the output signal level of channel
"on" resistance variations from FET to FET.
4.5.1 Static "on" Characteristics
The static "on" performance is essentially provided by the forward and,
reverse low level drain char.acteristics of the device. Typically, for an
rr-channeI junction FET, these will be of the form shown Ln figure 4.9 be Low ,
At small drain-source voltages these curves are well approximated by
straight lines pas sine though the origin, whose slopes represent the "onll
resistance for the various gate-source voltages.
~
:>~
Z
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0 3ex 0
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0
~
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Vos VOL.TS.
-s
-10
Figure 4.9 Typical low level drain characteristics for an n-channel
junction FET.
The simple form of the sampling gate circuit used does not provide,
under operating conditions, a constant gate-source "on" voltage. This
means that the dynamic drain characteristic will not lie precisely along
the VGS cOline. Its slope will be slightly more inclined to the hori-
zontal, representing a small increase in "on" resistance, when the sampled
signal is positive. When the sampled signal is negative, however, the
characteristic will be more inclined to the vertical, representing a small
decrease in "on" resistance. This inherent non-linearity may be neglected
since in practice the level of the sampled signals would rarely exceed a
few mV, and in consequence the static VGS = 0 characteristic is virtually
identical to the dynamic characteristic.
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The sampling gate is required to transmit, in this application, the
transducer element voltage without loss to the common load, and it is
therefore the voltage transfer characteristic which provides the informa-
tion on which the static performance of the gate may be assessed. Using
the test circuit arrangement shown below in figure 4.10 the voltage trans-
fer characteristic was obtained and is given in figure 4.11. As far as
0- • +IOV
o • -IOV
Figure 4.10 Test circuit for voltage transfer characteristic.
possible the test circuit modelled statically an individual converter sam-
pIing gate, R and V representing the source impedance and e.m.f. respec-s s
tively of a transducer element at resonance, and ~ the total effective
load. R was somewhat lower than that for a. real transducer element, buts
this does not affect the significance of the results obtained. Reference
to figure 4.11 will show that almost perfect bipolar Li.neard ty exi.sts up
to a source voltage of around 500 mV. At negative voltages greater than
this the gate-channel junction becomes significantly forward biased and a
large gate eurreut is possible causing loss of signal voltage across R •s
VIN versus VOUT' however, is still linear, but this feature is only of
relevance if a pure voltage signal source is available. An esti.mate of the
· VOUT 0.6
FIG-URE. 4·".
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channel "on" resistance may be made from these measurement.s using the
relationship:
)rds(on) = ~ (v~_ ...... 4.7VOUT
and is approximately 150 n.
4.5.2 Dynamic "off" Characterietics
The term "gate breakthrough" is defined in this application as,
gate breakthrough signal voltage at load ylith gate "on" dB I s- signal voltage at load with gate lIoff"
at constant signal source e.m.f •• It is a figure of merit for a sampling
gate, including its source and load circuits, vhich indicates its ability
to prevent the transmission of a signal of given frequency from its source
to its load. A test circuit for the measurement of gate breakthrough,
equivalent as far as possible to an image converter element, gate and load,
is shown in figure 4.12 below.
UC734
V-s t rv L IO~JL '\.rOUT
n--- ...-5V
Of=F
ON
o • oV
Figure 4.12 Test circuit for gate breakthrough measurements.
As before, Rs and V represent the transducer element source impedance ands
signal e.m.f. respectively. Circuit stray~ in.cluding the valve voltmete.r
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input and lead capacitance were used to tune the inductor L to a resonant
frequency of 1. MHz. With R set to zero and with a signal source frequency
of 1 MHz the. gate breakthrough was 50 dB's. Increasing R up to 15 kn
reduced this to 48 dB's, 5 kn giving a figure of approximately 49 dB's.
It was found, as expected, that a 100 pF capacitor connected between the
FET gate terminal and ground brought these back up to 50 dB's. The value
of R had no effect on the "on" output voltage. The scanning matrix gates
(figure 4.8)· are driven by common emitter PNP transistor switching circuits
whose emitters are grounded and collector circuits supplied via a '+·7 kQ
resistor from -5 V (see figure 4.14). Thus, unfortunately, the -5 V off
drive to the sampling gates has an effective source resistance of 4·7 kn,
causing an increase in signal breakthrough of around 1 dB per gate. Some
improvement would therefore be expected if an 1TPN drive transistor arrange+
ment were used with the emitters at -5 V. In many respects a better solu-
tion would have been to use p+charme l FET sampling gates. These could then
be driven directly by the TTL control circuits.
Since the breakthrough across an "off" gate is almost exclusively due
to drain-source ·or channel capacitance, measurement of breakthrough at
various frequencies was used as a means of estimating this capacitance.
Due allowance had to be made in these measurements for the relatively large
input and lead capacitance of the measuring instrume.nt. In the equivalent
circuit shown below (figure 4.13) COFF represents the FET source-drain
coupling, C the total stray capacitance across the load and R the ef f'ec-s
tive resistive load at the. output:. The relationship, may be derived,
VOUT(OFF)
w R V1N P R2 Cs2 4.8
assuming that Vour(OFF) «Vn~' w Ls the angular frequency of the applied
signal. It has been assumed that COFF may be considered constant over a
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limited range of frequencies and from a series of breakthrough measurements
between 10 kHz and 200 kHz a value of C was computed to make this so,s
giving an approximate value for COFF of 0·10 pF.
COFF
0----
R
Figure 4.13 Measurement of COFF.
4.6 Control Circuits
This section describes the shift registers and buffer circuitry used
to control the FET switching matrix or multiplexer unit. Details of the
specific control circuits required for the complete camera systems are
given in chapters 5 and 6.
Figure 4.2 shows in a block schematic form the converter electronic
gating with its shift register control. A reset input to the two 11 stage
shift registers sets stage 1 in each to a "0" and all other stages to "1".
Clock pulses shift this "0" through the horizontal stages, the output of
horizontal stage 11 being used as the source of shift pulses for the verti-
cal register. Thus after every 11 clock pulses the vertical register will
be shifted by one stage, and 121 clock pulses will complete the cycle
leaving a single "0" in stage 1 of each register. Circuit details for one
shift register unit are given in figure 4.14. Two of these are required
for the sys t.em, interconnected as indicated above. Each uses two Texas I
RU
OV-"
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Instruments SN7496 5 stage shift registers plus one half of an SN7474
D type flip flop. For each of the ten outputs a buffer circuit is included
in order to provide the analogue sampling gates with a suitable control
signal, the resulting outputs having a base level of -5 V and a peak level
of around -200 mV (V sat).ce
4.7 CoU\rerter Performance
4.7.1 System Noise
There are four main sources of noise within the solid state nltra-
sonic image converter; namely:
(i) thermal noise,
(ii) cross-coupling between elements (both electrical
through the FEr's and acoustic through the
transducer and backing),
(iii) unequal element sensitivities)
and, (iv) switching spikes.
Whilst sources (i), (ii) and (iii) are inherent to the system, (iv) may be
overcome relatively satisfactorily and very easily by sampling the output
at a high enough level between the switching times (see chapter 5, section
5.3.3). The majority of the thermal noise present in the measured output
is generated from within the amplifier used (see chapter 5, section 5.3.2)
which has a very poor noise figure, 40 dB's, representing 17 ~V at its
Lnput , Connection of the transducer matrix to the amplifier's input only
increases this figure to 20 ~V. Source (ii), whilst being relatively
significant, is virtually impossible to quantify. The over-all electrical
cross-coupling (or cross talk) is measurable but is only meaningful for a
specific transducer plate spatial' acoustic intensity pattern. This was
measured under the condition of equal acoustic intensity over the wQ.ole
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image plate, and was 40 dB's down on the average direct signal amplitude.
This was an inaccurate figure, however, since the cross-talk was only just
above the thermal noise level. Source (iii) may be virtually eliminated
by careful manufacture of the converter, ~ince it would appear that the
unequal element send.tivities must be caused by unequal back-face acoustic
loading on the transducer elements. In the present converter most elements
lie within a ± 10% range around the average level (see figure 4.15). This
introduces a· form of noise into the system which can be up to 10 times the
thermal noise level.
Wideband noise, which in this case is all thermal, will be affected
by the system bandwidth. Since most of the thermal noise is generated
within the bandpass amplifier, it is desirable for this unit to possess as
narrow a bandwidth as possible, whilst still passing, without significant
amplitude distortion, the upper and lower sidebands of the amplitude Dlodu-
la ted output wave. Details of this ampIifier are given in chapter 5,
section 5.3.2. Its measured bandwidth is 140 kHz and any reduction of this
is not acceptable if the system is to operate using pulses (see chapter 5).
4.7.2 Sensitivity
The converter sensitivity is directly proportional to the thermal
noise in the abs3nce of any sensitivity threshold. 'I'he limiting sensitivity
is based on a measurement of the output of an average .sensitivity t ransduce.r
element, and will be defined as the acoustic intensity necessary on the
converter image plate to produce an electrical output just d.i.s cernab Le
above the thermal noise. A more practically useful sensitivity f igure ,
however , is the acous t i.c intensity necessary to produce an output 5 times
the thermal no i.sc II've 1. Measuring at the output of the bandpass ampLi.Ei.er
gave figures of 20 1JV nt the transducer for the limiting value and 100 ll¥
for the 5 to 1 signal to noise ratio.
Figure 4.15
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Complete 100 element serial output of converter
for uniform "illumination"
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An estimate of the sensitivity of the converter may be made by using
the equation relating the piezoelectric voltage to the acoustic intensity
at the transducer surface. Assuming equal front and back face loading
(the back-face loading is variable from element to element and incalculable)
the piezoelectric voltage, V , is given by:s
Vs
~I~ Volts 4.9
Where h33 is a piezoelectric constant giving the electric field produced
-1per unit strain in V m ,W the ultrasonic angular frequency, J thes x
-2sound intensity at the transducer surface in W m ,and p C the acoustic
=
-2impedance of the wat er in kg m s , Re-arranging gives:
W
S
J
X
V 2 W 2
s s
8 h233 . pe.
, -2Wm 4.10
A simplified equivalent circuit, figure 4.16, may be drawn representing
at resonance the transducer element, the FET channel resistance, rds(on),
and the load R
L
:
R
1'"ds (01'1)
Tel
-1------ ---'
Figure 4.16
L
Equivalent circuit of transducer element, FET and load.
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In practice rds(on) « R and p~, so that Cl and C2' representing the
transducer C and various circuit strays, may be considered as a singleo
capacitor (Cl + C2)' L and Cl + C2 are made to resonate at the natural
mechanical resonant frequency of the transducer, so that the circuit
becomes purely resistive. Vo is then given by:
vo = Vs R + 1). 4.11
For the experimental converter, ~ = 10 len and R = 4 kn (see section
4.4). Hence V ~ 0·7 V •o s Thus equation 4.10 may be rewritten:
Jx 0·245 • 4.12
For PZT5A, h 33 = 8 -121'5 x 10 V m ,w
G
-12~ x 106 radians s and the
acoustic impedance of water p C = l·S x 10 kg m-2 s .
Using these figures and equation 4.12, the limiting sensitivity,
Le. that acoustic intensity to produce an output voltage of 20 l!V,~\1illbe,
4.13
and for a 5:1 signal to noise ratio,
4.14
4.8 Future Development of the FET Scanned Solid State Converter
The use of a single silicon slice within which a complete 100 x 100
scanning matrix including shift registers is built appears very attractive.
Using MOS techniques it woul d provide a compac t , reliable and comparatively
cheap system. There are however, two inherent problems which seemingly
prevent this method from being practically realisable at present. If a
single homogeneous transducer plate is to be used then 10,000 ccnaections
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between its electrode matrix and the integrated circuit have 'tobe made
where no access is available. Ultrasonic bonding of a such a large number
of points over the comparatively large area required is likely to be both
difficult and unreliable.
A further pr.oblem arises from the fact that conduction paths to carry
the gated electrical signals are required to pass from one side of the
slice to the other. Some of .these paths would be provided by diffusions
and these would act as lossy transmission lines at the frequencies required,
creating differential attenuation between the various gates and their common
output terminal. Mixing at each gate to form a lower or intermediate fre-
11
quency could reduce the losses to an acceptable level, and if serious
attenuation of the oscillator signals supplied to the gates occurred, then
the gate circuits could each include a limiting amplifier. Alternatively
if phase information is not required then each gate could rectify the si.g-
nal, but this solution would be at the expense of limiting the applications
of the converter.
A hybrid technique involving the use of integrated and film processes
could be a satisfactory answer. However, the problem of bonding the 1.0,000
electrical connections still presents the same difficulties as those expec-
22.
ted using large scale integrad on. Maginness has apparently successfully
constructed a converter using thi.s arrangement. Full details on the manu-
factur:i.ngmethod have not as yet been pub lished but it is clear that a
hybrid technique is used.
An ideal solution would appear to involve the use of film transducers.
If these could D2 reliably deposi.ted to the required thickness on the top
of a single silicon slice containing all 100 x 100 HOS gates and their
associated control circuitry, then connection problems would be completely
solved. A further advantage arising from the possibi lity of discrete
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transducer elements would be a reduction of acoustic cross-coupling.
Unfortunately, at the present time, film transducers in the 1 to 6 MHz
range are difficult to fabricate owing to the thickness required. Over-
coming this difficulty, if it is possib1el should be the subject of future
work.
4.9 Conclusions
Resolution limitations are clearly imposed on the FET scanned converter
by the 10 x 10 matrix form, but bro other factors have been shown to affe~t
this also; n.amely, acoustic cross+coup ling between adjacent transducer ele-
ments and electri.cal cross-talk caused by signal breakthrough in the "OFF"
FET gates. Measurements indicate that the acoustically cross+coup l.edsignal
from one element to the next is around -13 dB's, and tha.t the resolution
limitation imposed by this is equivalent to a di.stance marginally less than
the transducer plate thickness. Electrical breakthrough is not restricted
to a.djacent gates but affects a complete line and, to a lesser extent, the
common output. For a single typical UC731. gate this was measured as
-50 dB's up to 6 MHz, and at 1 MHz in the complete converter, wi th an evenly
spread acoustic :i.ntensityover the transducer image plate, a figure of
-40 dB's at the amplifier output was obtained. This was near the system
thermal noise level.
By far the largest "noise" component in the converter output is that
caused by the unequal transducer element sensitivities. For even image
plate insonification most element outputB lie within ± 10% of the averagz
signal Level.. It is thought that this is almost certainly cause.dby unequal
back-face acous tic loading and would be almost ent.irely overcome in a we Ll
designcd , carc fulIy mauuf act.ured device. Only 15% of the total thermal
noise at the amplifier output is generated from within the }"'E'f scanned con-
verter. The r'emaindng 85% originates from the amplifier used. Usi.ngthis
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1·f . 1. . . . .. of 1·3 x 10-1 3 W cm- 2 • d damp 1. i.er a trmt i.ngsens i ttvt ty was estamat e , an
with a less noisy amplifier this figure would be still lower. The couve r+
ter, even with the existing amplifier is thus 5 orders more sensitive than
published measurements of tube converters.
The further development of this form of converter in which all the FET
analogue gates and control circuitry are on a single silicon slice is at
present not practically feasible owing to the multiple connections required
between this and the transducer matrix. LSI, film hybrid circuit ry is one
answer but the ultimate solution appears to await the technology to enable
the fabrication of suitable film transducers.
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5. Ultrasonic Camera Using the FET Scanned Converter
with an Acoustic Lens
5.1 System Description
Figure 5.1 shows in a schematic form the acoustic section of the
system. To achieve, efficient acoustic coupling the translnitter, object,
lens and image converter are all suspended in a "rater filled standard glass
fibre water storage tank (approximate dimensions: 4 ft. x 2 ft. x 2 ft.).
A photograph of the experimental arrangement is given in figure 5.2. For
the majority of tests through transmission is used, continuous or pulsed
ultrasound at 1 MHz from the transmitting transducer insonifying the object,
which, if of different acoustic impedance to that of water, will introduce
discontinuities into the otherwise plane wave front. The object, in effect,
may. be considered as a re-radiating body and the convergent acoustic lens
will focus, if positioned correctly, an acoustic diffraction image of the
object on to the face of the image converter.
The overall camera system is outlined in figure 5.3. As may be seen,
apart from the image converter, several additional functional blocks are
required, the most important of these being the timing unit. This is com-
posed of four delay circuits arranged in series each triggering the next
and generating a set of tinting waveforms of the form indicated in figure
5.4. The sequence of operation is as follows:
(i) The transmitter monos table is triggered and opens
the transmitter gate for approximately 60 liS
allowing a burst of ultrasound at 1 MHz to be
transmitted down the wa tcr tank.
(U) The rear edge of the transmitter monostable pulse
triggers the delay monos tab le. Tn.i.sde lay is
,adjustable hetween certain limits and allows time
- 68 -
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Figure 5.2 The experimental system arrangement.
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for the transmitted pulse of ultrasound to
reach the image converter (or receiver). The
trailing edge of this timing pulse shifts the
matrix scan to the next transducer element and
also generates a clamping pulse of approximately
5 ].ISduration. This clamping pulse is used to
reset the detector output to zero and to allow a
settling time before sampling the output of the
transduceL element.
(iii) The trailing edge of the clamp delay pulse triggers
the receiver monostable which generates a 30 11S
pulse and is used to open the recei...er gate. The
delay monostable is adjusted until the receiver
gate passes only the centre portion of the received
transmitter signal and thus largely overcomes any
problems which lllayotherwise arise due to slow rise
time, switching spikes. spurious si.gnals, etc. on
the received pulse.
(iv) The rear edge of the receiver monostable pulse
retriggers the transmitter monostable so that con-
tinuous element by element pulsing, scanning and
sampling results.
A single shot or stepping facility is provided by breaking the loop
connecting the four delay c:i.rcuitsbetween the receiver' monos table and the
t.ransmi t ter mono stab Le , and arranging that a press switch when operated
produces a single positive edge so that one cOalplete set of timing pulses
is generated. Under continuous oper ation Cl minimum element scanning Tate
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of around 2 kHz results and this will clearly increase as the transmitter-
receiver distance is reduced. As a consequence a complete scan of all
100 elements is completed in a maximum time of approximately 60 mS, a
resulting picture rate of just under 20 Hz. Continuous wave rather than
pulsed operation is achieved by simply holding both the receiver and
transmitter gates permanently open.
The bandpass amplifier following the multiplexer unit provides a gain
of 70 dBfs with a 3 dB bandwidth of 140 kHz. The bandpass characteristic,
achieved by means of tuned resonant filters at the input and output of a
wide band video rump1ifier (see section 5.3.2), is used in order to reduce
the broad band noise content of the output signal. A bandwi.dth sufficient
to allow the upper and lower side bands of the ampli tude modulated 1 MHz
carrier is required. This means that in order to retain an acceptabl~
output transient response for pulsed operation a bandwidth of at least
140 kHz is necessary. Since transmitted pulses are of 60 llS duration and
are best sampled by the receiver gate over their centre 30 llS, a maximum
of 45 cycles at 1 MHz may therefore be allowed for the output to reach its
steady state value.
Under pulsed operation only 30 cycles of the 1 MRz signal are available
at the output of the receiver gate and therefore the detector must also
have a rapid response time. It is followed by a holding or stretching
circuit so that: a d.e. level, proportional to the incident ultrasonic sig-
nal on the sampled mat.ri x element, is maintained until the next element is
sampled. This is applied to the intensity modulation input of a cathode
ray os cll l.os cope and et picture is produced by forming a rastor using :lots
own internally triggered time-b ase together with a specially generated
staircase waveform applied to its Y. input. In addition to the latter, spot
wobb]_e is included so that the resulting ten line picture properly fills
the scr'een area.
Figure 5.5
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(a) Upper trace - Typical output of bandpass amplifier
(pulsed mode).
(b) Lower trace - Output of detector for above input.
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Figure 5.5(a) shows a typical pulsed mode output of the bandpass
amplifier, while 5.5(b) is the receiver gate sampled and detected and
stretched result of this signal.
5.2 The Acoustic System
5.2.1 Transmitter Units
A 10 mm disc of PZT-4 (Verriitron Ltd.), of thickness resonance nomi-
nally 1 MHz, forms the basis of the transmitter unit, and this is backed
by a 3 nun thick disc of expanded polystyrene so that operation is effecti-
vely under air backed conditions. A coaxial cable is soldered to the two
silvered faces of the transducer and the whole assembly, including a brass
support rod, is encapsulated in an epoxy resin. In operation the trans-
mitter has a measured far field 3 dB beam width of around So, and a forward
to backward transmit ratio of 37 dB's measured on axis at a distance of
200 mm from each face.
A second and larger transmitter unit (described in Appendix A) was
used for ~~ny of the results included in this and later chapters. This is
a 25 mm disc, air backed and mounted in a brass bousing. It has the
advantage of producing a higher ultrasonic field strength for a given
electrical input than the 10 mm transmitter, but owing to the relatively
narrow beam illumination of the target is less uniform.
5.2.2 Acoustic Lens
Perspex, readily available and easily formed, was considered, in con-
junction wi th its acoustic properties (see table 5.1), to be the most
suitable material for the acoustic lens. The ratio of the acoustic velo-
cities in water and in perspex provides an effective refractive index to
ultrasound of 1.8 and requires that for a convergent lens it should be of
concave form~ The specific acoustic impedance of perspex, however, is just
over double that for water and as a result reflections of around 10% at
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Iboth the water-perspex and perspex-water interfaces are to be expected.
The design procedure is based on the lens makers' formula and is detailed
in Appendix A. A wide a.perture is desirable in order to get maximum image
"il1urr.i.nation",and using an "F" number of 1.1 and a focal length of
90 mm a radius of curvature of 79 mm and a diameter of 80 mm is found to
be required. An aperture larger than this approaches close to the limit
set by total internal reflection. The simple spherical design, although
introduci.ng considerable image degradation, is relatively easily manufac-
tured using a lathe and an axially mounted tool.
Table 5.1
r-'
Specific acoustic Velocity
Hatedal impedance -1-2, kg, -1 -6 m, sm s xto
-
Carbon tetrachloride 1-48 928
Water 1-49 1,490
Glycerol 2'5 1,986
Mercury 19-6 1,450
Po Iye thy Lene 1-75 1,950
Perspex 3-16 '2,680
Hagnesium 10-0 5,770
Al umi.rri um 17-3 6,420
Iron and steel 46 6,000
49Abbe developed a working rule for calculating the resolving power of
optical lenses uhere two points on an object arc reflecting largely
coherent light. Namely,
s :: 5.1
where ::;is the linear distance separating the two points to be resolved
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and i the'angle whose tangent is given by the radius of the lens divided
by the object-lens di.stance. Equation 5.1 is based on the assumption that
. . . f i.ff .two p01nts wIll be resolved when the central maXImum 0 the d¢ ractI0n
pattern produced by one falls on the first of the Airy dark rings of the
other. Assuming this rule to be applicable to the acoustic case, the
resolving power of the acoustic lens used at various magnifications may be
calculated. For a magnification of unity the resolution is found to be
2'32 A or approximately 3'5 mm at 1 MHz. For a magnification of 2 times
it becomes 1'76 A or 2·64 mm, and this approaches a minimum of 1'23 A as
17
the magnification approaches infinity. According to Sayers the difflac-
don unsharpness of the image: however, is a relatively small part of the
total image degradation caused by nn uncorrected lens. Since the lens
used is uncorrected spherical aberration alone accounts for an unsharpncsfl
of around 3 times that due to ddff ract i.onand coma causes serious add i-:
tiona1 off axis aberrations. Apart from the "optical" effects mentioned
above there is a further source of image degradation; that caused by mode
conversion as the waves enter and leave the lens. This creates two focal
lengths for the lens since the shear waves travel more slowly than do
longitudinal wavas , The image produced by the shear waves will be re.Lati,r-
vely weak, and in any 'case, in a different plane to that produced by the
longitudinal waves.
5.2.3 Reflection Tests
A special pulsed oscillator (see Appendix C) was used to investigate
the reflections occurri.ngwi thin the acoustic system. This produced , at
an adjustable repetition frequency, an acoustic pulse at 1 HHz of duration
approximately 8 vS. The test ohject, lens and converter were positioned
as for normal imaging at distances of 515 111II'., 670 mm and 855 mm respccti·-
vely from the transmitter. These distances correspond, at the ve Ioc i ty
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of sound in water, to times of 340 J.lS,450 llS and 570 ].ISrespectively.
Figure 5.7(a) is a photograph of the eRO display of the output of one
converter transducer element; the graticule shown represents 100 llS for
each major division. Thus the first pulse is positioned at a time corres-
ponding approximately to 575 llS after the start of trace (i.e. 575 llS
after the transmitted pulse), and is clearly the direct signal. The
second pulse of any consequence occurs at a time of around 780 liS and was
found to be caused by the test object (an aluminium plate through which a
cross had been cut). By calculating the total transit time it can be
shown that this signal is the result of the transmitted pulse passing
through the test object, reflecting off the lens back to the test object
and off the test object and back through the lens to the converter.
Referring to figure 5.7(a) again it will be noted that next there is a
pair of pulses about 15 11Sapart and positioned at approximately 840 l1S
after. the transmitted pulse. It was determined experimentally that these
were caused by the lens, and again by estimating the total transit time
it is evident that a reflection back off the converter transducer reflects
again off the lens back to the converter. It is not clear why a double
pulse occurs here, si.nce the 15 118represents 40 mm in perspex and the
second pulse is therefore not likely to be a reflection off the other sur-
face of the lens, which in any case if it \-Terewould be expected to be of
lower amplitude than the first. A reflection from the back of the tank
to the lens and back to the converter transducer is likely, but again does
not correspond to the observed time difference between the two pulses.
Figure 5.7(b) is the result of a similar test, but wi th the lens and
ohject removed and the transmitter moved nearer to the converter. The
first pulse is the direct signal wh i l.e the second and third pulses are
reflections from the transmitter of pulses reflected off the converter and
.
the tank back-wa lI respectively.
Figure 5.7(a)
Figure 5.7(b)
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Reflections, with lens and test object positioned as
for normal imaging.
Reflections, with lens and test object removed.
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The significance of these results in the context of the camera system
is that they confirm experimentally the order of magnitude of the various
reflections which occur. Continuous wave operation, and pulsed operation
where these are of longer duration than the time separation of interfaces
within the acoustic system, will generate standing waves and interference
effects causing a general loss of image definition. The results show that
observable reflections arriving back at the converter are less than 107. of
the.amplitude of the direct pulse, but they do not show the effect of
reverberations lvithin the test object, lens and conve.rter. To investigate
this experimentally would require a considerably shorter pulse in order to
provide sufficient resolution.
5.3 Circuit Details
5.3.1 Timing Unjt
Three SN74l2l TTL monos tables form the major part of this unit, the
circuit of which is 8hown in figure 5.8. Between the delay and the
receiver monostables is interposed the clamp pulse generator. This is
basically a single transistor switch, T2' biased "off" by Rs to +5 V
followed by a d.c. restorer (C4, D4 and Ra) to 0 V and an emitter follower
13' D3 prevents T2 base from being more positive than approximately
500 mV and allows the negative spike, formed by the back edge of the delay
monostable output and C3, R6' etc., to drive T2 into saturation for around
.5 lJS. T2 collector therefore produces a 5 l1Spulse based on -5 V and
ri.si.ng to nearly 0 V, a level required for the clamping necessary in the
detector unit (see 5.3.3). Restoration to normal TTL levels is required
before t.his can be used as an input to the receiver monost~ble. Thus th~
pulse at T3 emitter is of 5 l1Sduration based on approximately 0 V and
rising to m-ound +5 V. Transistors T} and '1\ buffer the outputs of the
transmitter and receiver monos tables respectively and create a level shift
- 82 -
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so that they may effectively drive the transmitter and receiver n-channel
FET gates (see 5.3.3). Dl, D2 and Rq provide a supply rail of approxima-
tely +3'8 V to which Tl and T4 emitters are connected thus ensuring that
the latter are properly switched "off" by. a "1" output from their respec-
tive monostab1es. With switch SI in the "step" position the feedback
loop around the timing circuits is broken. At the same time the positive
Schmitt B input to the transmitter monos table is connected to a circuit
designed to produce slow positive edges when press switch S2 is closed.
TIle recovery time of this circuit is slow (approximately to S) in order
to minimise the effect of any switch bounce. Potentiometer RVI provides
the necessary adjustment to the delay monostable pulse duration.
5.3.2 Bandpass Amplifier
Figure 5.9 is the circuit diagram of the bandpass amplifier. It is
essentially a video amplifier with a gain of approximately 70 dB's from
10 Hz to 10 MHz with an input bandpass L.C. filter tuned nominally to
1 MHz. Two cascaded Texas SN7510 wide band vi.deo amplifiers are used to
provide the overall gain, while T2·, Dl and T3, D2 form the d ,c, level
shifting circuits necessary in order to bring the output approximately to
o V when the input terminals are short circuited. Considerable d.c.
feedback, provided by Rt. and R7 decoupled by Cl, and Rll and R14 decoupled
by C3, around the two amplifie.r sections maintains this to within 16 mV.
Ra and C2 form a simple lag network and are included to assist high
bTeo..\I.. poi"" r fyQ.~\A.Q.'I\.c.,:\
frequency stability. They introduce an additional ~ into the U'QRsfer
Y'llst>oY\&~
ftiBE'!ti9R at 10'6 MHz, this being sufficiently low to prevent oscillation
yet high enough not to reduce the bandwidth below that required (a design
requirement on bandwidth of 10 MHz was used so that this amp1ifier could
be used for possih le future experimental wo rk at higher frequencies). Tl,
R2 is an emi Her fo l.Love r wh ich increases the effective input resistance of
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the amplifier to approximately 5 kn, reducing to a satisfactory level the
transducer element and input filter loading. Power line decoupling (not
shown in figure 5.9) is included at each stage of the amplifier using
0'1 llF capacitors, and the complete unit was constructed on a double sided
printed circuit board mounted in a metal box. An output bandpass L.C.
filter is also included within the overall amplifier but is physically
located, for reasons of stability, in the detector unit (see 5.3.3). The
frequency response, including both bandpass filters, is shown in figure
5.10, and it may be noted that maximum gain, 46 dB's, is provided at
1'1 MHz this being the apparent resonant frequency of the receiving trans-
ducer elements. The 3 dB bandwidth is 140 kHz, and the measured noise
figure40 dB's, representing 17 llV at the input.
5.3.3 Transmitter and Receiver Gates and Detector Unit
Both the transmitter and receiver gates each consist primarily of an
n+channe I junction Ii'EToperated in either its "on" or "off" state. Figure
5.11 shows the transmitter gate circuit including the transmittin.g trans- .
ducer. The inductor L is arranged to resonate with the circuit strays
and self capacitance, C , of the transducer and it thus presents a higho
impedance at the operating frequency whilst maintaining a near short
circuit at d.c. This assists towards the production of a good transmitted
pulse shape, particularly the trailing edge, where otherwise a long fall
time would result. The gate drive, provided by the timing unit, is a
60 llS pulse based at -12 V and rising to approximately +3'8 V. This means
that signals with a peak amplitude of approaching 4 V may be successfully
gated by the circuit.
. The detector unit may be considered as comprising of three main
sections: a bandpass filter (really part of the bandpass amplifier -
section 5.3',2), a sample and hold detector and a d.c. amplifier. The
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complete circuit is given in figure 5.12. The simple bandpass filter,
LI Cl, rejects nojse outside its pass band which has been introduced by
the video amplifier. DI and D2 in series with Ll and fed by RI cause a
d.c. offset voltage of around +1'2 V on the base of Tl' TI is an emitter
follower included in order to provide both a low impedance source to the
diode detector which follows and a high impedance load to the filter. TI
emitter is offset by +600 mV and, assuming negligible drop across the
receiver gate, will give a forward bias to D3 sufficient to ensure that
it is on the verge of significant conduction. In this way the detector
is made to respond to very low level signals. The measured input-output
voltage transfer characteristic is given in figure 5.l3~,from which it
can be seen that although somewhat non-linear at low levels, it will res-
pond to input signals in the order of 10 to 20 mV. Attempts were made to
overcome the diode offset voltage and inherent non-linearity by including
it in the feedback loop of an operational amplifier, but the transient
response and in particular the slew rate was not fast enough to enable
this arrangement to function effectively at 1 MHz. The receiver ga te T2
between TI and the peak detector circuit D3 C3 is driven by a gating pulae
prov:i.dedby the timing uni.t of duration 30 118,based at -5 V and rising
to +3'8 V. The maximum expected signal level at this point is approxi.ma-
tely 1'5 V peak and will thus be adequately handled by the gate. T3 is
the clamping transistor which discharges C3 before the next element is
sampled and in effect therefore performs the function of resetting the
detector. It is driven via Rs by the 5 118 clamp delay pulse generated r.n
the timing uni t , Tlf' a source follower, reduces the effect: of any loading
on the circuit whi.ch·would otherwi~e significantly discharge C3 during
the hold period. An l.lltcgratedcircuit d.c. amplifier (741) with shunt
feedback fa 110T,;S TIl and provides an adj ustable gain (RV2) of up to approxi-
mately 10 and an adjustable dv c , level facility (RVl).
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Staircase generator output waveform.
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5.3.4 Staircase Generator
Operation of the circuit, figure 5.13, is basically similar to that
of a diode storage counter, except that in this case when T2 conducts it
clamps the anode of DI to the voltage on C2' This causes the next input
pulse, via the emitter follower TI, to be added to the existing voltage
on C2 resulting in a reasonably linear staircase voltage waveform at the
output of the source follower T5' Ten steps are required in order to
produce the ten line oscilloscope raster, after which resetting is carried
out by the clamping transistors T3 and T4 using the vertical shift register
stage outputs 0 and 10. The output step amplitude Vs is given by,
= V. (1 - x)
1
5.2
where V. is the input pulse height, and x is given by,
1
5.3x == -----
5.4 Results
l?igures 5.lS (a) and (b) are results for a uniformly "illuminated"
converter face plate, the former showing the amplitude modulated serial
output signal for the 100 transducer elements, and the latter the visual
picture produced by these signals on the CRO display. Al though the serial
output is shown for clarity using continuous waves, the visual picture,
figure S.15(b), was produced using pulsed transmission in order to reduce
possible reverberations. Once again the transducer element sensitivity
variations are clearly demonstrated, but 8 more important use to which
these pictures may be put is that of accounting for some of the visible
"noise" pzesent;on the images of the various test objects. They also pro-:
vide an indication of the sensitivity and dynamic range of the electrical
Figure 5.l5(a)
Figure 5.l5(b)
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Output signal for a uniformly "illuminated"
converter plate.
Final picture resulting from uniform "illumination".
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to visual conversion. This may be set up within limits by the gain and
output d.c. level controls of the amplifier following the detector, and
also to some extent by the brilliance control on the eRO. For most of
the results presented below these controls were optimised to produce the
best visual picture. Scanning in figure 5.15(b) is from left to right
and from bottom to top, and the serial output signal, figure 5.l5(a),
follows this sequence. Thus it maybe noted that the top left hand trans-
ducer element produces no measurable output signal. When comparing
figures 5.l5(a) and (b) it is clear that the dynamic range is low, corres-
ponding to high sensitivity. This gives a rather worse impressi.on of the
result of a uniformly "i.lluminated" converter plate than would have heen
the case for a lower sensitivity setting. It was, unfortunately, not
possible to obtain satisfactory results with a lower' sensitivity because
a form of threshold at present exists in the detector caused hy the spikes
generated in the receiver gate. These very narrow positive and negative
spikes are rectified and, owing to the necessarily small value of smoothing
capacitor, create a d.c. offset voltage which effectively prevents the
detection of signals which lie below a level of approximately 20% of the
maximum output.
Figure 5.16 (a) and (b) further demonstrate the dynami c range perfor+
mance of the camera system, and shows a.lso that acoustic shadows may be
cast in the same manner as with li.ght. In this case the shadow, as would
be expected with the relatively long wavelength of the acoustic wave, is
shown to be far less precise. A piece of folded waxed paper was pla.ced
3 mm in front of the converter image plate so as to obscure approximately
half of it from the incident and uniformly distributed ultrasonic waves.
Again, for: the visual picture, figure 5.16(b), pulsed transmission was
used to reduce reverberat icns , It has been shown in chapter 4 that Lacera l
acoustic w8.ve-spre3d between adjacent transducer elements produces a
Figure 5.16(a)
Figure 5.16(b)
Figure 5.l6(c)
Converter serial output for half "shaded" plate.
(line I only shown)
Final picture for half "shaded" converter plate.
Converter serial output for "unshaded" plate.
(line I only shown)
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cross-coupled component with an amplitude of somewhat less than 25% of
the main signal. Assuming that coIumns 1 to 5 are totally obscured and
that colunms 6 to 10 are totally unobscured, it is evident that diffrac-
tion unsharpness is present in the cast shadow, since, referring to
figure 5.16(a) it will be seen that the signal on element 5 is at least
75% of that on element 6. Figure 5.16(c) is a photograph of the signals
from the same line of transducer elements (line 1) with the waxed paper
removed, so that element signal amplitudes may be compared.
Figures 5.17 to 5.20 are the visual pictures resulting from the
imaging of a cross cut through an 18 SWG sheet of aluminium. The arms
of the cross more than filled the object plane and the width of each arm
was approximately 1'5 mm, equivalent to 1 wavelength at 1 MHz in water.
The magnification, set by the object and lens positions in relation to the
converter plate, was in all cases approximately1'2 times. Considerable
improvement in picture quality resulted from setting the aluminium plate
oat an angle of around 10 to the proper object plane. It would appear
that this causes reflections, which would otherwise clutter and blur the
image, to be deflected off the axis. Figure 5.17 shows the cross cencral-
ly placed, (a) using continuous wave transmission, and, (b) using pulsed
transmission. No significant difference is detectable except for a slight
false image in the lower left hand sector for the continuolls wave picture.
With a magnification of 1.2 times the width of the arms of the imaged
cross should have been approximately 2 mm. As can be seen the image is
blurred to the extent that these occupy two transducer elements, or 5 mm.
This confirms the lens difficiencies outlined in section 5.2.2. Figure
5.l8(a) and (b), a~d figure 5.l9(a) and (b) are images produced by pulsed
transmission of the cross offset low, high, left and right respectively
from the centre. They tend to show in a more pronounced manner the effects
.of unequal transducer elenlent sensitivities, but on the other hand do not
Figure 5.17
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Ca) Continuous wave transmission.
Cb) Pulsed transmission.
Image of 1·5 mm cross cut through 18 SWG aluminium sheet.
Figure 5.18
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Ca) Offset low.
Cb) Offset high.
Image of 1·5 mm cross cut through 18 SWG aluminium sheet,
using pulsed transmission.
Figure 5.19
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Ca) Offset left.
Cb) Offset right.
Image of 1·5 mm cross cut through 18 SWG aluminium sheet,
using pulsed transmission.
Figure 5.20
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Ca) Centrally placed.
Cb) Offset so that one arm only imaged.
Image of 1'5 mm cross cut through 18 SWG aluminium sheet,
owith arms at 45 to x-y converter matrix axes.
Pulsed transmission used.
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indicate a noticeable worsening of resolution off the system axis, as
might be expected with the simple uncorrected lens. The cross is set
for figure 20(a) and (b) at an angle of 450, centrally placed for (a)
and moved off axis so that only one arm is imaged in (b). The image no
longer naturally fits the rectangular pattern of the transducer matrix
and therefore appears much degr~ded.
Figures 5.21(a) and (b) and 5.22(a) and (b) show images of solid
crosses with arm widths equivalent at 1 MHz in water to 2 wavelengths
for figure 5.21 and 1 wavelength for figure 5.22. Pulsed transmission
was used. The 2 wavelength cross is imaged relatively well with a mag-
nification of 1·9 times for (a) and 1·4 times for (b), although in both
cases the imaged arm width covers 2 transducer elements, but within the
limits of the transducer matrix resolution of 2·54 mm, this is the best
that can be expected. Figure 5.22 'compares for the 1 wavelength cross
the transmission image with that obtained by reflection. The magnifica-
tion was in both cases approximately 2·7 times; a magnification of 2 or
less did not produce a recognisable image. As would be expected one
image is the inverse of the others for transmission the ultrasound being
prevented from passing by the cross, whe reas for reflection it is bounced
back towards the lens. Owing to the necessity for the axial positioning
of lens, object and converter, the transmitter position for reneetion had
to be offset and was placed in approximately the same plane as the lens,
but angled so that the ultrasound was directed towards the object. The
latter also required to be angled, being cut from a plane sheet of
material, so that the reflected waves travelled along the 1ens-converte.r
axis.
Figure 5.23 is a good demonstration of the resolving power of the
ultrasonic camera. It shows the image resulting from an object consisting
of two 2'S mm diameter holes through a 16 SWG aluminium sheet, with a
spacing bet....reen their adjacen t edgE:s of 1·5 mm (1 wavelength in water).
Figure 5.21
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(a) Magnification 1'9 times.
(b) Magnification 1·4 times.
Image of 3 mm solid cross, uSlng pulsed transmission.
Figure 5.22
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Ca) Using pulsed transmission.
Cb) Using pulsed reflection.
Image of l·S mm solid cross, with a magnification
of 2·7 times.
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The magnification given by the acoustic lens is approximately-2 times,
and under these conditions the limiting resolution for two point sources
is greater than 2'6 mm (see section 5.2.2). The centres of the two holes
are separated by approxiI?ately 4 mm, and ~f these are_considered as point
sources then the Airy disc which each produces in the image plane,
neglecting aberrations, will theoretically be resolvable one from the
other. This seems to indicate that, in spite of the uncorrected lens used,
spherical aberration near the axis is not affecting the resolution ~otice-
ably more than that caused by diffraction unsharpness.
The visualisation of spot welds using an ultrasonic camera would be
a very useful application if it were possible to detect the difference
between good and bad welds. Figure 5.24 shows the image of two spot welds
between two 16 SWG steel plates. Unfortunately no noticeable difference
was observed between good and suspec t.edbad welds, but with a significant
reduction of the "noise" caused by unequal transducer element sensitivities
this may become possible.
Figure 5.25 shows the effect of attempting to obtain an image by
reflection from a curved object. The obje.ct used was a brass rod of di'a-
meter 10 mm, positioned in conjunction with the acoustic lens to give a
magnification of 1.7. Figure 5.25(a) shows the image produced by trans-
mission and figure 5.25(b) that produced by reflection. For the latter,
the transmitter was placed as before in approximately the same plane as
the lens, and angled so as to direct the ultrasound at the object to be
imaged. It will be noticed that whereas with transmission the imaged
object is approxiw~tely the correct size (a little smaller because of
diffraction, etc.), with reflection only the "highlights" of the cylindri-
cal surface are imaged. This demonstrates a fundamental limitation of
ultrasonic imaging when a reflection mode of operation is employed •.
Smooth (Le. having a surface roughness less than a wavelength) contoured
objects cannot he meaningfully imaged.
Figure 5.23
Figure 5.24
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Image of two 2·5 mm diameter holes through a 16 SWG
aluminium sheet. Spacing between adjacent edges
1·5 mm. Magnification 2 times.
Image of two 3 mm electric spot welds between 16 SWG
steel plates.
Figure 5.25
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(a) By pulsed transmission.
Cb) By pulsed reflection.
Image of la mm diameter brass rod, with a magnification
of 1· 7 times.
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5.5 Discussion
Resolution limitations in the ultrasonic camera may be attributed
to two main sources, the acousto-electric converter and the acoustic lens.
The former has a square matrix structure which imposes an ultimate
resolution limit, but acoustic cross-coupling within the transducer and
its surrounding assembly introduces a practical limit which is discussed
in some detail in chapter 4. In the present converter it is the matrix
pitch which limits the resolution, but if this were reduced to the trans-
ducer thickness and the operating frequency increased, then the Hmi t
would be set by the satisfactory maximum operating frequency of the FET
analogue gates. Electrical breakthrough in these gates, again discussed
in detail in chapter 4, increases with frequency and would appear to heve
a practical upper limit of between 6 and 10 MHz. In the acoustic section
of the camera system, resolution is again inversely proportional to
frequency and is limited finally by the fact that absorption of the ul t.r a-
sonic waves in the materials through which they pass increases with fre-
quency. Most ~uccessful ultrasonic inspection systems, in order to achieve
a satisfactory acoustic resolution and at the same time operate within
acceptable signal losses, use frequencies between 2 and 10 MHz. A compro-
mise choice of 6 MHz would therefore appear to satisfy both the majority
of likely applications and the electrical limi.tations i.mposed by the FET
analogue gates. If higher operating frequencies were required, a frequency
11
mixing arrangement could be used.
The resolving power of the acoustic lens is proportional to its dia-
m~ter. There is, however, a practical limit to the lens aperture, or F
number, of near. uni.ty, and thus for best resolution the lens should have
as long a focal length as the inspection system will allow'. The lens used
has an aperture of I-I and a focal length of 90 rom, and with the available
4 ft. test tank, cannot;be improved upon in clri s respect. Results do not
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indicate significant spherical aberration so that with the present system
a corrected lens may not noticeably improve the image quality. A more
obvious improvement would be apparent if the resolution of the converter
was increased by raising the operating fr~quency and reducing the element
17pitch. Sayers estimated that "spherical aberration of the lens used,'if
uncorrected, would be five times greater than the diffraction unsharpness".
His system, however, operated at an ultrasonic frequency of 4 MHz.
Operation of the camera using pulsed ultrasound is, in principle,
advantageous, but it appears to be doubtful from experimental evidence
whether pulses of the duration used in the present system, 70 ~S, really
offer a noticeable improvement over continuous waves. It is very probable
that any improvement is, in any case, masked by the high "noise" level.
introduced by the unequal transducer e1emerit sensitivities. It is clear,
referring to figure 5.5(a), that a great: deal of clutter which would
othetwise cause loss of image definition is removed by the receiver gate.
Very short pulses would prevent most reverberations from developing within
the object, lens and converter, but the detector and sample and hold
circuit (figure 5.8) would require considerable modification if pulses
were reduced to less than ten cycles. In particular a much lower drive
impedance to the smoothing capacitor C3 would be needed in order that the
pulse amplitude wou l.dbe sampled accurately in one or two cycles. A
further advantage to be gained from short pulse operation is that when
the camera is operated in a reflection mode range gating would provide a
third dimension. At present the 70 ~S pulse gives a range resolution of
approximately 100 mm which, at the ranges used, is of no special value.
Transient noise, which is present in the amplifier output in the: form.
of switching spikes of considerable amplitude, is detected by the peak
rectifying circui t of f igure 5.8. Clearly this is a serious defect in the
noise performance of the system, and woul.d be made Horse if the drive
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impedance to the smoothing capacitor C3 were reduced as was suggested in
the preceding paragraph. An average detector is called for, although
this becomes an increasingly difficult operation as the pulse duration
is reduced.
5.6 Conclusions
The solid state ultrasonic camera at its operating frequency of 1 }1Hz
has an object plane resolution limit, using the acoustic lens, of approxi-
mately l'S wavelengths in water, and an image plate resolution limited by
the transducet matrix. Choice of operating frequency is the prime factor
which determines the limiting resolution of the system. Transducer ele-
ment pitch, it has been demonstrated, may be made somewhat les~ than ha.lf
the ultrasonic wavelength in the transducer material, and both this and
the acoustic lens diffraction unsharpness are inversely proportional to
frequenc.y. A practical limit with the FET analogue gates in their present
form restricts the satisfactory operating frequency to 6 MHz and below,
although this may be increased further if mixing were to be used in the
gate circuits. At this higher frequency, the acoustic lens should be
corrected for spherical aherration, since if uncorrected this would now be
considerably greater than the diffractior..unsharpness for the same aperture.
Operating with short pulses, although making accurate signal detec-
tion difficult, should improve the image definition and provide a useful
third dimcnsior... The relatively long pulses used in the present camera
system do not give a no ti.ceably better performance than continuous waves ,
but inequality of transducer element sensitivities makes serious judgement
of small performance. changes difficul t.
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6. On-Line Computer Lens
6.1 Introduction
The basic principles underlying the use of a computer as a synthetic
lens in conjunction with an acousto-e1ectric converter have been outlined
in chapter 3. The specific application of a PDP8-E computer to the FET
scanned solid state converter will be described here. The objective is
on-line real time imaging, using a single frequency for processing ~imp1i-
city and speed (i.e. continuous wave or long pulse operation of the .
converter), the final visual picture being an intensity modulated CRO TV
type display. The results described below are those obtained by processing
applied to only a single ten element linear transducer array (line 1 of
the solid state converter), and although a 10 x 10 two dImens i.onaImatrix
would require considerably more computer time, the processing becomes a
relatively simple extension to the existing program. In any case the 1
dimens ional results provide mos t of the information needed to establish the
characteristics and likely performance of a complete 2 dimensional system.
6.2 Processing Principles
6.2.1 Focused Operation
Focused operation is advantageous when measureab1e path length
differences exist between the various clc:;mentsof the converter array and
the point in the object plane to be imaged. These differences should be
significant in relation to the system's overall accuracy. It has been
found expe.rirnent.alLy that focusing we Tl inside the Fraunhofer zone, or far
field, of the converter array still provides an improvement in angular
resolution.
In order to focus the ultrasorri c energy eminating from a point source
in the object plane to an equivalent po in t in the image plane, the phase
of all signals rcach ing rhe array elements from that point must be
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modified, before summation, so that they are identical. A lens performs
this by, in effect, imparting a spherical (or aspherical) spatial time
delay function to the signals as they pass through its aperture. It is
essentially this operation which the computer must be programmed to carry
out on the array signals, the array in this case being equi.valent to the
aperture of a synthetic lens. TIle computer must first calculate the
fractional path length differences which exist between each array element
and that point in the object plane to be imaged, using as a reference
length, for example, the perpendicular distance between the array and
object planes (see program 6.1). After conversion to radians, with respect
to the ultrasonic wavelength in the transmission medium, these differences
represent the increments of phase wh ich must be subtracted from the phases
of the appropriate array element signals in order to achieve a focusing
action. The resulting modified signals are then summed, produr.ing a total
magnitude which will represent electrically the intensity of ultrasound
radiating from the chosen point in the object plane. The signals from all .
points other than that being imaged will, upon summation, tend to destruc-
tively interfere owing to their unequal phases and the resulting image
magnitudes will be low. The process is repeated for each point in 'the
object plane to be imaged, so that to image a line of X points in the.
object plane using a linear array of N elements requires NX basic computer
operations (see program 6.2), excluding those required for the phase
increment calculations.
Figure 6.1 represents the linear array of N·equally spaced elements
positioned at a di.st.anceL from a parallel object plane in which a point
source P is placed. In order to demonstrate the form of the processing
action carri.edout by the computer, consider the following:-
Let point P radiate a sinusoidal acoustic signal equivalent to an
electrical voltage,
vs = 6.1
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The signal received by element n of the array wou l.dthen be of the form,
v
n
21T Dp
k., V • (,!.. 11)= -~n s S1n wt + ~s + ~ 6.2
where DPn is the path length between points P and n, ~ the wavelength in
the transmission medium, and ~n a constant determined by the radiation
patterns of point P and element n along the line Pn. In practice the
phase of the array element signals is taeasured with respect to a reference
signal of the same frequency. Let this reference signal have a phase <f>R'
Then the measured phase, <f>, of element n may be expressed as,
n
= 6.3
Let the computer focus to a point Q in the object plane, as shown in
figure 6.L The array element signal phases will now be modified so that
all signals eminating from point Q will be in phase. Thus <f>will now ben
given by,
=
where DQn is the path length between points Q and n.
The computer, having calculated cf; from n ..,1 to n = N, is then
n
programme.d to compute the magnitude of the resultant summation of all N
modified array element signals, when focused at point Q. It does this by
first separating the signals into their real and imaginary parts (see
program 6.2), fonning real and imaginary totals and finally calculating
the resultant magnitude. The imaginary part of the modified signal at
array element n may be expressed as,
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and, similarly, the real part as,
6.6
Their respective totals will then be,
n=l
(DPn - DQnlJJT k V L cos [<<I>s- <l>R) 2'1r 6.7= +- ......s A
n=N
and, Rr :::k Vs 6.8
assuming that ~n may be approximated to a constant, k, for all elements.
The resultant magnitude of the image of the signal from Q is then,
6.9
or, VT = 6.10
where <l>Q =
Referring to figure 6.1 it will be seen that DPn. and DQn may be written,
6.11
and. DQn =k2 + x + (n - ~la J2 6.12
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Thus ~Q may be written,
21T
= A •••• 6.13
neglecting the constant phase term (~s - ~R)'
Substituting equation 6.13 into equation 6.10 gives the complete expression
for the image magnitude of point Q, and the computer uses this expression
for each of the X points in the object plane.
When Q is coincident with the point source P, x = xp, and thus
= o. Then VT is a maximum and given by,
v . = N k VT s 6.14
6.2.2 Response of a Focused Continuous Receiving Aperture
to a Point Source
The previous section, although demonstrating the processing action
performed by the computer, does not show the general form of the image
response to a point source in the object plane. By considering the' array
33
as a continuous aperture and integrating, a more meaningful resu1t is
obtained.
When the aperture, A in figure 6.2, of the transducer is small com-
pared to its focal length, L, then the focused transducer may be represen-
ted as a plane transducer in which the waveform impi.nging on it, before
being integrated over the aperture, is first multiplied by the phase
function,
j ~ (x - a)2AL 6.15e
Consider a. point source situated centrally in the object plane at 0
and radiating towards the receiving aperture. The wave arriving at point a
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will then be,
.( 21fL)J wt --- A
1 e
L
e 6.16
and after multiplication by the phase function the transducer output will
be,
_ 21fL) A/2 1fa2 . 1f (j(wt
1
- J AL J - x- a)2A AL
1 e e e • da
L
6.17
This equals,
6.181 e
L
The second, bracketed, term represents the amplitude and approxi.mates to
a delta function positioned at x equals zero. The first zeros of the
expression 6.18 occur when,
x = AL+ --- A 6.19
If the point source was positioned at any point P in the object plane
instead of centrally at OJ expression 6.16 would become,
'r _ 2701.)] ,wt
A
1 e
L
e ....... 6.20
After multiplying by the phase function, 6.15, and integrating over the
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aperture, the result would be,
j [wt
• 7TA (
S1n AL x
6.211
L
e
7T- (x-AL ~)
This has the same form as expression 6.18, but has its central maximum
and first zeros displayed by ~ from the centre.
6.2.3. Unfocused or Far Field Operation
Whereas operation in the near field, when focusing was performed,
required a spherical phase function, operation in the far field requires
only a linear phase function. The array signal processing becomes the
application of a simple linear phase taper. In practice the computer
processing does not distinguish between focused and unfocused operation,
since if it were to do so, the flexibility of the system, a very important
attribute of the computer lens, would be reduced.
The phase function becomes,
j 27T a sin 0
A
e 6.22
where 0 is the angle of the incident parallel plane wave front to the
aperture normal. Assuming, again, a point source on the axis, the wave
arriving at point a will be,
1 e
L
6.23
and after mu l.tLpLica t i.onby the phase func ti.on the transducer output
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will be,
21TL) A/2 . 21Tj (wt - ! J-a sin 0A A1 e e • daL -A/2 6.24
which after integration, equals,
[
sin.(~ sin 9J]
I Sl.n 0
This again approximates to a delta function centred at e
• ( 21T)J wt - T L
1 e 6.25
L
O. The
first zeros of the expression occur when,
+ A
- A 6.26
For small angles this is virtually identical to the equivalent result,
expression 6.19, for a focused aperture. So, also, the second tenus in
expressions 6.18 and 6.25 become almost identical.
For a source incident at an angle of ~ to the array normal, equation
6.25 becomes,
• ( 21T)J wt - - LA
1 e
L [
sin 1TA (sin 0 - sin
I~sin 9 - sin <l>J ....- .. 6.27
which represents, for small angles, a shift in the pattern of expression
6.25 by <I> radians.
6.3 The Computer.
6.3.1 Introduction
The Digital Equipment Corporation PDP8-E computer is a small general
purpose machine, with expansion capabilities to suit almost any require-
mente Bas i.call.y a 4,000 word store machine, it can be increased to 32,000
words within the same cabinet, and disk Dud magnetic bulk storage pe:ci-
pherals are available. The basic processor is a single-address, fixed
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word length, parallel transfer computer using 12 bit, two's complement
arithmetic. The cycle time of the random access memory is around 1'2 llS,
and each addition requires 2·6 us wh'iLe a subtraction requires 5 vS. The
KE8-E Extended Arithmetic Element option greatly increases the speed of
multiplication and division, by parallel operation, with a result that
40 llS is a typically required time. Inputting is achieved via a teletype,
a low speed paper tape reader or directly via the console switch register.
A variety of optional input devices may be interfaced, such as a high
speed paper tape reader, analogue to digital converters, or a magnetic
tape reader. The output facilities provided as standard are the teletype
and low speed paper tape punch, but again optional devices, such as a high
speed paper tape punch, digital to analogue converters, etc., may be
interfaced relatively simply.
The computer extensions and peripherals included for the experimental
work involved with the on-line ultrasonic imaging were:
(i) Extended Arithmetic Element, KES-E.
(ii) Additional 4,000 word core store.
(making a total of 8,000 words)
(iii) Positive 1/0 Interface board, KA8-E.
(iv) High speed paper tape reader.
(v) Two analogue to digital converters.
Future requirements will include three digital to anal.ogue converters for
eRO display control.
6.3.2 Programming Language~
1~7
Hemy languages are available for use on the PDP-8E computer, the
two used here for the signal processing and associated work being PAL III
and FOCAL. The former js an assembly language, using English-like
mnemonics for the binary numbers which are interpreted by the computer as
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the program instructions. It is thus virtually a machine code. Focal,
on the other hand, is a conversational, relatively high level language,
requiring a form of compiler. It is therefore simpler to use, but uses
considerably more core area and is much slower. It epables the computer
to be used as a simple but powerful desk calculator or for problems
requiring long and sophisticated programs.
An assemb ly language, such as PAL III, has the advantage that once
the binary tape of the program has been generated, the core need no longer
hold the assembler, thus lea.ving it free to store the program and any data
required. The process of assembly, using PAL III, involves the loading
of the assembler tape into the store followed by two passes (with an
optional third for program listing) of the symbolic program tape, after
which a binary translation is punched out. This is then loaded and used
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in the normal way. A Floating Point Package may be additionally Loaded
af te r the program has been assembled with PAL III, and this provides many
useful matherua ti ca'l routines which may be called up in the program by an
appropriate mnemonic.
PAL III together with the Floating Point Package have been used
exclusively for the signal precessing required for image reconstruction
(see programs 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3). FOCALhas been used for certain mathe -
matical oif-line calculations and for the simulated point source image
construction shown later in figure 6.9 and program 6.lf.
6.3.3 .Inter,facing Principles
'+5
Peripherals may be interfaced directly -,.,i.th the Omnibus or indi.rec-
tly via the Positive I/O Bus or external bus. Optional peripherals in
the exper Lment al system developed are all interfaced using the latter.
The main external bus signals are:
(i) BAC00-11. These represent the buffered content
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of the Accumulator and are the signals to be
outputted.
(ii) Ae 00-11. These signals represent the contents
of a register in an input peripheral which are
to be transferred into the computer.
(iii) BIOP 1, 2 and 4. These pulses generate further
pulses in an addressed peripheral and cause it
to perform certain functions, as directed by
the program.
(iv) SKIP. When a peripheral grounds this line it
causes the next sequential instruction of the
program to be skipped. Normally a Jump instruc-
tion in a waiting loop is skipped when the peri-
pheral is ready to output or. input.
(v) B INITTj~IZE 1. A pulse generated by the computer
at power turn-on and by the lIelear All Flagsll
instruction which clears the Accumulator, Link and
peripheral flags.
BIOP pulses are allocated certain specific primary functions; BIOP 1 for
sampling flags and skipping, BIOP 2 for clearing flags and clearing the
Accumulator, and, BIOP 4 for reading, loading and clearing buffers.
Figure 6.3 shows the basic device selection and data transfer logic.
Device selection is achieved by gate A, high and low buffered memory lines
m.m 03 to 08 carrying the various codes, so that when selected gates e,
E and G are ready to pass BIOP pul scs 1, 2 and 4 respective 1y. These
pulses are generated within the computer when called for by the program.
Gates I to P transfer the data stored in the output buffer of the peri-'
pheral to the Accumulator when the gated BIOP 2, IOTXX2, is applied to
BNtS
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each of them. These gates require open collector outputs so that they
may form a "wired or" arrangement with the interface logic of other
peripherals.
TIle flag logic cannot be so specifically described since each device
may require a slightly different form. It must, however, confor~m to the
basic requirements outlined in figure 6.4. Here gates A and Bare cross-
coupled to form a flip flop, and a low signal on any input to this will
ensure that the output of the triggered side is at a "1". The flag is
cleared by both IOTXX2 and IOTXX/f, causing the SKIP bus to remain high and
thus inoperative. When. a device ready pulse is received from the peri-
pheral the flip flop changes its state and gate F is made ready so that
IOTXXI will pull the SKIP bus down, thus allowing the program to proceed,
for example, with device buffer reading. IOTXX4 performs the data transfer
operation and also clears the flag in order to prevent a further reading
until the device is again ready.
6.4 The Experimental System
6.4.1 General Description
The experimental system used is shown in outline in figure 6.S. The
solid state converter with its scanning control, bandpass amplifier,
receiver and transmitter gates, and amplitude. detector are arranged as for
the conventional ultrasonic camera system described in chapter 5. Addi-
tional uni r.s , apart from the computer, are the phase detector and the two
analogue to digital converters (ADC's), including their computer inter-
facing circuitry. At present the system operates on line I only of the
converter, and the phase and amplitude of the signals from these ten ele-
ments are detected, converted into a suitable digital form and transferred·
to the computer store, via it.saccumulator. Data acquisition is control-
led by the computer and the program directs its processing so that the
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computed image amplitudes of desired points in the object plane (a single
line) are printed by the teletype. The reference signal required by the
phase detector is derived either from a separate receiving transducer
situated near the transducer matrix, or d.irect1y from...the transmitter
drive oscillator. It is advantageous to use the former method since this
ensures that any small changes of frequency or of transmitter converter
distance do not alter the measured phase of the signal. An additional
feature is provided in the scanning control; a single frame may be scanned
so that once a complete set of dnta has been transferred to the computer,
scanning stops.
6~4.2 Phase Detector
The Motorola MC 4044 (see data sheet ~n Appendix B) is
intended primarily for use in phase locked loop circuits~ and is
therefore not normally required to indicate absolute phase. In
d "d 1 f h t from 1800or er to prov~ e a comp ete range 0 p ase measuremen
lag to 1800 lead a special logic circuit was developed (see figure
6.6) so that as the output switches from U1 to D1 an inverter is
introduced giving an additional 1800 phase shift to the output from
Dl. Signal routing is controlled by the SN7470 D type flip flop,
triggered appropriately bv the phase detector Ul and Dl outputs.
The llA 710 comparators are used to amplify and square- the reference
and test signals. Figure 6.7(a) shows how these are connec:ted.
Figure 6.7(b) is the diagram of the sample and hold circuit. TI is
the recciv.8r gate which is opened at the appropriate time by the gate
control si.gnal allowing approximately ::;0complete periods of the phase
de tect.or ou tput through. T2 being open circuit, C2 char-ges up to a -LeveI
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equal to the average value of the phase detector waveform. This level is
proportional to the phase and after passing through source follower T3,
o 0is amplified so that the range 0 to 360 corresponds to 0 V to +10 V at
the output. RVI and RV2 set the gain and output d.c. level respectively.
Before the next phase sample, C2 is discharged by switching T2 on with a
"clamp" pulse. Capacitor Cl reduces the rise and fall times of the drive
at T1 gate, and by doing so, reduces the spike amplitude appearing across
C2 which may otherwise cause significant phase errors.
6 .t... 3 Ana 10gue to Digi tal Converters
The Hybrid Systems ADC 540-8 module (see Appendix B for manufacturer's
data) forms the basis of the analogue to digital converter unit. It pro-
duces an 8 bit binary coded output in a conversion time of under 5 ~S,
wi th a unipolar input range of 0 V to +10 V. Figure 6.8 shows how this
unit is interconnected to the rest of the system. The interfacing flag
logic is included in this circuit diagram, but the device selection and
data transfer circuitry is as indicated in figure 6.3. Strobing of the
ADC is performed, when the flag has been cleared, by the back edge of the
receiver gate pulse, since it is at this time that both the amplitude and
phase of the sampled signal have been properly detected. TI1e flag flip
flop consists of two cross-coupled 3 input NAND gates, and this is cLeazed
by B INIT I via inverter E, and IOTXX2 and IOTXX4" via the OR gate fonned
by diodes Dl and D2' The back edge. of the ADC busy bit, which corresponds
to conversion complete, sets the flag by triggering the SN74121 monos table
circui t which then triggers the flip flop. \<7henthis occurs the SKIP bus
is grounded by IOTXXI passing through gate.F and diode D3. D3 is included
in series wi.th the SKIP output in order to effectively form an OR gate with
similar SKIP outputs of other peripherals. Alternatively an open collector
NAND gate could be used for gate F.
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0
LAN P.LOG.U;' t __,~I 1INPUT II 12 2"10 1'3 0
-15V Cl I..,. ~~
~+ DIG-ITAL+ISV 8 ADC IS I) OUTPUT
R~, MONO', STROBE 16 .2.S7 540-8
2,'ov 0 6 17
+5'1 5 IS ---02,7
I'
2,8
04-
BUSY BIT
+SV
5
+5V SN7412.1
tO~Jl~
'3
.02,
'----14- 51'1
+SV S '74-10
5 4
F SN7400
, 2.
SKIP 8 INIT 1
FIGURE. 6.8 A DC iNi·ERCONNE.C:TIONS
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The two converters are identical, the device codes being determined
by the socket interconnec.tions to the BMB high and low 03 to 08 lines.
The amplitude ADC uses the code 14 and the phase ADC, 15.
6.5 The Computer Program
The program may be considered in three parts, Computation for Path
Length Phase Increments, program 6.1, Image Reconstruction Routine,
program 6.2, and, Phase and Amplitude Data Acquisition, program 6.3.
The calculation of path length phase increments has already been out-
lined in a general way in section 6.2.1 by equation 6.12. In practice the
problem becomes a little more involved in order to account for the actual
number of array elements and to allow for the inputting of any desired
object plane dimension as the progranl proceeds. Figure 6.t~fefines most
of the inpcrtant symbols used in the program. Distances 0, L, X and Hare
all in wavelengths. The 10 array elements are spaced on 001 inch or
2-54 mm, centres and the wave Length of the 1 MHz ultrasound in water is
1-5 mm. Thus each element is spaced the equivalent of 1-69 wavelengths
between centres. Assuming, as shown in figure 6.(~ that the array and
object planes are paral1el and that their centres are on the same perpen-
dicular axis, an element in the array line may be referenced about this
axis, in wave lengths , by the expression,
1069(A _.4- 5) 6.28
Similarly the distance in wavelengths of a point in the object plane from
the centre line w i ll be given by,
6.29
A=o
ARRAY
I
oBJEC:T PI-AI'IE.
\
N= NMA)( --..,-
REFE~ENCED
N= rI... 1
A=+·5+-------~----~~~~-------· ---~---+r0
1\=9
R£F£REI'4Ce.D »-:"
IMAG-a POII"!'T:
FIGURE 6.9 (0.) DEFINITIONS OF SYMBOL.S us a o
I N PROGRAM 6.\
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Hence the magnitude of the distance X will be given by,
X =
1
__ 0_ (N NNAX 1- ---2-) - 1'69(A - 4'5)
NMAX
6.30
The program begins by setting up auto index registers RIO, Rli and R13,
which when indirectly referenced automatically address, for reading or
deposi ting, consecutive locations in stores areas A and B. Then there
follows the calculation and storage of the values of expression 6.28 for
array elements A = 0 to A = 9. At the same time A is checked by the
program so that when the calculations for all 10 elements have been made,
the prog-ram moves to the next stage. This involves the inputting, via the
teletype keyboard, and storing of the object plane dimension 0 and the
object - array distance L, the latter being squared ready for use in the
next section. Auto index register R13 is then reset so that the stored
values of expression 6.28 may be used in the next calculation. This
determines the values of X, as a first step, using equation 6.30, for array
elements A = 0 to A = 9, and object elements N = 0 to N = NMAX' There are
thus, for NMAX = 19, 200 values of X and these are squared befor~ storage
in locations controlled by auto index register RIO. H may be calculated
using the.ex-pression,
H = 6.31
Using the value of L2 stored earlier and the values of X2 as'they are
calculated, the program next computes the 200 values of H, and, before
storage in locations set by auto index register RU, converts these to
fractions Cif 2'!Tradians. The las t part of this first section of the com-
plete program counts the number of repetitions of the above so that the
progr cm is stopped when completed.
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COMPUTATIO~J FOR PAW LE[\JGTH PHASE INCREt1Et.JTS 3/7/7/)
*200
CLA CLL
KCC
TI...S
Jr1S I 7
FGET INDXA
FPUT Rl3
FGET INDXB
FPUT R10
tiOOPA.. FGET A
FSUB FOURP5
FMPY ONEP7
FPUT I Rl3
FGET A
FADD ONE
FPUT A
FSUB TFN
FSZA
FJMP LOOPA
FIN IREAD 0 FROM KEYBOARD
FPUT 0
FIN 1 READ L FROM KEYBOARD
FPUT L
FSQU
FPUT STORE
LOOPB.. FGET INDXA
FPUT B.13
LOOPC.. FGET N
FSUn HFNt1AX
F11P¥ 0
FDIV Nt1AX
FSUB I Rl3
FSQU 1 X SQUARED AND Y SQUARED
FPUT I R10
FADD STORE .1 H SQUARED
FSQR
FSUB L
FMPY rvor-r 1 PHASE INCREMENT D IN RADIANS
MAl N.. FPUT SAVE
FSfJB TYJOPI /
FSNA
FJt·1P AGAI N IBEDUCE TO FRACTION OF 2PI
FcTMP CaNT 1
conr. FGET SAVE
FPUT I HII ISTORE IN REGISTER 11
FGET A
FSTJB ONE
FPUT A
FSZA
FJHP LOOPC
FGEl' TEN
FPUT A
FGE! N
F/mY) ONE
1 BESET A 10 10
FF'UT N
FSUB ~jMAXPl
F'SZA
F&1P '..OOPE
FEXT
HLT Progrqm 6.1
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/ HIAGE RECONSTRUCTION ROUTINE 11/4/74
CLA CLL
TLS
,'1'.0 N20
DCA TALLYB
Jt1S I 7
FGET STorm
FPUT Rl6
FElCT
LOOPC. TAD N 10
DCA TALLYA
JMS I 7
FGET STORC
FPUT Rl0
FElCT
LOOPI3. JMS I 7
FGET 1 RII
FSUI3 1 Rl6
FPUT STOnEQ
FCQS
FMPY I RIO
FPUT STOREJ
FADD JTOT
FPUT JTOT
FGET STOREQ
FATN
Fr1?Y STOHEJ
FADD RTOT
FPUT RTOT
FElCT
ISZ TALLYA
.1t1P.LOOPB
J:1S I 7
FGET JTOT
FSQU
FPUT TEMP
FGET RTOT
FSQU
FADD TEMP
FSOR
FOUT
FGET ZERO
FPUT JTOT
FPUT RTOT
FEXT
I SZ TALLYB
.r.1P LOOPC
HLT
STORS. STORED-3
o
'"STOf<C. STOREA- 3
STOREP- 3
e
ZERO. '"
o
'"STOREQ. (3
e
o
STOREJ. 0
o
e
JTOT. '"
(3
""BlOT. (3
'"'"TENP. e
e
e
TALLYA. '"
TA1.1.YlJ. '"
NIQl, -12
N20, -24
*2~"h,~
STORED. 0
*10
RI'h '"
Ril, '"
1H2. I?l
Program 6.2
/SET UP TALLY B TO -20
/ SET UP AUTO
/INDEX REGISTER Rl6
/SET UP TALLY A TO -10
/ SET UP AUTO
/INDEX REGISTER RIO
/GET PHASE DATA
/PCN)-DCN.M)=QeN)
/STORE O(N)
/COSQ'N)
/JeN)=A(N)COSQeN)
/TOTAL It1AGI1'JARY PART
/TA.~Q<N)
/AeN)SINQ(N)=ACN)COSQCN)*TANQCN)
/TOTATJ REAL PART
/INCREliENT TAlJLY II
/IF NOT ZERO. THEN JUMP TO LOOP D
/1 F ZERO SKI P JUMP HJSTRlJCTION
/GET J TOTAL
iJ TOT/\!.. SQUARED
/GF.T R TOTAlJ
/R TOTAL SQUARED
/ SORT (J TOT SQRn + R TOr SaRD)
/RESET J TOTAL TO '"
/HESET H TOTAL TO 0
/INCRE1ENT TALLY 13
/1 F NOT ZERO JUi1P TO LOOP C
/IFZ£RO SlOP JUi·IP AND HALT
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/ PHASE k~D M1PLITUDE DATA ACQUISITION 1114174
CLA CLL
61413
61513
JMS I 7
FGET STOHA
FPUT R16
LOOPA~ FEXT
JMS ru1P
DCA 1344
JMS I 7
FLOT
FPUT I R16
FEXT
JMS PHASE
DCA 1344
JMS I 7
FLaT
FDIV PCONST
FPUT I RI?
FI SZ R20
FJMP LOOPA
FEXT
JMP I RECON
MP" 13
6141
JMP .-1
6146
JMP I ru1P
mASE, 13
6151
Jt1P .-1
6156
JMP I PHASE
STORA, STOHEA- 3
STOREP- 3
-12
COUNT.. 0
peONST .. 6
2424
0000
ni::;CON.. LJVl0
*16
R16" 0
R17" 0
R213... 13
*341313
STOREA .. 13
*4000
STOREP, " '
/ SET UP AUTO
/ INDEX REGISTER RI6
IREAD AMPLITUDE DATA
/CONVERT AMP DATA TO F. P. FOBM
ISTORE IN R16
IREAD PHASE DATA
ICONVERT PHASE DATA TO F. P. F'ORt·1
ICH~~GE TO RADIANS
/STOHE IN R17
/
/REPEAT DECIMAL 113 TIMES
ITHEN J1I1P TO IMAGE RECOl\lSTRUCTION
Program 6.3
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Program 6.3 is the next section which the computer follows. This
performs the phase and amplitude data acquisition and transfer from the
two ADC's to the computer store. Auto index registers are again used to
route the data to sequential store 10cati9ns, and the program is arranged
to repeat 10 times so that the data from all 10 array elements is inputted.
Phase data has to be converted into radians by dividing by an appropriate
phase constant, PCONST. After completing this section the program jumps
to the next, program 6.2.
The image reconstruction routine, program 6.2, follows j_noutline
the procedure given in section 6.2.1, and in particular equations 6.5 to
6.10. The syw~ols used are different, however, owing to the limited
teletype keyboard. The main theme of the computer procedure is explained
in program 6.2, data for the path length phase increments and the array
element phase and amplitude signals being taken out of the store when
required, using, once again, auto index registers. The resultant Image
amplitudes of the 20 object points are finally printed out and the program
halts when this is completed.
6.6 Results
Before the computer peripheral interfacing had been completed single
line I-dimensional results for both simulated and real point sources were
obtained using the FOCAL image reconstruction program 6.4. Phase measure-
ments were made using a laborious Lissajous figure method and were in
consequence not very accurate due to phase drift during the time requ i.red
to measure the 10 element signals. In spite of this, these results,
which are not included here, did demonstrate quitE! effectively the validity
of the processing principles. The array element phases were calculated,
based on path lengths, for a simulated point source offset by 7·5 wave--
lengths or 3 obj'2ct line elements from the array central axis, and at a
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WRITE ALL
C-FOCPJ..,1969
eH.le S l{= 1.7; S PI=3.142
101.20 S C::5r,
01.30 S L=200
101.40 S N=21
01.710 F I=-Hl, 10; DO 2.0
01.80 QUIT
02.10 F A=0,9; DO 3.0
02.20 T " "%2.00, "I "I
02.310 T %6.03," VT"FSQTCJT*JT+RT*HT>,!
03.10 S
03.20 S
03.30 S
03.40 5
03.50 S
03.60 S
03.8(1 S
03.90 S
03.91 S
03.92 S
*
GO
HCA)=FSQT[<CI*C/~)-CA-4.S)*K>*<CI*C/N)-CA-4.S)*K>+L*LJ
DCA)=(HCA)-LJ*2*PI;
PC0) = 3./11; S PC 1) = 2.67; S PC2) ""2.02; S PC 3) = 1.46
P(4)=0.99; S P(S)=0.6U S P(6)=0.33; S P(7)=0el3
P(8)=0.02; S P(9)=1O
VCA):: 1
Q( A> =PC A> -DC A)
J( f'\) =VC A) *FCO S( Q( A»; S H( A) =VC A) *1'51 N( QCA»;
JT=J(0)+J(1)+JC2)+J(3)+JC4)+J(5)+J(6)+J(7)+JC8)+J(9)
nT= R ( 0) + R ( 1 ) + RC2) + H ( 3) + R ( /1) + R( 5) + RC6) + RC7 ) + RC8 ) -I- H ( 9 )
1=-10 V1'= 1.213 5
1=- 9 VT= 1.402
1=- 8 VT= 0.973
1=- 1 VT= 0.018
I=ro. 5 VT= 1.021
1=- 5 VT= 1..928
1=- 4 VT= 2.233
1=- 3 VT= 1.6/-10
1=- 2 VT= 0.066
1=- 1 VT= 2.305
1= 0 VT= 5 ..044
'I = 1 VT= 1.587
1= 2 VT= 9.37/-1
1= 3 VT= 1 If,). ceo
1= 4 VT= 9. 3::!l:
1= 5 UT= ".5('17
1= 6 VT::-: l·h961
I:: 7 VT:: 2. 2'~LI
1= 8 VT:-: 0,,0;g
1= 9 VT= 1.6'53
1= 10 VT= 2. 2~i3
*
P~gra~ __~4 FOCALprogram for simulated offset point s our ce .
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distance of 300 mm. It ~as assumed that the amplitudes of the signals
reaching all 10 array elements would be identical and these were therefore
made equal to unity. The ten calculated phases and the single value of
the amplitude were included in the program 6.4 as shown, and the resulting
plot of the computed signal magnitude along the chosen object line is
given in figure 6.9. . d' h h d' . . sin xIt wi ll be note that i t as t e r.sti.ncti.ve---x
form, as would be expected if reference is made to the relevant expression
6.21. Erom this expression the first zeros should be situated at approxi-
mately +29 mm and -6'5 mm, corresponding to +7'7 and -1,7 object line
elements about the centre. Referring to figure 6.9 again, the zeros in
fact occur at +8 and -2 elements, and within the errors caused by the
effective sampling of the object line compare well with those predicted by
expression 6.21. The results for a real "point" source, placed in the
same position as the simulated source, have been calculated using the on-
Hne system and are presented for. comparison in figure 6.9. The amplitudes
of the simulated and real results have been normalised so that they arc
equal at the central maximum to make the comparison easier. The number of
object line elements in the on-line program is unfortunately one less than
that used for the off-line program, so that two horizontal scales are
given. The two r.esults compare very favourably, even to the extent that
the ripples are of a somewhat similar form. Two points should be born in
mind when considering this compar lson; firstly the real "point" source was
a 2'5 mm square transducer which may easily have had an asymmetric: radia-
tion p!lttern, and secondly, no account has been taken of the normal
spher.ical radiation patterns of the array elements and "point" source.
The latter pr.obably causes the real result to indicate a better resolution
than that shown by the simulated results.
Figure 6.10 shows an on-line computer reconstructed image of a 10 mm
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transmitter situated on the system axis at a range of 542 mm. The computer
was progrannned with a range of 350 wavelengths, or 525 mm, and an object
line width of 150 wavelengths, or 225 mm. The difference between the
actual range and that given to the comput~r was inten~ed to allow for the
near field region of the transmitter. In practice at ranges of that
order the focusing action of the computer is almost negligible, resulting
in a very large depth of field. The result is a strikingly symmetrical
response with a well defined central maximum and with the predicted zeros
on each side. Again using expression 6.21 these would be expected at
± 32 mm about the centre, or ± 2·7 object line elements. Referring to
figure 6.10 it will be seen that the zeros occur near ± 2·5 elements about
the centre, which again provides a good agreement with the predicted
positions. The maximum side-lobe level is nearly 16 dB's down on the main
signal.
In order to demonstrate that major side-lobes were present as expected
in the radiation pattern of the array, the object line width was extended
to 500 wavelengths with the range set to 440 Y7avelengths. A 25 mm trans-
mitter, used as the target, was positioned approximately 50 wavelengths
to the left of the central axis. The ono-line computer reconstructed
results for this test are presented i.nfigure 6.11, and show very clearly
the right hand major sLde+Lob e , The array has an element pitch of 2· 5lf nun
(0·1 inch) and this should produce major side-lobes at angles of approxi-
omat eIy 36 each side of the array normal. Using this figure 'and converting
it into an object line distance gives an estimated separation between the
main and side-lobe of approximately 415 mm, Prom figure 6.11 the separ a-
den is 11 elements, which corre sponds to 435 nm, Bearing in mind that
the object Tine sampling may not have located the exact positions of the
two maxima, this result compares very reasonably with the predicted figure.
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The approximate 50 wavelength offset of the target, is represented by 2·5
object line elements in figure 6.11, corresponding to 65 wavelengths,
based on the object line width of 500 wavelengths. Two plots are shown in
the figure, one the result of using continuous wave transmission and the
other that for pulsed operation. For the former a rather large spurious
peak appears in the position of element number 2 which under pulsed
operation is no longer present. TIlis suggests that it is caused by a
reflection, and it seems likely that this was the water surface (left in
practice being high and right, low). Neglecting the spurious signal, the
ripple level is approximately 11 dB's down on the two main signals.
Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show the results of focused near field operati9n.
The object line width has to be kept to within certain limits otherwise
the major side-lobes will appear. For figure 6.12 the separation between
the main lobe and the first major side-lobes would be approximately equi-
valent to 50 object line elements~ so that the side-lobes will be well off
the picture. In the case of figure 6.13, however, the separation between
these would be very approximately 15 object line elements, and the effect
of the right hand major side-lobe can be clearly seen for the result. when
the target is positioned 5 wavelengths to the left. The target, when
intended to be positioned 5 wavelengths to the right of centre, was
evidently only approximately 4 wavelengths to the right. Thus the side-
lobe for this response is not quite detectable. Figure 6.12 demonstrates
a resolution, based on 50% amplitude, of around 6 wave Ieng ths , and this
does not significantly reduce when the focal point is deflected to the
left or right, although interesting and symmetrical kinks begin to appear
on the lower slopes of the responses. Surprisingly, the resolution given
by the result;sshown in figure 6.13, where the target is positioned only
33 mm from the array, is considerably better, being approximately 4'5
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wavelengths. Although the targets were only positioned approximately 5
wavelengths left and right of centre, the ability of the system to deflect
its focal point without a significant loss of resolution is well demonstra--
ted by these last results. In figure 6.13 a check is shown on the consis-
tency of the results for the response with the target at 5 wavelengths
left of centre. A repeat run was made of the computer processing and
array element data reading and these additional results are shown by small
plus signs, where they are not identical to the previous results. The
agreement is very close and demonstrates that the somewhat strange shape
of this particular response is not the effect of random noise.
Ultimately a practical imaging system needs to be able to operate in
a reflection mode. Although in principle there is no real difference ~s
far as a receiver is concerned between an ultrasonic transmitter and a
reflecting object, apart from the possibly less coherent form of the waves
received from the latter, it was considered to be a useful demonstration
to carry out such a test. A small piece of expanded polystyrene, approxi-
mately 10 mm square, was supported on the central axis at a distance of
310 mm from the array, and insonified by a transmitter placed off axis and
between the array and the target. The angle of one of the faces of the
polystyrene target was carefully adjusted so that the maximum signal was
directed towards the receiving array. Figure 6.l4.shows the resulting
plot of the computer reconstructed "image" of this and also with the target
offset by approximately 10 wavelengths left and 10 wavelengths right.
Hhen offset the target was not readjusted to maximise the array output,
and this is the probable reason why the peak amplitudes of the responses
for the off axis positions are so lliuchsmaller than that for the centrally
placed target. One object line clement corresponds to approximately 2'6
wavelengths and with a target size of around 10 mm, or 7 wavelengths ~
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square it is evident the latter is far from a point source, and this,
plus the fact that it had irregular contours, accounts to some, extent
for'the rather poor response shape.
Lastly, a comparison was made between a perspex lens (that used for
the ultrasonic camera system described in chapter 5) and a computer "lens".
The lens was positioned to provide unity magnification and was used to
image a 2·5 mm transmitter at a lens-transmitter distance of 100 mm. The
transmitter was placed in three positions, centrally and 5 wavelengths
left and 5 wavelengths right, and the array element signal amplitudes of
the matrix line 1 were measured using a valve voltmeter. The results of
this test are shown in solid lines in figure 6.15. In order to as nearly
as possible simulate the same conditions for both lens and lensless tests,
when the computer was used the target was positioned at a distance of
100 mm from the array, and the computer was progrrumned to produce an
object line width equal to the array length of 17 wavelengths. lbe results
of this test are shown in figure 6.15 using dashed lines. Accurate posi-
tioning of the target was very difficult and accounts for the differences
in the image positions for the two processing methods. The most important
point to be made from these results is that in spite of the perspex lens
aperture being more than three times that of the array, the resolution is
not significantly better, particularly off axis. Spherical aberration
should not be present in the computer "lens" but is certainly present in
the uncorrected spherical perspex lens, and this may account. for its
rather poor relative performance.
6.7 Future '-lork
The results obtained up to the present have been in one dimension
only and an impressive but relatively simple step will be the extension
of the processing to produce images in t,Y'Odimension.s. The same approach
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will be used, the programs merely requiring extension in terms of the
number of operations performed rather than the addition of any special
steps. It is expected that the computing time may become quite long, and
this will have to be carefully watched and the program optimised for
minimum time. There are two important aspects of the work on which it is
felt considerably more time could be usefully spent. The first of these
50
is to determine what effect using an incomplete matrix of transducers
has on the imaging properties and performance of the system. The second
is a thorough investigation into the near field focusing action of the
array or matrix.
Practical Lmprovement s should be made to the prograrmning to enable
the inherent system flexibility to be fully realised, so that, for example,
the range and object plane dimensions are controllable, whilst processing
proceeds, from the keyboard. Also, a relatively simple step should be
made by interfacing three digital to analogue con.verters to the computer
so that the image may be displayed on a CRO.
6.8 Conclusions
The l-dimensional-results obtained using point source -transmitters
demonstrate the effectiveness of the computer processing of array signals
for both beam deflection in the far field and, more significantly, focusing
in the near field. The results adequately confirm the theory presented and
con~are very favourably with those achieved using the much wider aperture
perspex acoustic lens. Off axis resolution. is maintained to a greater
extent wi th the computer "lens" than is apparent in the case of the
acoustic lens, and it is suggested that this is caused by the absence of
spherical aberration in the former. Images in I-dimension of a reflecting
target have been successfully produced. Near field focusing appears to be
ver; effective and results with a point source as near as 33 mm to the
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array are better than those obtained at 100 ronl, the former demonstrating
a resolution of around 4 wavelengths with an aperture of 17 wavelengths
and a range of 22 wavelengths.
The on-line facility has proved to be very effective, its flexibility
being its main attribute. The computation time involving 10 transducer
array elements and 20 object line elements is virtually unnoticeable.
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7.1 Introduction
The.basic principles of this processing method have already been
outlined in chapter 3. Here more theoretical details- and an account of
the experimental work and its results will be given. The investigations
described are only of a preliminary nature, however, and were intended
to show the feasibility of such a method of signal processing. The
principle is undoubtedly well demonstrated by the results obtained and
there is clearly much further work to be done on what may prove to ba an
extremely simple yet effective underwater imaging system.
The fact that a scanned receiving aperture produces an output whose
harmonic content contains information on the bearings of insonified· and
reflecting targets was first considered as being possibly applicable to
electron beam scanned ultrasonic image converter tubes. The velocity of
the scanning beam in conjunction wi th the incident plane waves on the
transducer face would produce a Doppler shifted frequency at the secondary
electron collector output. Later the principle was experim~ntal1y inves-
tigated using a sampled ar.ray of transducers, and although this did not
use the solid state ultrasonic image converter, because the operating fre-
quency of the latter was too high for the underwater application in mind!
it was a basically similar FET scanned array. Figure 7.1 shows the basis
of the system, which relied on adherence to the sampling principle in
order that it may be considered to act as a continuous aperture. The low
pass filter formed the demodulator so that the sampling frequency was
effectively removed, leaving only the frequencies of interest in the out-
put fR' ThE:se may be either above or below the ultrasonic frequency,
dependent on which side of the array normal the reflecting target is sit-
uated. For ,the incident wave shown in figure "7.1 the resultant frequency
will be less than the ultrasonic frequency.
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7.2 System Principles
An echo returning from an insonificd target situated in the far
field of an array of ultrasonic transducers will strike this array at
an angle dependent on the target bearing.. If the array is linear and
consists of equally spaced elements which are sampled sequentially at a
known and fast enough rate, the resultant electrical samples, after
appropriate demodulation, "Till produce a sinusoidal signal whose Doppler
shifted frequency is a function of the angular bearing of the tar.get.
Figure 7.2 shows diagrammatically hew this frequency component is formed
from the sequential samples.
Consider the array to be of infinite length and consisting of an
infinite number of infinitely sroall elements. Re.ferring to figure 7.3,
the velocity of a point of constant phase along the array is seen to be
Cl/' e' where Cl is the longitudinal wave velocity in water and e thes~n
angle of incidence of beam to receiver arra.y, and the resulting apparent
velocity, eR' of a point of constant phase to the sampling position is
given by,
"7.1
where Cs is the srunpling velocity.
This gives a resultant output frequency~ fRe, of
fRe fT rl Cs sin eJ 7.2= ......L Cl
where f~ is the transmitted ultrasonic frequency. In practice the ele-r
ments will be of finite size and spaced at finite distances so that each
element mus t be sampled for a short period sequentially. Thus a series
of amplitude samples will be obtained and these require demodulation using
a suitable low pass filter in or.der to recover the frequency fRG'
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In practice then
=
f ds .
- -- S1nCl 7.3
where d is the distance between centres of adjacent receiver elements.
This may be written
= 7.4
f
where p is the ratio f and A1 is the wavelength of longitudinal ~raves
T
in water. Figure 7.4 shows plots of equation 7.4 for various values of
p and with ~1 = 1. The theoretical limit to the target bearing, e, is
given by the sampling principle requirement that fs > 2 fRe•
In order to use continuous sampling for a finite array length, the
equality
7.5
must apply, wher.e n is the total number of elements in the ftrray, <p is
the phase difference belveen adjacent elements for angle of incidence 0,
and q is any integer. Therefore only discrete resultmlt frequencies can
he obtained and these are given by
= 7.6
These will be referred to as characteristic frequencies.
The corresponding discrete target bearings will then be given by
e = sin-1 [~-~Jdll 7.7
If q = 1. in equation 7.7 the first sui tab Le angle for continuous sampling
is given. The second suitable, or discrete, angle when q = 2 wi l.Lbe
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virtually twice the first, these angles being small. Thus a measure of
the angular "resolution", eR ' of this system will be the angle e givenes
when q = 1. That is
eRes
Al
dn 7.8
The be&m width of the array is also given by equation 7.8, since the
first zero in the polar plot will occur when the angle of the incident
wave causes one complete ha.lf cycle to appear across the array. The
"resolution" given by equation 7.8 however means that the polar plot will
take the form of a set of fingers whose positions are fixed, leaving
"blind" areas between each finger. It should be pointed out that bearing
information about targets within the whole sector can however be present
in the samples obtained from a single scan of the array elements, but
that the extraction of this information is more con~lex.
7.3 Experimental Work
7.3.1 The Transducer Array and Samplin_g_Electronics
The transducer array used in the experimental system consisted of one
20 element line' of a 500 kHz circular transducer multielement matrix.
Acoustic cross-coupling was reduced somewhat by grooves cut between adja-
cent elements, and the resulting pitch was 2·4 mm. Insulated but unscree-
ned wires were soldered to the silvered electrode of each element and the
connections and electrodes were covered by a thin layer of epoxy resin to
both insulate and to provide some mechanical support for the wires.
Scanning of the 20 transducer elements used 20 UC734 n-channel junction
FET sampling gates (see figure 7.5), with connnoned outputs, driven by a
20 stage shift register through which a single "I" was shifted stage by
stage by an astable muitivibrator clock generator. The shift register
c.omprised of four TTL SN7496 five stage registers, and because the suita-
ble FET's were rr-channel devices the gate control circuitry had to be
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much more complex than would otherwise have been the cas~ had suitable
p-channel devices been available. A special negative supply was provided
to hold the gates off (adjustable using RVl), and the positive shift
register pulses were a.c. coupled via Cl. to the gate~circuit. Dl preven-
ted the gate+channe l junction from becoming forward biased, with C2
included to speed up the switching action.
7.3.2 Measurement of the Characteristic Frequencies
The experimental system used for the measurement of the characteristic
frequencies is shown in a block schematic form in figure 7.6. The acoustic
lens, which was the same as that described in chapter 5, included between
the transmitter and the receiving array brought the spherical wave front
leaving the transmitter into a re.1atively plane form. This allowed a
simple rotation of the array about its axis to provide the complete range
of incident wave angles required. The low pass filter was of a const8nt
k, 11" section form, using two equal capacitors and an inductor. It had an
approximate cut-off frequency of 800 kHz and a flat response up to 600 kHz.
A CRO monitored the low pass filter output so that the waveforms could be
ubserved and, if desired, recorded, and a digital frequency meter was used
to measure the resulting characteristic frequencies.
7.3.3 Target Range and Bearing Tests
A tank for model shjp testing was used for these tests, and for con-
venience, small transmitters took the place of insonified targets. The
experimental system is shown in figure 7.7. A gating unit and a power
amplifier were included in the transmitter circuit, the former to enable
ranging tests to be made and the latter in order to provide sufficient
transmitted acoustic powe r so that the received signals were well above
the inherent noise leveL Since the output of the scanned array contained
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many signals, a wave analyser was used to accurately determine their
frequencies. The two transmitter-targets were 8 mm diameter discs of
PZT-4, encapsulated in epoxy resin, having a nominal thickness resonance
of 500 kHz. They were arranged so that their angular positions and range
relative to the receiving array could be independently varied. Switches
SI and S2 allowed either one or both of the transmitters to be energised
as desired. For the ranging tests the low pass filter was replaced by a
tunable resonant bandpass filter, so that the signal from a target on a
particular bearing, and hence a particular characteristic frequency,
could be selected and the signal from the other target rejected.
7.4 Results
The measured characteristic frequencies agreed very closely with those
calculated using equation 7.6. These were checked using both sampling
frequencies, 2·26 MHz and 4'52 MHz, and the results are presented in tables
7.1 and 7.2. The two characteristics for the experimental system are pLct+
ted in figure 7.4, that for 1: ~ 6'7 corresponding to a sa~ling fre-
quency of 4'52 MHz, and Ph: ~ 3·4 corresponding to a sampling frequency
of 2'26 MHz. The apparent anomaly accurring in table 7.2, where the
characteristic frequencies for 100 and 130 are higher than that for 7°,
may be explained by referring to figure 7.1,. It will be seen that the
appropriate characteristic passes through the zero frequency point at an
angle of just over 80, and thus f requenc i.es at angles greater than this'
will rise with increasing angle, whereas at angles less than this they
will fall wi.th increasing angle.
Using the system described by figure 7.7 and with a single target set
on the array normal and at a range of 1'18 M~ the harmonic content of the
sampled array output, for continuous wave operation, was determined. The
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Table 7.1
fs = 2·26 MHz; fT = 534 kHz
Experimental Results Predicted_Values
O(Degrees) fRO (kHz) e(Degrees) fRe (kHz)
0 534 on D.F.M. 0 534
3 420 on D.F.M. 3·3 421
7 307 on D.F.M. 6·7 308
10 194 on D.F.M. 10·0 195
13 80 13·4 82·2
Table 7.2
fs = 4·52 MHz; fT = 534 kHz
Experimental Results Predicted Values
O(Degrees) fRO' (kHz) O(Degrees) fRO (kHz)
0 534 0 534
3 290 3·3 306
7 75 6·7 77·9
10 145 10·0 150
13 360 13·4 378
_.j
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major signals are given in table 7.3, and it will be seen that the largest
ospurious signal, that equivalent to a target at 10 , was -22 dB's down on
the 00 signal. The component at one twentieth of the sampling f requency
is of interest, since this corresponds to.the discontinuity which occurs
in the output as sampling switches from the last to the first array ele-
ment. The more accurately the target bearing equals the bearing corres-
ponding to a characteristic frequency the smaller this component should
become. Any inequality in performance of the 20 sampling gates would also
tend to show up as a component at this frequency, since each individual
element is sampled at this rate.
The same single target was then moved across the tank on a line
para11el to the array to positions which were suitable for the continuous
sampling of the array; Le. those positions which produced the c.haracter-
istic frequencies. The bearings and the frequencies for these various
positions were recorded for ultrasonic frequencies of 528 kHz and Slf7 l~Hz
(within the system bandwidth) and are presented in table 7.4, together
with, for comparison, those predicted from theory using equa ti.on 7.6.
These results confirmed the close agreement between theory and practice
already shown in tables 7.1 and 7.2.
A second transmitter-·target was then placed in the tank at a range
of 2·69 M (see figure 7.8), so that tests could be made on the ability of
the system to resolve two targets. Some of the many results taken are
given in tables 7.5 and 7.6. For table 7.5, transmitter 1 was positioned
on a bearing of 7° and transmitter 2 on a bearing of 100, and the table
shows the output levels at the various characteristic frequencies wi th
their corresponding bearings with each individually on, and, finally,
with both switched on. The output levels are all relative to the largest
output; Le. that for transmi t ter 2 when both transmitters are switched on.
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Table 7.3
fs = 4·52 MHz; fT = 547kHz
Frequency (kHz) I Amplitude (dB)· Frequency Component
95·1 - 31 f 7°R
130 - 22 f 10°R
225 - 24 fS/20
322 - 26 f 3°R
547 0 f 0°R
.-
Teble 7.4
f = 4·52 MHzs
I Experimental Results Predicted Values
e(Degrees) fRe (kHz) e(Degrees) fRe (kHz)
0 547 0 547
fT = St.7 kHz 3 322 3·3 321
7 94·0 6·5 95·1
_.- _.
0 528 0 528
fT = 528 kHz 3 304 3·4 302
7 76·2 6·a 76·0
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Table 7.5
Transmitter No. 1 at 7°; Transmitter No. 2 at 10°
fs = 4'52 MHz; fT = 542 kHz
Relative amplitudes (dB's)
Frequency Corresponding
(kHz) angle e 1 on Tx. No. 2 on Tx. No. 1 andTx. No. Tx. No. 2 on
87 7° - 4 - 7 - 4-- ._-
136 10° - 30 + 1 0-- -
316 3° - 19 - 10 - 15
542 0° - 16 - 16 - 17
-
Table 7.6
Transmitter No. I at 0°; Transmitter No.2 at 10°
fs = 4·52 MHz; fT = 542 kHz
Relative amplitudes (dB's)
Frequency Corresponding
(kHz) angle e Tx. No. I on Tx. No. 2 on Tx. No. 1 andTx. No. 2 on
87 7° - 23 - 10 - 12
136 10° - 10 - 2 0-- -
316 3° - 18 - 13 - 11
542 0° - 1 - 19 - 1-- --
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This also applies to table 7.6, which shows a similar set of results for
transmitter 1 at 00 and transmitter 2 at 100. Although the expected
signals have fairly consistent levels with one or both transmitters on
(all within ± 1 dB), the,spurious signals, vary considerably. The relati-
vely high levels of these unexpected components may have been caused by
reflections, since no real effort was made to reduce side or back-wall
reflections, although a brief investigation into this proved inconclusive
at the time.
Figures 7.9 to 7.13 are photographed CRO displays of the output of
the low pass filter with either one or both transmitters on and at various
bearings. Transmitters 1 and 2, however, were always at perpendicular
ranges of 1018 M and 2-69 M respectively. The characteristic frequencies
are clearly visible for the single transmitter tests, and where two axe
used, the addition of the two expected frequencies is evident. Figures
7.14 and 7.15 show the output of the tuned bandpass filter when the two
transmitters are pulsed. The lower trac.e of both figures is the trans-
mitted signal and it will be noticed that before this reaches 'the receiver
array an electrical breakthrough signal is present. Figures 7.14 and 7.15
show the results when the resonant bandpass filter was tuned to the near
and the far target respectively. The Q' of the filter was inadequate as
can be seen by reference to figure 7.15, where ideally only a single step
in amplitude at a time of approximately 3°5 mS should have occurred.
7.5 Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Work
The foregoing sections have demonstrated the simplicity of this
method for obtaining the bearing of targets with In a specified sector.
It has been ShOWll both experimentally and theoretically that the angular
resolution may be considered to be approximately the array beam width,
~~, and resl;lts have indicated that the resolution in range and bearing
Figure 7.9
Figure 7.10
Figure 7.11
- .L/l -
Transmitter No.2 at 0°.
Horizontal scale: 2 ~S/cm, Vertical scale: 20 mV/cm.
. 2 °Transmltter No. at 3 .
Horizontal scale: 2 ~S/cm, Vertical scale: 20 mV/cm.
Transmitter No.2 at 7°.
Horizontal scale: 5 ~S/cm, Vertical scale: la mV/cm.
Figure 7.12
Figure 7.13
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Transmitter No.1 at 0°,
Horizontal scale: 5 ~S/cm,
Transmitter No.2 at 7°.
Vertical scale: 10 mV/cm.
Transmitter No.1 at 0°, Transmitter No.
(pulsed transmission)
Horizontal scale: 5 ~S/cm.
Upper trace: Output from low pass filter.
Lower trace: Input to power amplifier.
°2 at 7 .
Figure 7.14
Figure 7.15
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Transmitter No.1 at 0°, Transmitter No.2 at 7°.
Horizontal scale: 500 vS/cm.
Upper trace: Output from resonant filter
tuned to fR 0°.
Lower trace: Input to power amplifier.
Transmitter No.1 at 0°, Transmitter No.2 at 7°.
Horizontal scale: 500 vS/cm.
Upper trace: Output from resonant filter
tuned to fR 7°.
Lower trace: Input to power amplifier.
of more than one target is practically feasible.
Clearly much more fundamental work is required. In particular the
problems of noise, resolution and usable sector in relation to sampling
frequency, etc., must be more fully investigated. A system using a fixed
narrow band filter and a variable sampling frequency (and hence scanning
velocity) should be considered, since this may prove to be less complex
and therefore less expensive. It would seem, however, that the array
would require to be offset at a certain angl~, since no bearing resolution
is available using this method for tl'lrgetslying all or ncar the normal to
the array. The sampling frequency would then be approximately inversely
proportional to the target bearing, when the resultant velocity along the
array of the incident waves is in the opposite direction to the scanning
velocity.
The outline of a proposed system using a controlled bandpass filter
is given in figure 7.16, in which it is shown how inform.ation from the
sampling circuits could be processed to give a sector PP! display of tar-
gets. Again only "positive" angles of e are considered but a complete
sector is formed by scanning the array first in one direction and then the
other. Use (If "negative" angles requires that fRe > fT and in consequence
f must be high. A high value for f limits the range of "positive" e,s s
assuming that only characteristic frequencies up to the zero or "reflection':
point are used (see figure 7.4). The mixer included after the right to
left sampling unit will frequency shift the output of the latter upwards
by fT to give the required frequencies for the "negative" angles. The
angular' control circuitry sets both the centre frequency of the bandpass
filter, the desired beam direction, and the angular position of the display.
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8.. General Conclusions
The research programme may be divided into two main sections; the
development of a new form of ultrasonic image converter, and an investi-
ga t ion into the signal proces slng which may be used with this in order
to create a complete ultrasonic camera system. The two are interrelated
in so far as the performance of the former affects the results of the
latter.
Considering, fi~stly, the solid state converter, it may be concluded
that there are two problems that are carried with it, as with any conver-
ter, which seriously affect its performance; noise and resolution. The
former, in the case of the solid state converter, is mainly generated by
what would appear to be unequal transducer element sensitivities causing
a form of spatial sampling noise as the matrix is scanned. Thermal noise
introduced by the converter itself is only approximately 15% of the total
thermal noise, the rest being produced within the bandpass amplifier.
Not withstanding this a limiting sensitivity for the converter of
-13 -21·3 x 1.0 W cm was estimated, 'based on thermal noise only., This
figure means that the solid state ultrasonic image converter is 5 orders
more sensitive than the equivalent published measured sensitivities for
tube converters. The spatial sampling noise should be virtually elimina-
ted in a properly manufactured device. Experimentally the resolution is
shown to be limited to marginally less than the transducer thickness.
It is thus a function of the operating ultrasonic frequency and consequen-
tly is limited in'practice by the maximum effective frequency which the
FE'l' analogue gates will satisfactorily block. This imposes a maximum
ultrasonic frequency of around 6 MHz, resulting in a Hmiting resolution
•• • 11n the l.mage plane of approx1mately "3 mm.
'I'hreeprocessing techniques have been experimentally investigated;
the acoustic lens, the on-line computer "lens" and a scanned array
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Doppler system. The perspex acoustic lens, a simple spherical design,
produced excellent pictures in conjunction with the solid state conver-
ter of simple objects using both transmission and reflection, and
resolution in the object plane was berween 1·5 and 2 wavelengths. A
transmission image of electric spot welds, although very clear, did not
present any observable difference between good and suspected bad welds.
Using pulsed transmission only marginally improved the image quality and
it is concluded that the pulses were too long and that in any case small
improvements would be ma.ked by the converter sampling noise. If a higher
ultrasonic frequency is to be used then a corrected lens is required, but
at 1 MHz spherical aberration does not appear to significantly degrade
the image. The system is, however, fundamentally inflexible since unless
the object can be moved with respect to the converter matrix it is not
possible, without changing to a lens of different focal length, to alter
the magnification.
The on-line computer "lens", in contrast, is inherently extremely
flexible, the field of view and range being readily adjustable ,by input-
ting the new information through the teletype keyboard. Results using
on-line computer image reconstruction have demonstrated that far field
beam deflection and near field focusing is possible using the specially
written programs. A comparison between the performance of the perspex
acoustic lens, with an aperture of 60 wavelengths, and the computer "lens",
with an aperture of 17 wavelengths, shows the resolution achieved by the
latter as being surprisingly near that of the former.
'lbe scanned. array Doppler system employs an extremely simple proces-
sing technique and the preliminary results presented show how one or more
targets may be located both in range and bearing. The resolution limita-
tions are as for any linear array; bearing resolution is directly propor-
tional to aperture, or array, width.
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The future development of the solid state converter depends upon
whether technology can develop a suitable production technique to either
enable the bonding of multiple connections on an upturned silicon slice
to a multi-element transducer electrode pattern, or to manufacture thin
film transducers at a low enough frequency. With the latter technique,
film transducers would ideally be deposited through a mask directly onto
the scanning circuit silicon slice {or slices), and it is felt that this
offers the best chance for the production of a device which may at last
become accepted as a useful tool in the materials' testing, medical
diagnostics and underwater fields.
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Solid state ultrasonic camera
S. O. HARROLD"
- A solid state ultrasonic image converter has produced
photographs which compare favourably with results from
tube converters. In appendices, the designs of the acoustic
lens, the receiver and the transmitter are discussed, and
detailed circuits are given for the linear switch, the mas-
INTRODUCTION
Ultrasound has for sometime been used for the detection of
flaws in materials and, at low intensities, for the inspection
of living tissues. Many elaborate methods have been devised
to enable a visual two-dimensional picture to be built up of
an object 'illuminated' by ultrasound. Most of these require
some form of mechanical movement of a transducer, relative
to the object under observation. Clearly, this movement must
be slow to produce a picture. So far, the only practically
effective, non-mechanical system has a form like a television
camera tube, the photoelectric plate being replaced by an
acoustoelectrtc transducer. The image of an 'illuminated'
object Is focussed (or a shadow is cast) on to the front face
of the transducer whose rear face is then scanned by an elec-
tron beam within the tube. A serial output of the voltage,
and hence the acoustic pressure across the transducer sur-
face, is obtained and this, after amplification, may be used
to reproduce the object image on a display tube .1-6, 8
It is clearly an advantage, and for many uses a necessity, to
produce a visual picture at the same time as the acoustic
examination is being made. In other words an 'on-line' sys-
tem is distinctly preferable. In addition, the picture build-up
time must be as short as possible to enable, if required,
large sheets of material to be rapidly inspected. The elec-
tron scanning method would, at first glance, appear to answer
both these requirements. It does, however, suffer from cer-
tain limitations, namely:
a low sensitivity (in comparison with echo location sys-
tems),
b tendency to implode, If either transducer area too large
or operating frequency too high,
c not particularly rugged, requiring careful setting up
procedure, etc,
d not easy to use under pulsed conditions.
It is suggested that the system described in this paper, which
is essentially another method of scanning the back face of
the transducer, is superior in most respects. Is has a sensi-
tivity which is nearly two orders higher. an undoubted rugged-
ness, no physical restrictions all transducer area, no com-
plex setting up procedure, and is comparatively simple to
operate under pulsed conditions. In addition the system pro-
mises to give a limiting sensitivity several orders higher--
using metal oxide silicon devices.
ACOUSTIC SYSTEM ARRANGEMENT
Fig 1 is a diagram of the acoustic arrangement. Continuous
wave, unmodulated ultrasound, at IMHz, from the transmitting
transducer 'illuminates' the object, Diffraction occurs and
all points on the object radiate in a spherical fashion, The
_-'-__ ---_._----
...Department of Electrical Engineering, Portsmouth College
of Technology, Hampshire Ter-race, Portsmouth, Hampshire,
England
tel' oscillator and pulse generator, the bistable multivih-
rator , the video amplifier and detector, and the staircase
generator. The solid state ultrasonic camera will be
further developed by the use of thin film and integrated
circuit techniques.
Switc hing
matri x
f::::';I
I-----
I Water R r-/Transmitter "-
Object Lens Recei,ving
motrtx
Fig 1 Arrangement of acoustic eystem. The object is illumi-
nated by ultrasound from the transmitter. The acoustic
lens focusses the diffraction image on the receiving
matrix
acoustic lens Is concave and is machined with spherical sur-
faces from a piece of per spex, The acoustic lens focusses a
diffraction image on to the surface of the receiving trans-
ducer. (See Appendix A for details on the design of the acous-
tic system.)
RECEIVING MATRIX
The transducer used is a lead zirconate titanate disc, thick-
ness resonant at IMIIz: its diameter is three inches and both
faces are silvered. The back face is not in contact with the
water and has one hundred separate equi -area elements
formed on the silver surface by cutting ten horizontai and
ten vertical lines through tho silver, each twenty thousandths
of an inch wide. This means that each elemental area of
silver is square with dimensions eighty by eighty thousandths
of an inch. The effective area of the transducer Is a square,
one inch by one inch, which is subdivided into a hundred ele-
mental areas. .
Electrical connection is made by means of compression
spring arrangements (see Appendix A); the output of each
element is passed via a coaxial lead to the switching matrix
mounted at the top of the receiver unit (Fig 1).
SWfl'CHING MATRIX
Fig 2 shows the linear gate circuit: a hundred of these are
used, one for each element, to transmit the signals seouen-
tially to the common output line. The transistors h2V€ to
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Fig 2 Linear gate circuit and load. In the switching matrix,
a hundred of these are used to transmit signals
work in a bidirectional mode and require to be fully saturated
to pass signal currents in either direction without loss.
Switching is essentially at low levels: the voltages from the
transducer elements are usually less than lOOmV. Fig 3a
shows that the relationship between input and output voltages
for a single switch is almost perfectly linear for input vol-
tages up to 300mV for the 2N2926 transistor used. Figs 3b
and 3c show that no noticeable crossover distortion occurs
at micro-volt levels as the input polarity reverses. For
economic reasons, the gate circuit must be simple and the
chosen transistor was one of the cheapest available at the
time and is not symmetrical.
The major problem has been that of break-through via the
open transistor switches. The transistor type used has a
collector-emitter capacitance when 'off' of between 4.5 and
12pF, and at IMHz this presents a reactance of between 35
and 13kfl. Clearly, from each individual transducer element
there will be a component of the signal developed across the
common tuned load; only one component will be from the
selected element. However, these components do not add
directly since they appear in parallel via the source impe-
dance of each transducer element. Choice of a transistor
with a high-cut-off frequency would improve the situation-
but only marginally-and effort has been concentrated into
producing 'a composite switch-clamp arrangement. At pre-
sent, surpri singly, results indicate that this offers no advan-
tage over the basic switch.
Theoretical considerations to give minimum break-through/
Signal ratio require that the load impedance should be as
small as possible. This, however, is in direct opposition to
requirements for sensitivity and clearly a compromise, must
be made.
CONTROL CIRCUITS
Control ef the matrix gates is achieved by the use of two
shift registers, one controlling the columns and the other the
lines, as shown in Fig 4. Thus, a. form of scanning is obtained
by allowing a '1' to be shifted through each register in a
cyclic manner. The overall system is shown in Fig 5 and
needs little explanation. A master clock generator decides
the scanning rate-sat present 6,000 elements/so This means
that the complete matrix is scanned in approximately 16ms.
A staircase generator, suitably driven, provides a synchro-
nized raster for the display oscilloscope.
The serial output of the switching matrix is a form of ampli-
tude modulated carrier: the carrier frequency is ultrasonic
(lMHz) and the modulation frequency is the element scanning
rate (6kHz). The signal is tuned by an inductance, which re-
sonates with the self capacitance of each transducer element
in turn. This has the advantage of producing a greater out-
put from the transducer and also-and this is very important-
it provides a low dc resistance in the output side of each
gating element, thus minimizing dc fluctuations on the output
line caused by:
a variations in the gate control voltages;
b variation from transistor to transistor of the transistor
saturation voltages.
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Fig 3 Input/output voltage relationships of a linear switch
(with 4. 7k!l load). These relationships are almost
perfectly linear and b and c show that there is no
noticeable crossover distortion as the Input polarity
reverses
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Fig 4 Switching matrix and shift register control of the
columns and the lines
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Fig 5 Block dia€;T,...m of system. The master clock generator
decides the scanning rate
Tuning the load has one disadvantage which could well cause
more trouble as the system is generally improved. Each
element will have a !'lightly different resonant frequency and
therefore, with a fixed inductive load, each will ~iv« a diIfe-
rent output voltage for a given input. The resonant frequency
of an element is dependent OY, both dimensions and mechanical
loading. It is poss iole to obtain a reasonable accuracy on
thickness and ar",a, but mechanical 108(En~ will var-y with
the physl cal position of the element in the complete matrix
and with the electrical connection to the back face.
RESULTS
The photographs (Figs 6 to 11) Ieavo a good deal to be de-
sired, tat, as Cl first step, they comput-e very Iavourably with
many r-esults obtalned from tulle converters. The resolution,
1.(57 _.
Fig 6 Image obtained when no object or lens is present.
This shows those transducer elements which have
failed to make an electrical connection to the switch-
ing matrix
Fig 3 Image <if the O.Sin dtarneter hole in the Al sheet. An
acoustic lens has been used to give an appr oz'imate
magnification of 11~ ,
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Fig 9 As in Fig 8, except that the hole in the Al sheet is
0.2in diameter
Fig 10 Image of a 2BA chee sohead screw. An acoustic lens
gave an approximate magnification of 1~
Fig 11 Image of a hook formed by a piece of wire O. 08in in
ill diameter , All acoustic lens gave an approximate
magntncattou of ! 1f2
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shown in Figs 10 and 11 is better than 2 wavelengths in water
(3mm) but clearly cannot be better than one transducer mat-
rix element. The various blank areas seen ill the photo-
graphs, other than those obviousl y caused by the object image,
are caused by failure to make proper eiectrical contact with
the back face of some of the transducer elements.
FUTURE wonx
With the continued fall in the cost of thin film and integrated
circuits, coupled with the advances in their constructional
techniques, the further development of this solid state COII-
verter is now economically-po sstble. In the immediate future
the use of field effect transistors will be investigated and the
system will be converted to pulsed operation in order to
minimize the effect of reverberations and reflections within
the various ultrasonic media. This conversion is expected
to produce a marked improvement in the image quality, al-
though it will inevitably take longer to scan a complete frame.
Before moving into the full solid state converter system,
improvements must be made to the method of electrical con-
nection to the back face of the transducer elements. The
existing arrangement (see Appendix A) is unsatisfactory,
and it is hoped that a low temperature soldering technique
may be used.
After proving the feasibility of the discrete component sys-
tem when the above improvements have becn included, the
next step would be towards the use of thin film and integrated
circuit units, a number of units forming a complete multi-
element array. The ultimate aim is an array of at least lOO
by 100 elements in units of 10 by 10, using an ultrasound fre-
quency of around 6MHz.
Appendix A
ACOUSTIC LENS DESIGN
Considerations
The design of an acoustic lens may follow the same proce-
dure and use the same formulae as that used for an optical
lens. There are, however, two points which should be men-
tioned that limit the application of optical de sign methods:
The length of the wave-front is comparable with the
wave-length. Hence, diffraction cannot bo Ignor-ed.
Mode transformation will occur at any boundary, that 10,
longitudinal waves will be transformed, as they str ikc
the Ions, into other modos; the major secondar-y mode is
shear.
The choice of mater-ial, however, is less limited in the acou-
stic case, but has to be made with due consideration of the
following points: .
a The acoustic impedance should be as near as possible
to that of the water to minimize reflections;
h The sound transmission velocity should differ widely
from that of the water to achieve a high refractive index;
c It should be relatively aimple to form the lens into [he
required shape.
The final choice is inevitably a compromise and it was de-
cided to Lise perspex, as this satisfied most re quir ements
reasouably-cparttculaj-ly c (See Table 1).
Procedure
Sincc the lens was to be machined in a standard lathe by
simple techmque a, a spherical de stgn was followed, although
it is hoped Ivte r to produce one of aspheric form to counte r «
act the spherical aberration present in the rosui hng Image,
Table 1 Acoustic properties of various media
Material
Specific acoustic impcdance Velocity
[m-2.kgs-l x 10-6] [ms-I]
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Carbon tetrachloride 1. 48 928
Water 1. 49 '1,490
Glycerol 2.5 1,986 fll----l II
Mercury 19.6 1,450 Sl1----i
!
Polyethylene 1.75 1,950 F'ig 12 Ray diagram used to calculate fiD2J. design figures
Perspex 3.16 2,680 of acoustic lens
Magnesium 10.0 5,770
Aluminium 17.3 6,420 CO·';7·"Iron and steel 46 6,000
Ftg 12 shows the ray diagram used to calculate the final
design figures of the acoustic lens.
The lens makers' design formula is:
!!.. + _E_ = (n1 - n) (.!.. - 2)
s Sll 1'1 1'2
where n = acoustic impedance of water
n1 = acoustic impedance of lens material
F and F 11 are the two foci
M the object
M 11 the image
Also:
!l.!.n~ = n1
sin !pI n
and:
~ c
sin cf>1 ::> Cl
where et> and .pI are the angles of incidence in the materials
nand n 1 respectively, and c. and Cl the acoustic velo-
cities (longitudinal mode) in materials n and n 1 re-
spectively.
From equations 2 and 3:
n1 c_-::-n Cl
Dividing equation 1by n gives:
Substituting 4 into this gives:
1 1 1Now,-+ -= ~
S Sll f
where f = focal length
Therefore, from 6 and 7:
The sign convention for the radii is as follows:
All convex surfaces encountered are taken as having a posi-
tive radius and all concave surfaces encountered have a
negative radius. Thu3, for convenience, if i rl! == 11'21 = r,
1
2
Fig 13 Electrical connections to transducer elements are
made using 100 compression spring arrangements
3 r1wiil be -r and r2 + r. The ratio c/c1 becomes 0.56, since
c = 1, 490m/s and Cl = 2, 6aOm/s. Hence, equation 8 is:
1 ( (Z) 0.88y:..'" -0.44) -r- =-r
4
Let f = 9cm, then r = 7.9cm.
It is clearly desirable to have the widest possible aperture,
that is, make the value of 'F! approach unity. A diameter of
Scm was chosen to make F = 1. 1.
The final design figures are therefore:
5
f = 9cm
r = 7.9cm
Diameter Scm
Material - perspex
6
MECHANICAL DESIGN OF RECEIVER
7 Transducer
The material used is Brush Clcvite PZT5i this is a modified
lead zirconate titanate ceramic with a high electromechani-
cal coupling coefficient and high charge sensitivity. It is in
the form of a disc of diameter 3in, thickness resonant at
IMHz and silvered on both faces; the face away from the
"water is cut as described in the section on receiving matrjx,
so that 100 electrically isolated areas are formed.
The transducer is fitted to a brass mount using Clear Bostic
to both hold and seal it against water.
S
Electrical connection to transducer elements
Fig 13 shows the main features of the method used at pre-
sent. Essentially it comprises 100 compression spring
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arrangements each of which presses on to a transducer ele-
ment. These spring arrangements are modified watch strap
retaining pins; one end has a feed-out wire soldered to it
and the other is used to make contact with the transducer.
The complete array of pins with attached wires is potted in
Araldite, and is accurately spaced by a drilled paxolin panel
of O.lin pitch. Sufficient pressure is applied to the back of
this system to make all the pins connect to their respective
transducer elements. The whole is sealed by a rubber 'O'
ring to prevent water from penetrating to the electrical
connections. The wires are fed out via a copper tube with
its upper end held above the water line and its lower end
soldered to the brass transducer mount. A single pin is
shown in Fig 14.
MECHANICAL DESIGN OF TRANSMITTER
The transmitter is a 2. 5cm diameter disc of Plessey PC5
material (a lead zirconate titanate ceramic); both faces are
silvered and thickness resonant at lMHz. The disc is fixed
in a brass mount using Clear Bostic as a seal. The elec-
trical connection is achieved 1;>ya spring arrangement on to
the back face of the transducer; the coaxial wire is passed
out through a copper tube which is fixed and sealed to the
brass mount and with its upper end held above the water.
Appendix B
LINEAR SWITCH
Fig 2 shows the circuit of a single linear switch or gate,
110 of these being used to gate the outputs of the 100 trans-
ducer element matrix, as indicated in Fig 4. The transistor
used is a General Electric 2NZ926 plastic planar passivated
type, which maintains a reasonable current gain at low cur-
rent levels. At collector currents.of around 40f..I,A,the re-
verse current gain over five samples varied between 0.5
and 2.8; the forward gain for the same transistors was 80 to
280 respectively. By using a base drive resistor of 22kn, an
adequate degree of saturation is maintained over the range
of expected fcrward and reverse currents; which clearly
depend on many factors, although a figure of 100 I1A has been
used as a basis for design.
W1ASTEROSqLLATOR AND PULSE GENERATOR
A circuit diagram of the master oscillator and pulse genera-
tor is given in Fig 15. An astable multtvibrator provides
the basic clock frequency of around 6kHz. Diodes Dl and D2
provide isolation of the collector loads from the capacitors
Cl and C2 when their respective transistors are switching
from saturation to cut-off, thus speeding up the positive edge
of the output waveform, D3 and D4 guard against breakdown
of the reverse biased transi.stor emitter-base junctions
during their respective toff' periods.
C3. and R3 differentiate the multi vibrator output wave, the
resulting positive spikes being shaped by T4 to form a square
pulse. T3, an emitter follower, is included to reduce the
loading of the output stage T4 on the timing circuit C3, R3.
D5 removes the unwanted negative spike.
The final output is a pulse of amplitude approximately 10V,
duration l/lS and with rise and fall times of <IOns when
unloaded,
BISTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR
The bistable mult1vibrator (Fig 16) forms the basic unit used
in the two shift registers. It is of the conventional Eccles
Jordan form; diodes Dl and D2 are included to allow for
resetting the registers. By connecting the relevant mode
cathode to --5V the bistable may be set to the desired state.
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Coaxial lead
ite
Compression
spring ---~~~~t:~2U
Transducer
Fig 14 Enlarged cross-section through a single pin assem-
bly, which is accurately spaced from its neighbour-s
r----.--.........-· ..---..---_--+--O+sv
1kQ
01. OA8t
L---------.._·,-i-·t--t---o-5V
L-..__._-_--o-8V
Fig 15 Master oscillator and pulse generator circuit. 1'he
.basic frequency is 6MHz, the !inal output is a pulse
of around 10V, duration 1j.LS, with rise and fill times
<1Ons when unloaded
10kQ
Trigger
l?ig 16 Bistable raultivibrator circuit is set to IJ:e destred
state by connecting the relevant diode cathode to -5V
VIDEO AMPLIFIER AND DETECTOR
The complete circuit is given in Fig 17.
The video amplifier is directly coupled with a voltage gain of
approximately 3, 000 from 50Hz to 2MHz. The feedback loop
RI and R2 provides de stability, the ac gain being maintained
by decoupling the loop via Cl. The peak detector D1, R3, and
C2, is followed by a single stage of amplification-introduced
to enable a voltage swing equal to the full supply voltage to
be achieved. This is necessary in order to adequately con-
trol the brilliance of the oscilloscope used (a Tektronix Type
536).
STAIRCASE GENERATOR9
The circuit diagram for the staircase generator is shown in
Fig lB. T1 is an emitter follower which acts as a buffer to
reduce the loading of the circuit on the horizontal shift regi-
ster. T3 is merely a clamp arrangement to reset the condi-
tions of the circuit at the beginning of each scan. The opera-
tion of the generator is similar to a diode storage counter,
except that, when.the transistor T2 conducts, it clamps the
anode of the diode to the voltage at the top end of C2 instead
of earth potential. This means that the following input pulse
is added to the existing output voltage; the .result is a linear
staircase voltage waveform with steps of equal magnitude.
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APPENDIX B
Manufacturers' data on the foLl.owi.ngr -
Union Carbide n-channe1 field effect transistor UC734.
Hybrid Systems Corporation AID converter ADC540-8.
Motorola phase-frequency detector MC4044.
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UC734
LOW COST N-CHANNEL FIELD EFFECT
TRANSISTOR - FOR HIGH FREQUENCY AND
GENERAL PURPOSE APPLICATIONS
------------------------_._-------_._-----
[ Union Carbide UK Ltd ElectroniC. S Division . _j. I8 Grafton Street London W1 Tel: 01-629 8100
Drain to Gate Voltage V 30Vroo
Drain to Source Voltage Vr).'30 30V
Source to Gate Vol tage VSGO 30V
Gate Current IG 10mA
Device Diss. (free air) PD 300mVJ
JuncUon Temp. (oper) T. 200(lC
J
2000CStorage 'I'ernp , range TS -55 to
MAX 1M UIVI RATINGS (25°C Unless otherwise noted) DESCRIPTION
N-Channel, Junction Field Effect
Transistor for VI-IFamplifier and
mixer applications. LOW COST!
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS @ 250C
wlless otherwise noted ~\'I[W
S !'M.
l"="'S2=D
CONDITIONS
lJ=Cp.seMm. MAX. UNITS
Gate Breakdown Voltage BVGSS VDS=O, IG=lpA 30 Volts
Gate Leakage CUrrent T VGS=20V, VDS=O 5 nA.....GSS
Gate Leakage Cur:'ent @ 100GC IGSS V =20V, V1).'3=O 1.5 pAGS .
Drain (SAT) Current IDSS VDS=15V, V =:0 4 20 rnAGS
Gate to Source Voltage VGS Voo=15V, ID=400pA -1 -7·5 Volts
Pinch-'Off Voltage V \(oo=15V, ID=lOnA -1 -8 VoltsP
Transconductance (" xc) (ifS) Vns""J.5V, VGS=O 3500 6500 pmhos1.. \.1,.,
Output Admittance (1KC) ( Y ) Voo=J.5V, V =0 50 }.unhosos GS
Input Capac it.9.l1CC (lMC) c. Voo=J.5V, V =0 4 pFlSS GS
Feedback Capacita.nce(1MC) C V1).'3:.:15V,Gs=O 0.8 pFrss
Input Conduc tance (200MC) RE(Y. ) VDS=:15V, V"GS=O 800 pmhoslS
'I'ransconduc t.ance ( 200MC) RE(Yfs) V -l~V VGS=O 3000 p.mhos00-' --',
Output Conduc tance ( ';.JOOM"\ RE(Y ) V -]r::v VGS=O 200 pmhos-c: • II_; i CS 00- .j',
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lJ!tra Fast
AlD Converter
Now in
fIJ FAST CONVERSION
~ COMPACT - 2"X2"XO.4
i'i COMPLETE - READY TO USE
g PCMOU£\JTiNG
n DIP COMPATIBLE PIN SPACING
li3 ±15V,+5V POWER SUPPLY
I~D(::540 Series
The ADC 540 are a series of state of the art, ultra high
speed, general purpose A!D converters packaged in a
remarkably compact 2"X2"X0.4" module. The standard
ADC 540-8 converts 8 bits in under 5pS and the extra
fast ADC S40WB-8 converts them in under 3pS. The
units are complete with all logic, references, clocks; no
extra components are required for operation. The high
speed and small size is achieved by a unique modifica-
tion to the successive approximation technique com-
bined with an extremely fast settling, proprietary DJA
converter.
To assure long life and good stability, all ADC S<i·O
converters have these three important reliability fea-
tures: all active components arc hermetically sealed -- no
plastic transistors or Ie's, all precision resistors are thin
film type, all converters are burned in under power for
72 hours minimum - a real reliability bonus.
Converts
. '3 ,"",In (J-;:;;.
SUM~vlARY SPEC~F~CATJONS
MODEL 51\0·8 54CiWB·8
RESOLUTION 8 8
CONVERSION
TIME 5{lS Max 3pSMux._----_.----
OUTPUT CODES BINARY & BCD
SAMPLING RATE 200KHZ 330KHZ
Ace. TEMPCO 5GPPMtC 50?PMtC._---_._---
INPUT RANGE Oto+10V.--~---,.----
• .1110_, _
• Same as Column on Left.
COMPLETE SPECIFICA110NS ON REI'ERSE SiDE
ORDERING !NFOFUvlATaON
MODEL CODE
ADC5403
ADC5~OWB·e
8 Bits Binary
8 Bits Binary
Wide Temperature Option
-55°Cto +'.125'C: Add suffix·M!l,
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NOTES ON USE
P---------~------------------------~--_r------~----------.-----------------=r--=~.
[L-..w-----lt._.---....-'1]~ t ~".--- I
......--1.1"---.4 I
r---+------t-----t--,---, i
I I.t•• re ILUI:::::! i i
1. ~~~~i~;~~~~~xceeds the full scale, the output -t-o·+;.E;..;:;..:r:""a--+ ."_ J II:
digital code becomes all "ones". !::~ _
INPUT RANGES U" ,
a. Pin 11 is set for a 0 to +10'1 input range. L- + -..I_._ _jl
b. Pin 12 may be used for other ranges. Add an
appropriate series resistor for a nominal +O.SV
input to the comparison circuit.,------------------~---------------------------.
MODEL ADC 540·8 ADC 540WB-8
DIGITAL RELIADI LlTY -Convlnion TXe! Succes;;ve Approximation C"r.struction EncajiSulatlld module-s, factory ropairlble
RetOIution 6 Bits 8 Bits A,ti" Componenh All hermetically SI~ .:...~"_el.. tiC!....--- -Output Code Bin~ry, Parallel - Factory Burn,ln n. Hour --Output Type TTL, DTl Compatible W.r.nf!19 P.,iod 3 years
"0" <+0.5V cl • 41Tl load ENVIRONMENTAL"'" >+2.5V rives up to . s Opeflting Temper.tura
~Ylflion Time !illS Max 3j.1S Max
200K/SEC 330K/SEC Stludllrd Vmicnl o to +70oCMix Sampling Rat<!
,Mil Venions ,55°C to +125°C
ANALOG P()~r Supply +15V @ 25mA. ,15\] iii 20 mi~,+6V ill ~40 n1A
Input R.nge o to +10V · Puwer Supply Rei. 0.05%1%
Input ImpedlilCll 5K 21': Oimensionl 2")(2"xO.4"
Rllf.renee Internal · ~~t Under 2 oz -ACCURACY AND
SlABILITY - 'Sl'mo B5 column on leftAet.~ 0.2%" · • cl!l<:ludes all effects due to offset. gain. and lillUllty
r-.-9!'alitiat;on tl12L::iB ·
r-.-~£,;Il"1i)' YI Tamp. 5GPPM/"C · REPRESENTED BY20PPM/C- ·UMMjtv w. Temp. .
long Term Stlbility O.05%/year
".cisio" Network Matched di,cret6 thin film resistors.
, ... _. ... _~ ... ·.uIa. .... lIi. .... 0:I'I&II .....,..... w
CAUTION: Maximum yoltag•• t Input No.2 I.+5V
1. TIMING
r-'-.....----; INITIATES-.s"~140-1ftlllT,~ CONVEftllON
..,_J STROBE INPUT
Sr--, END 01'
i!=!.ftllON
Both the Strobe Input and the Busy Bit are stand-
ard TTL levels. Rise Time of the Strobe Input should
be I",S min.
SPECIFICATIONS
3. CODING
-BINARY
MS8 OUTPUT CODE LSI
ANALOG
2" 2,2 2-3 2-4 2-5 2-0 2.7 2-1INPUT
+9.96 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1
+7.60 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
+5.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+2.50 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
+O.04V· 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
O.OOV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-usa- 10V/256
MECHANICALI- a,ro---..ji
l
!
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PHASE·FREQUENCY
DETECTOR
MTTL Cornalex Functions MOTORO.LA
---_ ...__ ._-----_._----
MC4344 e MC4044
The MC4344/4044 consists of two digital phase detectors, a charge
pump, and an amplifier. In combination with a voltage controlled
multivibrator (such as the MC4324/4024 or MC 1648), it is useful
in a broad range of phase-locked loop applications. The circuit
accepts MTTL waveforms at the R and V inputs and generates an
error voltage that is proportional to the frequency and/or phase
difference of the mput signals. Phase detector #1 is intended for
use in systems requiring zero frequency and phase difference at lock.
Phase detector 112 is used if quadrature lock is desired. Phase detec-
tor #2 can also be used to ind icate that the main loop, u til iz ing
phase detector #1, is out of lock.
PJ-40--· Charge
Pump
PO
110
Amplifier
~-~ -9~=8OutputOF
~10
VCC ~ Pin 14
GND~ Fin 7
Input Loading Factor: R. V ; 3
Output Loading Factor (Pin 8) = 10
Total Power Dissipation = 85 mW typ/pkg
Propagation De!ay Time; 9.0 ns typ
{rhru phase deteetor)
L .. ~
CHARGE PUMP
f'U ~ UF
4o---+~t·------..·-"---_:_----------··-..·- - --- ----o r,
fVlC43<14 .. Paqe 1
F SUFFIX
CERAMIC PACKAGE
CASE G07
iTO·86)
L SUFFI;<
CERAMIC PACKAGE
CASE 632
(TO·116)
P SUFFIX
PLASTIC P.ACKAGE
CASE 646
iTO·116)
MC4044 only
r---------------.-----------------~-,
PHASE DETECTOR
_~ U2-..,_...,__·----D--o 12
L._--.==f5~6
02
'-~ .:-:
AMPLIFIER
Output
A ~-r--oe
go- ~_y
1---""
I
I
-i
ISSUE A
~ 198 ..".
INPUTI ItJPUI OUTPUT--
STA Tt: fRI ~. ~T\:i':f'02
1 0 0 X I XII
210XX01
3 1 1 IX X 1 0
4 lOX ,X ._2_r· ...2_
500XX',1
610XXOI
700XX111
8 'OXX._~
,90 ~ ~ ~ ;1: I ;
11 0 0 1 I'i 1
12 0 1 1 1 ",-1-2-
'3 0 l' 0 1 o : 1'1 1;4 0 1 1 0 1 I 1
15 0 0 I 1 0 1 I 1
16 1 0 I' 0 0 I 1
~_!?_ 0 1 1 1 i 1Pel U"40 Ch"ge G5
p ...mp
PO Of
1100 ~10____..J
TRUTH TABLE
This is not strictly a functional
truth table; i.e., it does not show a:1
possible modes of operation. It is use-
ful for de tssting.
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
1. X indic2tes output state unknown.
2. Ul ar.d ~1 oo tnc t s are sequ en ttet:
i.e., they must be sequenced in
order shown.
3. LJ2 and 0:7. outputs are corubine-
tional; i.e., they need only inputs
shown to ocuin outp\ ..ts.
MAXIMUM RATINGS
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Rating Value - Unit
Supply Operating Voltage Range MC4344 4.5 to 5.5 Vdc
MC4044 4.75 to 5.25f---.
Supply Voltage +7.0 Vdc
Input Voltage +5.5 Vdc
Output Voltaqe +5:5 Vue
Operating Temperature Range MC4344 -55 to +125 °c
MC4044 o to +75
Storage Temperature Rar:ge - Ceramic Package -65 to +150 °c
Plastic Package -55 to +125
Maximum Junction Temperature MC4344 +175 °c
MC4044 +150
Thermal Resistance - Junction ToCase (0 Jct °C/mW
Flat Ceramic Package 0.06
Dual In-line Ceramic Package 0.05
Plastic Package 0.Q7
Thermal Resistance - Junction To Ambient (0 JA t °C/mW
Flat Ceramic Package 0_21
Dual In-line Ceramic Package 0_15
Plastic Package 0.15
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OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
Operation of the MC4344/4044 is best explained by
initially considering each section separately. If phase de-
tector #1 is used, loop lockup occurs when both outputs
U1 and 01 remain high. This occurs only when all the
negative transitions on R, the reference input, and V, the
variable or feedback input, coincide. The circuit responds
only to transitions, hence phase error is independent of
input waveform duty cycle or amplitude variation. Phase
detector #1 consists of sequential logic circuitry, there-
fore operation prior to lockup is determined. by initial
conditions.
When operation is initiated, by either applying power
to the circuit or active input signals to R and V, the cir-
cuitry can be in one of several states. Given dny particular
starting conditions, the flow table of Figure 1 can be used
to determine subsequent operation, The flow table ind i-
cates the status of Uland D1 as the R and V inputs are
varied, The numbers in the table which are in parentheses
are arbitrarily assigned labels that correspond to stable
states that can result for each inpu t combination. The
numbers without parentheses refer to unstable conditions,
Input changes are traced by horizontal movement in the
table; after each input change, circuit operation will settle
in the numbered state indicated by rr.oving horizontaliy
to the appropriate R-V column. If the number at that
FIGURE 1 - PHASE Dt:TECTOR #1 FLOW TABLE
RO- f-<> U 1
Phase-
Freq
Detector
VO- #1 f-<> 01
Pc-V R-V A-V R-V
U1 I0-0 0-1 1-1 1-0
~)
2 3 i4) 0 I(2) (3) 8 0
(5) 6 7 8
1
9 (6) 7 12
5 :l (7) 12
_i_L2
7 (8)
1m 11 12
l ~ (,,) 112)
01
,,
o
o
L I. . J
MC4344 - Ps" .. 3
MC4344 • MC4044
(h) 01
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u LJJ u
Ij) V L
Ii) R
(7) (2) (5) (8) (2) (3) (8) (11 (3) (2) (5) ...
(k) U1 ~_J
(I) 01
location is not in parentheses, move vertically to the num-
ber of the same value that is in parentheses, For a given
input pair, anyone of three stable states. can exist. As
an example, if R = 1 and V = 0, the circuit will be in one
of the stable states (4), (8), or (12).
Use of the table in deterrnir.inq circuit operation is
illustrated in Figure 2. In the timing diagram, the input
to R is the reference frequency; the input to V is the same
frequency but lags in phase. Stable state (4) is arbitrarily
assumed as the initial condition. From the timing diagram
and flow table, when the circuit is in stable state (4),
outputs U1 and 01 are "0" and "1" respectively. The
next input state is R-V = 1-1; moving horizontallv from
stable state (4) under R-V = 1-0 to the R-V = 1-1 column,
state 3 is indicated. However, this is an unstable condition
and the circuit will assume the stc:t€ indicated by moving
vertically in the R-V = 1-1 column to stable state (3). In
this instance, outputs Uland 01 remain unchanged. The
input states next become R-V = 0-1; moving horizontativ
to the R-V = 0-1 column, stable state (2) is indicated.
At this point there is still no change in U 1 or D 1. The
next input change shifts operation to the nov = D-G col-
umn where unstable state 5 is indicated. Moving verticallv
to stable state (5), the outputs now change state to Ul-
D1 = 1-1. The next input change, R-V = 1-0, drives the
circuitry to stable state (8), with no chanqe in U 1 or D1.
The next input, RV = 1-1, leads to stable state (7) with
noch(!,'I\)e in the outputs. The next two ii.put state changes
cause U 1 to go low between the neqative transiuons of R
and V. As the inputs continue to change, the circuitry
moves repeatediy through stable states (2), (5), (8), (7),
(2), etc. as shown, and a periodic waveform is obtained
on the Ul terminal while 01 remains high.
A similar result is obtained if V is leading with respect
to R, except that the periodic waveform now appears on
01 as shown in rows e-h of the timing diagram of Figure 2.
In each case, the average value of the resulting waveform
is proportional to the phase difference between the two
inputs. In a closed loop application, the error signal for
controlling the VCO is derived by translating and filtering
these waveforms.
The results obtained when R and V are separated by
Cl fixed frequency difference are indicated in rows i-I of
the timing system. For this case, the U 1 output goes low
when R goes low and stays in that state until a negative
transition on V occurs. The resulting waveform is similar
to the fixed phase difference case, but now the duty cycle
of the U1 waveform varies at a rate proportional to the
difference frequency of the two inputs, Rand V. It is
this characteristic that permits the MC4344/4044 to be
used as a frequency discriminator; if the signal on R has
been frequency modulated and if the loop bandwidth is
selected to pass the deviation frequancv but reject R and
V, the resultinq error voltane applied to the VCO ,,-vill be
the recovered modulation signal.
Phase oetector #2 consist, only of cornbinator!al iogic,
therefore its churacteristics can be deterrnmed lrorn the
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FIGURE 3 - PHASE DETECTOR #2 OPERATION
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simple truth table of Figure 3. Since circuit operation
requires that both inputs to the charge pump either be
high or have the same duty cycle when lock occurs, using
this phase detector leads to a quadrature relationship be-
tween Rand V. This is illustrated in rows a-d of the timing
diagram of Figure 3. Note that any deviation from a fifty
percent duty cycle on the inputs would appear as phase
error.
Waveforms showing the operation of phase detector
#2 when phase detector #1 is being used in a closed loop
are indicated in rows e-]. When the main loop is locked,
U2 remains high. If the loop drifts out of lock in either
direction a negative pulse whose width is proportional to
the amount of drift appears en U2. This can be used to
generate a simple loss-of-lock indicator.
Operation of the charge pump is best explained by con-
sidering it in conjunction with the Darlington ampiifier
included if' the package (see Figure 4). There will be a
pulsed waveform on either PD or PU, depending on the
phase-frequency relationsh ip of R and V. The charge pump
serves to invert one of the :nput waveforms (01) and trans-
lates the voltage levels before they are applied to the loop
filter. When PD i510'.'Jand PU is high, 01 will be conduct
ing in the normal direction and Q2 will be off. Current
will be flowing throuqh 03 and CR2: the base of 03 will
be two VSE drops above ground or approx imately 1.5
volts. Since both of the resistors connected to tile base
of 03 are equal, the emitter of Q4 (base of 05) wili ce
FIGURE 4 - CHARGE PUMP OPERATION
Vee~-.~----~----~----~ Vee
R3
3.9 k
PO .l,
0111fQl~
8
1 k
PU c a t UF
Ul~--~------------------~
4 5---------------------------------------~
approximately 3.0 volts. For this condition, the emitter
of 05 (OF) will be one VBE below this voltage, or about
2.25 volts. The PU input to the charge pump is high
(> 2.4 volts) and CR 1 will be reverse biased. Therefore
05 will be supplying current to 06. This will tend to
lower the voltage at the collector of 07, resulting in an
error signal that lowers the VCO frequencv as required by
a "pump down" signal.
When PU is low and PO is high, CR 1 is forward biased
and UF v.;ill be approximately one VB!: above ground
(ne~]lecting the VCE(satl of the driving gate). With PD
high, 01 conducts in the reverse direction, supplvinj base
current for 02. While 02 is conductinq, Q4 is prevented
[;0111 supplying base drive to 05; with 05 cut off and UF
low there is no base current for 06 G'1d the vol~,'ge at the
MC4344 • MC4044
collector of 07 moves up, resulting in an increase in the
VCO operating frequency as required by a "pump up"
signal.
If both inputs to the charge pump are high (zero phase
difference). both CR 1 and the base-emitter junction of
05 are reverse biased and there is no tendency for the
error voltage to change. The output of the charge pump
varies between one VBE and three VBE as the phase differ-
ence of R and V varies from minus 21T to plus 21T. if this
signal is filtered to remove the hiqh-frequencv components,
the phase detector transfer function: K<!>.of approximately
0.12 volt/radian is obtained (see Figure 5).
FIGURE 5 - PHASE DETECTOR TEST
VTVM
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r---100 ns --~I
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~. PHASE DIFFERENCE (f!ADIANS)
The specified gain constant of 0.12 volt/radian may
I10t be obtained if the ampllfier/filter combination is irn-
properl\, designed. As indicated previouslv. the charge
Pump delivers pump commands of about 2.25 .....olts on
the positive swings and 075 volt on the neqative swings
for a mean no-pump value ;",f 1.5 volts. If the filter arnpli-
fier is biased to threshold "on" at 1.5 volts, then the pump
lip and down voltaqes have equal effects. The pump signals
are established by VeE's of transistors with milliamperes
~f current flowing. On the other hand, the transistors
Included for use ss a filter amplifier will helve very small
Currents flowing and will have ccrresoondinqlv iower vs (s
- On the order of C.6 .....ott each for a threshold of 1.2
Volts. Any displacement of the threshold from 1.5 vclts
Causesan increase in 'J"in in one direction and a reduction
+211
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in the other. The transistor configuration provided is
hence not optimum but does allow for the use of an addi-
tiona I transistor to improve filter response. This addition
also results in a non-symmetrical response since the thresh-
old is now approximately 1.8 volts. The effective positive
swing is limited to 0.45 volt while the negative swing be-
low threshold can be greater than 1.0 volt. This means
that the loop gain when changing from a high frequency
to a lower frequency IS less than when changing. in the
opposite direction. For type two loops this tends to in·
crease overshoot when gcing from low to high and increases
damping in the other direction. These problems and the
selection of external filter components are intimately re-
lated to system requirements and are discussed in detail
in the filter design section.
rv:C43,1.'l .. P"ge 6
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APPENDIX C
Details of the pulsed oscillator used for reflection tests.
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The Pulsed Oscillator
General Description
Tl and T2 and their associated components form an astable multi-
vibrator whose period is varied by means of RVl• This circuit provides
the clock drive to the 74121 monostable multi vibrator whose output
pulse duration may be set within certain limits by RV2• The simple
tuned collec~or oscillator is formed around T4 and uses the transducer
self capacitance as part of the tuned circuit shunt capacitance. T3
effectively switches the oscillator on and off as it is driven into
saturation and back to cuti=of'frespectively by the monostable output.
The loop gain of the oscillator circuit is less than one when pulsed
end the large overdrive on T3 base causes a large step of current
through T4, creating a ring in the collector output which decays to
almost zero from maximum peak output in a few cycles. For C.W. oper-
ation the damping resistor RV3 is removed to raise the loop gain
above unity so that oscillations can commence.
A;eproximate SEecification
Output frequency (nominal) 1. MHz
Minimu'1loutput pulse duration (electrical) 1. llS
Pulse repetition frequency 1 to 10 kHz
Output amplitude 11 V. r.m.s.
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APPENDIX D
Reprint of letter published in Electronics Letters,
25th February 1971, Vol. 7, No.4.
"Far-field sector scanning using a sampled multi-elem€;nt
ultrasonic receiving array"
L.Ui -
FAR-FIELD SECTOR SCANNING USING A
SAMPLED MULTIELEMENT ULTRASONIC
RECEIVING ARRAY
Indexing terms: Ultrasonic devices, Ultrasonic applications
A technique which enables target bearing and range informa-
tion to be obtained by sequential sampling of a multielement
linear ultrasonic array is described. A resultant output
frequency is extracted which is shown to be a function of the
target angle, and results are given which confirm theoretical
expectations.
An echo returning from an insonified target situated in the
far field of an array of ultrasonic transducers will strike this
array at an angle dependent on the target bearing. If the
array is linear and consists of equally spaced elements which
are sampled sequentially at a known and fast enough rate, the
resultant electrical samples after demodulation will produce
a sinusoidal signal whose frequency is a function of the
angular bearing () of the target. This resultant frequency is
given by
where
[r = frequency of incident wave
d = distance between adjacent-element centres
Cl = velocity of sound in transmission medium
is = sampling frequency
To satisfy the sampling theorem, is must clearly always be
greater than 2/"" thus giving a boundary to the range of 0
for a given .f~,
In practice, with a finite array and where sampling is con-
tinuous, only certain discrete characteristic frequencies
corresponding to discrete bearings are reconstructable,
r'~'''''''''"''~''~''''''''''~'''l''-~J!~'~~
i'
i'
Fig. 1 Oscilloscooe trace
Upper trace: demoduln tcd signal produced by t.irgcts at 0" and 7°
Lower trace: signal applied to transmitters (targcts)
For a continuous resultant sine wave to be produced, the
phase of the signal from the last element should be 6.tjJ behind
the phase of the first. where 8.rjJ is the phase difference
between adjacent elements. The discrete bearings caused by
this limitation are given by
0,' -\ (11141 ')= Stll dll
where //I is an integer, and 11 is the total number of elements.
The limitation expressed by this equation is brought about
only by the manner in which information is extracted from
the resulting signal. A single set of II samples across the array
contains all the required bearing information,
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A 20-clement 500 kHz array with a 2-4 mm element spacing
was used in water, giving a set of discrete bearings separated
by approximately 3·3°. A typical set of results is given in
Table 1 for two simulated targets (these were small trans-
mitting transducers), and the effect of one in the absence of
the other is also shown. It can be seen that other characteristic
frequencies were well down on the expected frequencies.
Fig. l shows an oscilloscope display, the upper trace of which
is the demodulated output when the targets were at bearings
of 0" and T, the 7° target being at approximately-twice the
range of the other. The two frequency components can be
clearly seen, the 7° target being represented by the lower
frequency of 87 kHz, and the 0' target by the higher frequency
of 542 kHz. The lower trace is the signal applied to the
transmitters on a different voltage scale.
Table 1 TYPICAL RESULTS
Trans- Trans- Trans-
mitter 1 mitter 2 mitters 1 Frequency
Frequency on on and 2 on component-_ ------ -----
kHz dB dB dB
90 -23 -10 -12 IR 7°
136 -10 - 2 0 III. 100
316 -18 -13 -II IR 3°
542 - 1 -19 - 1 IR 0°
Amplitudes
1--------+-.---- -----
Transmitter 1 at 0' position. transmitter 2 at 10° position;
f. = 4·52 MHz.!r = 542 kHz
Target range may be conveyed to the receiver without
affecting the bearing information by gating a carrier oscillator
to produce transmitted pulses containing many cycles of
carrier. The time of arrival of edges at the various discrete
frequencies will give the range of a target, if present, at each
discrete angular position. Early results using this method of
ranging .have proved perfectly satisfactory. The accuracy
would depend on the risetime of the transmitted pulse and the
response time of the selective filter in the receiver.
Sector scanning should prove simple, since the only pro-
cessing required is a single electronically tunable narrowband
filter which will sweep through the range of frequencies
corresponding to the swept sector. Sensitivity is a problem,
however, since each sample is taken necessarily from a small
transducer, and, in its simple form, no addition is carried out.
In a normal phased array, all elements, after individual delays
have been included. are finally added.
The authors wish to thank D. 1. Crecraft, who, several
years ago, suggested this method as a possible means of beam
direction in a different context. Also much time and effort
was saved by the Rocket Propulsion Establishment, Westcott,
who kindly lent the multielement transducer which was used
for these first tC5tS.
S.O. HARROLD 19,h January 1971
Department of Electrical & Electronic Engineering
Portsmouth Polytechnic
Portsmouth, Hants., England
R. C. WEST
Plessey Co.
West Leigh, Havant, Hants., England
ELECTRONICS LETTERS 25th February 1971 V.--J!.? No.4
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APPENDIX E
Reprint of paper to be published in Ultrasonics,
September 1974.
"Control of acoustic beam angle by harmonic analysis of
sequential samples from a multi-element linear array"
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Control of acoustic beam angle by
harmonic analysis of sequential
samples from amulti-element
linear array
R. C. WEST and S. O. HARROLD
Frequency components contained within the sequential samples of a linear array
of ultrasonic receiver transducers are shown to be a function of the angle of
incidence of the received energy. The principle has been successfully confirmed
by experimental results which provide both the ranqe and bearing of multiple
targets. The equipment used was operated at an ultrasonic frequency of 500 kHz
and the array sampled at rates of 2.26 and 4.52 MHz. Finally, a system is proposed
where the target information is given on a sector PP1 display.
list of Symbols
Cl Vclocitv of longit udinal wah'S in water
AI Wavelength oflongitudina! waves in water
eR Resultant velocity along receiver array
Cs Sampling velocity
d Distance het ween cent res of adjacent receiver
ell' men Is
II
Charadl'l isi ir frequency ohraincd for angle (If
incidence I) •
Sumpliut; rate
Frequency or transmitted longitudinal wave
Total number qf clements in receiver array
Ratioj~/lr
Any inkgrr value
Angle of incidence of beam 10 receiver array
Phase di ffcrcnce het ween adjaccn tell' Illen ts
in reL'eiwr anay for angle of incide:lce {J
l\pproXilllilll' :lIJVlI!ar Il'solulioll ohtaillable
p
q
o
<J:l
Introduction
A simplc and inexpensive S('ctor sGlOning sonar syslem is
cleatly a worthwhile objective since it would widen the
economic field or lise 1(1 include. !ilr example, small fishing
craft. The mosl successful sector sC:lIlning lechnique appe<lfS
t(l he t hat known as Illotillla! ion scanning! .:; in whkh : he
IlI:am is swullg throup.h till' n'ql1ired sector wilh!11 I.he dllra-
tioll Ill' a sillf.1c Ir,1!!~mittl'd pul:;c. To ensurc ade(lualc angular
resolution and to pr('elude any serious sidelohc prohlems,;111
----_ .._---
Mr R. C. West i;wit:1 Ibn Plr.ssnv Company. Wc~t L~igh, IhlVl!nt,
Hampshiru, ilnd Mr S. O. Harrold is in the Dep;lIllTlWlt of Ei2ctricill
and Electronic: Engine.)rin!!, Portsmouth Poly~eo;l,"ic, Pcrtsrnc).IlfI.
Paper received 17 I~pril lS74.
array may consist, as in the bifocal equipment," of75 cle-
ments. Each receiver array clement requires a channel unit
consisting or at least one mixer unit ,4 and in pract icl' it has
been found desirable to have a pre-amplifier, two mixers and
a second alllplil1er.2.3
In the system 10 he described" the same number of clements
arc required to obtain the same resolution and useable sector,
but each element of the multi-clement lineal array requires
only one samplillg gaIL'. The outpu: oreal'll salllp,ling gatl~
is connected 10 a common line so thai all subsequent pro·
cessing is applied til OIlC resultant signal. I\. I·Tlllas been
found tll he an ideal sampling gale and the individunl cir-
cui tty required for each of these is minimal as will be seen
from Fig.l. The general system arrungcrucnt is shown in Fie.::!
The transmitter radiates over the arc of interest ami reflected
signals from targets within this arc will he received by the
clements or the array. By sampling the clements and :Ij)ply-
ing comparatively simple processillg to the resllitllig series
of s:lI11ples, the target bearings Illay he found. lising pulses
allows t;n!,-et range informatioll to he ohtailled ill the IIsual
way.
System principles
An eclw I"'"rning from an insonified target situated in Ihe
rarf1dd or an :nray of ultrasonic transducer:; will slrike this
array at all allgle dependent on the lalgel bearill~. If Ihe
an:!y is linear <1110consiSls of equally-spilLed c1c!I1cnb which
arc ~allJpled seqllellli:dly <11 a knowl1 and fast enough ra!;,:,
the rcsu!t:lI1! l'kctrical sampks, afler :lpPH>priate delllodl'-
!ation, will pnl(llice a si:lIIsind~d sit!llal whose shifted fre·
qUCilGY is a runctiol1 of tllc :1I11~ularb~alillg of the target.
Fig.3 shows di:lgrarnatically how lliis 11"('qUCllcy C(llIlpOI1Cnt
is IOrmed frlll1l th!_' seqtl('lliial salllpi,·s.
Consider tllc allay to be of illfiilitr.lcng:h and consisting of
an infillite IlllllOh"1 of infinitely small c1('!lWlltS. I{er •.'ning
10 rigA. tile velocityot';; poilll pf.:onsl:lot phase along till:
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Fig.1 Basic F ET switch unit
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mounted adjacent
to receiver array
Fig.2 The basic sector scanning sonar system
array is seen to be et/sin 0, and the resulting apparent
velocity of a point of constant phase to the sampling position
is given by:
sin 0
Cs
This gives a resultant output frequency of
In practice the clements will he or finite size and spaced at
finite uisl;lllU'S so I hat each clement I1IUSt be sampled for a
short pClilHI scqucnrially. Thus a series of amplitude samples
will be obtained and tI,.'se require dcmodulat ion using a suit-
able low-pass filter ill order 1,0 recover the frequency [uo .
III practice Ill\'!l
r-
Iu» ~:lr II
which may be written
r pd ]In» = IT 1--·- sin 0L AI _
.
Fig.S shows plots 01'(4) fill' various values 01'1' and with d
and A) having the values used in the experimental work
Voltage at
receiver elements
7
6
8
5
4
2
3 -
Characteristic
frequency
Fig.3 Diagram showing how sequential sampling builds up Ihe
characteristic f rcquency
Receiver
array normal
e positive
Incident energy
from target.
in ",,,,Id \
,...-.....
e negative
A-:
/Line of
constant
phose
Sampling velocity
(I)
Fig.4 Diaqr am used Ior derivation of the theory. The army is
considered to he of infinire length "nu consistinq of an in+inite
number of infinitdy small elements. TIl<! velocitv of " poinl of
constant phase along Ihe array is seen 10 I.)('! Cl Isin I) .
(2)
(3)
(4)
Fig.5 Plot of tno aqainst tilrnet angle for d/»: I unity
detailed below. II CID he seen that there arc limits TO the
ranee (lC target bearings acccpt.rb!c t o tile systel;1 and these
arc clearly a Iunc: ion eft he sampling frequency.
In order to lise continuous sampling for a finite array length,
the equality
111> = 2rrq
must apply, Therefore only discrete resultant frequencies
can be obtainer] and these arc given by
The corresponding discrete target bearings will then he given
by
If q = I in (7) the IIrst suitable angle for continuous samp-
ling is given. The second suitable er discrete angle when
q ~ 2 will be virtually twice the first, these angles being small.
Thus a measure ,If tlil' angular resolution ORcs of this system
will be the angle 0 given when If '" I. That is
(8)
The beam width of the arruy is also given by (8), since the
first zero ill til': pol:lr pllli 'will occur when the angle of the
incident wave C:tlISl'S O!I,' clIlIlpicl<' hall' cycle t(l :Ippear :1l'rOSS
tile array. The rl':;lIllltillll givell bv (H), however, means that
the polar pill! win lal-.:(; tile Corm ofa ,ci of fingers whose
positions arc fixed. leaving 'blind' areas between each finger.
It should he !'ointed 0111 (kif bcarinp information about
targets within till; whole sector ispresent ill the samples
obtained from a single SCIIi uf the array clements, but that
the extraction of this ini'olli'laiio:1 i~more complex. B~I
using pulsed Iransmission I !H! r:lngc may be found or each
target present, t he strellgth of I Ill' signnl received being a
tunclio» or r:llig,; alld echo arca of the rcspective largels.
The lIS11:l1 rest rictions 011 clement sp::lcing 'l]1ply regarding
siclelohcs ill tllc arr:lY radi:lliol1 pattern. Thus, for (.'x;:l1Iplc,
ill order thai t he first major sidelohcs lie l)O degrees cadi
side of the array I1LHlllal. the l'L'Cll'ircd cleillelit sjlacillg wonld
_be one wavclellgth in tlic transmissioll I11cdillll1.
Exparimental equipment
In order to verirv the expressiolls developed ill the l:ist
section and to dctC'lllline the practicJhility 01' a working
system all c:q.Jcrill1l'lltal rig w:tS constructcd. This is shown
cli:lgralllulic:i1ly ill hg.6. III order to simplify invc:;tigaliolls
at this st:lge targd~ wcre sinllll;lIcd by small tmllsmi(lcrs.
the:.e bcill!! g mill diamder di<cs of pit having a Jh)l11inal
thickllc~~ rC'~()n:,lice of 500 kl fI:. They were arranged :,()
titat their LI!lgc :llld :lngui:lr pmitiolls rcl:itivc to the I'e<:l'iver
an;ty IWI il\al '.,,(lid 11,; illlicprll(lc!l1 Iy val it'd. Tlic rcc,:iv','r
array cOll,i,tcd \,1';1 11Ori/ont:" lillC or 20 sqllare C!clJh:llls
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Trcnsrnitter I
(5)
"<.
Transmitter 2
(6) f--tI8m-i -I
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Fif] G The experimental rig used for tar~!f11 simulations
(7)
Trcnrmitter I
-~---'/_----O
Power I
amplifier _} __ »:__-[]
Tronsmittcr 2
Fig.7 Block diagram of the electronic circuitry used for tilrget
simulations
spaced at a pitch 01'2.4 m!ll (less t!);1}1OIlC wavclength in
w(lter). The whole was forilled on (lIlC piece or pl.t cer:lInil'
of nLJll1inalthickne:;, rCSOIl;ll1l'C "Of) kIll" aenmlie cm.iS
COil piing heing rcduced by groovcs Clll betwee!! adjacent
ek!llr,ilt~.
;\ hlock diagram of thc electrical sysleI1l u~cd i:; shown in
Fig.7. TlI!.' sampling IInit cUi1~:ists of' 20 I;LT ,:itllp!int; gatcs
of thc typ.: :;I]()wn in Fig.:. bell gate is cOllllcctl:d tl':l1l
array elemC'nt, and driven by an asLlblc lllultiv.ibrator via
:1 20 st,lg(' ~;iljnIl')'istcr a( a S:II11plilig r:llc 01' '_I,2il Ml L·.or
·+'<;2 Mill .. I'ili\ ll!l)(llIcc~; :lrr;1\ ell'llll'llt ~;al\lpk limes or
around 30 ns.
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Fig.9 Oscillogr.~phs obtdillf~d \Nithp',Jlse tr.Jnsmissions -(transrninc-r '1 at 0 dcqff~es .~nd fransnlittcr?;]t '/ d(;f~rees) a: ~pper trace - ()utput f!-o(n
banrJpass filter cenlr!!d Ol! 'RI): lowf:r trace -- input to tr3nsmitter power arnplifir:r; b uppr)(' trace ---outr:ut hom bandpas~ tilter centred on
fR7; lower trace - input to translllHter POWN ilmplsfier
Table 1 Predicted and measured characteristic frequencies
obtained for various bearings of a single simulated target
(fs '" 4.52 MHz)
Experimental
Resul ts Predicted values7;------ fRO--U--------,RO··---
[degrees] [kHz] [degrees] [degrees]
o
fT = 547 kHz 3
7
547 0
322 3.3
94.0 6.5
547
321
95.1
-----------
o
fT '" 528 kHz 3
7
528 0
304 3.4
76.0 6.8
528
302
76.0
Table 2 Amplitudes of various frequency components when
two simulated tarqets are used, one at 7 degrees and the other
at 10 degrees (transmitter 1 at ., degrees; transmitter 2 at 10
degrees; fs = 4.52 MHz; t r '" 542 kHz)
" ,. j
Frequency
[kHz]
Corresponding
angle 0
[degrees]
Relative amplitudes [dB]
Tx 1 and
Tx 1 on Tx 2 on Tx 2 on
----------------_._--------
87 7 ~4 -7 =-4_.
136 10 -30 _-l:L 0_
316 3 -19 -10 --15
542 0 ..··16 --16 -17
Table 3 Amplitudes of vJrious frequency components when
two simulated tar[wts are l.sed, one at 0 dC!Jrees anr:l1ho other
at 10 degrees (tratlSmitter 'j ilt 0 degmt!s; transmittel' 2 at 10
degrees; 's '"4.52 MHz; 'T '"542 kHz)
. Relative amplitudes (dB]
Correspondlllg ._.. , _
Frequency angle () Tx 1 and
[kHz] [degrees] Tx 1 on Tx 2 on' Tx 2 on
87 7 -23 -·10 --12
136 10 -·10 -2 __Q_
316 3 -18 -1-1- -11
542 0 -1 -.19 -=-L
t
"""-·--..· ..~·'"y~~~-~-·····'"i.~-·If'"··...·..,......·~....·~·'~-,.,l··;
. ...,' ~:., -.; ,-. : '
~ ,._.....~'...."""'..._ '~'l I \ . ~
.............--, ."I\ .. , -- ~~ t.. ;,' !
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Results
Table I shows the predicted and the measured characteristic
frequencies obtained for various hearings of a single simulated
target. Table 2 gives the amplitudes of the various frequency
components when two simulated targets arc used, one at 7
degrees and t he other at' 10 degrees. Table 3 shows the re-
sults when one target is at 0 degrees and the other at 10 de-
grees. The relatively high levels of some of the unexpected
components may have been caused by reflect iOIlS, since no
real effort was made to reduce side or back wall echoes,
although an investigation into this possibility proved incon-
elusive at the time. Fig.R is a photograph of the system out-
put displayed on an oscilloscope with one target ut 0 degrees
and the ot her at 7 degrees. The two ex pee ted frequency corn-
poncnts arc clearly visible.
Rcferncc to Fig.S will show that only the right hand side Ill'
positive values of 0 were used, negative val lies being avoided
because the simple low-pass filter could not cope with de-
nuululutiuu nc.n the sampling limits. TI\(~s(: limitx arc indi-
cated by the curve plotted for f.~=: 2.tiw showing thc
theoretical maximum angle 0 for each value of [J so that
samples contain sufficient information to enable rccon-
struction or demodulation to take place. III I-'ig.S it can be
seen that for the results givcn in Tables 1,2 and 3 a zero
frequency occurs at approximately 7 degrees. This accounts
for the apparent anomaly in Tables 2 and 3 where the
resultant frequencies for thc 10 degrce targcts arc higher
than those that would be obtaincd from a targct at 7 degrces.
Fig.8 Oscillograph showing the characteri:;ti-; frequencies tor
transmitter 1 at 0 degree position and transmitter 2 at I dogree
position: upper trace - output from !ow-P<lSS filt2r; lower triles
.-- input to t r<lnsmitter power amplifier (horilontal seal e --
5,15 crn-I ; vertical sCille - 20 mV cm·l)
In order that the range of a target may be found it is
necessary to usc pulsed t ransmissions, (he time delay be-
tween transmission and reception providing t he required
. information. A hand pass filter tuned to the characteristic
frequency of the required target will then enable its range
to be found. In Fig.1) oscillographs show the result of this
technique. The lower trace in each case is the transmitted
signal from the simulated target and it will be seen that
before this reaches the receiver an electrical breakthrough
signal is present. Figs. 9a and b show the results of the
resonant bandpass filter being tuned to (he near and far
target respect ive ly. The Q of the fil (er was inadequate
as can be clearly seen in Fig.9b where ideally only a single
step in amplitude :It a time of approximately 3.5 ms should
have occurred.
Conclusions
The foregoing sections have demonstrated the simplicity
of this method lor obtaining (he bearing or targets within
a specified sector. It has been shown both experimentally
and theoretically that the angular resolution may be con-
sidered to be approximately the array bcarnwidth ""tidll,
and results have indicated that the resolution in range and
bearing of more than one target is practically feasible.
Clearly much more fundament al work is required; In
particular the prohlcms of noise. resolution and useable
sector in relation to sampling frequency, etc. must be more
fully invest igclkd.
The outline of a proposed system is given in Fig.l 0 in which
it is shown how information from the sampling circuits
could be processed to give a sector PP] display o f targets.
Again only positive angles of 0 arc considered but a com-
plete sector is funned by scanning the array first in one
direction anel then the other. Use of negative angles requires
that fRO> II' and ill consequence J~must be high. A high
value forfl.lilllits the range ofposi/ivC' (). assuming that
only charactcrixt ie frequencies lip to the zero or reflection
point are used (sec Fig.S}. The mixer included after the
right to Icft sampling unit wil! frequency shift the output
of the latter upwards by Ir to give the required frequencies
for the negative angles. The angular control circuitry sets
both the centre frequency of the band puss filter, the de-
sired beam direction, and the angular position of the
.di~'p~y: ._. _
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Editor's draft of a news article to be published in Ultrasonics,
September 1974.
"FET gates for ultrasoni.c camera"
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FlET gates for
ultrasonic camera
Ultrasonic image converters ha\'l' been
studied (01 mauv years 11111 ill'splll' oj"
extensive devL:!(lpllIl:nl Ilrey have yet
to become all ~U:l'cpll'd 1001 ill indus-
trial alld medical "pplil;lliolls. Till'
important reasons for Ihis an' llral
all inuncrsion technique is required
and Ih;11 operallng a lube converter
using shor: pulses 1(1overcome revel-
heraliolls and IOI'IVl' rall~:l' infouna-
tion is difficult. l lowcvcr , an inlrcr-
ell! I)' snuplc ;1I1t! Itlgrvd 11;JlIsi,lol"
scanned 1I!1rusouic I:ansduccr matrix
converter. dl'\'\.'llll'~d hy S. (), 1!:rl(()IJ
at Ponsruouth !'lIh le"hlli~:, nray prove
1(1)[' all acceptable IOlll when used ill
:1 conventional 1I11;!~;I'(all1('r;[ system.
Thc rlcvclopmcut (II' this Iouu or CIIII-
vcrtc: h:ls relied l'lllill'ly ,)11 the .rv.ul-
uhilit y or a cht'''), IJiII q!I\!';!lIOlV clcc-
uonic analogue ~;ll1lp!tlig gall'. Thl'
firq 1.·OIlI'l'i"II'1 l(IIiSlltlckti':I! .
I'orrsmouth l u,,'d bip,II;1I IliI!I~isl()rs
galilli' a 10 x 10 lIlalrl.'. hll't Ihe 'oil"
~will"il i>rcakllllllllFIl allu 11:ld l'II'Clli,'al
l'OllllGxitlllS t(llilc lIl:llrix delllelll ,,:1\",'
pOOl rl:\\l115. )"'I'l'rilnellial It',ls Oil iI
~hcar viII I-"Li (11(,73-i) ~1r"weU il 1(1
he cXLellcll1 lor g:iling Illw-kvei 'ign:ds
(It" 11]1 10 (, Mill (111l':I't:rl'U signal 10
hl"l'.IKlhnllII!Ii ralio:> 50 dB l. to. new
cI1IIVl:rlcl' \Va, 11)IIS1 I it<:!L'd IIsillg Ihe
I ( 1\ III ClJlI.I'III', 111111will! illillTOVI'-
lIlell.!s h) Ih<.' l'kcllll:ai ,:I)III1e:clj)r~ aOllI
lhl' I r;lIIsuucl'r lIIal ri.\
_.\ ~Ch(,fllatic 0:' tlll' ('(llllpiL-lc camera
~y~tcll\ used is showlI ill J-ig.l. Con-
lil1uou'i 01 pliised u! I r:I:;illllld ill I M Ill.
illlllllilJalL's tile "h.!l'CI ,lilt! waves di!"-
hackd hv 1I1e: .. hit',:t :11'.' focused hv a .
CIlIIl":IVC1~l'rSPl'\ 1"11\ ,for fOHn a pn;'- ,~
SlIfl' image (III lire: :;!!II":i'l' l>f I itl' COllvef-
kr III a I fix, h!!..:'is a )'hl )t()~'raph of
Ihe l'·\llCrim~'!II.:rI \et-lI)1 ill o)ll'ralitlil.
111Ille pillsed ll10ue lk i~;tnS:lliller
gilt.: :1111)\\', a 'ID /1'- pulse_oj ,ilIL!SOIlIlt!
to he tr:rnsllllllnj al :1 pr!" between
I -4 kill', willie- Ihe rnalll, t:1(,I~ll'l1t
scallnillg rate IS svnclnolli/ed so that
ouc l'i1'1lH'1I! i, s:!llll'kd I"l each Ir;1I::':-
lIlilled pllbe, ~'ivil1g a 1:;1111(' Ir,'quellcy
ht:lw('('li to ,,10 11/,
--- ~~~ 1
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TO
Detecto cothode
aO,dpulse ray tube
s~~!.t~_h_ intensity
. mod
Fiq.l SCllf)lllJtlC 01 th~ clectr o-ucs lor 1111:uruasomc camera svstom. 1 MH.- utu osound
illulIlinates the object in either conunuous or pulsed ""x!e
Fi!I.2 Overall view 01 Ihe camera in opr'l dtioll
({eslilis IIhtailll'U wilh litis sel'lIp wne
a gll';:1 illlplllvelllelli '"I lhllst' ohtailled
U:;lIIg 1IIl' hipol:tr.swilclllllg Illalri.>.:.
1'll~.3aalld h sllows 1111;1),:,':; 1;1 ;1"1.-; IlUlI
crosSt:ul tllllll!gh a I 111111alllllHl1i!lll1
pl:llc, Ollt: upright (ai alld tI,l: IIlher al
45 degrees t h). hg ..k ~h()ws !he illl:,g~'
of IWI) 2,5111111 diallldcl !loll's tlil;\lIgli'
:1 ! iBIll ;ril!llIinllllll p1:Jk \\'!Iit ;Ipprll,i-
111:ltc'ty l.'i IIIIlI }P;Wlllf'. between ad-
j:lcenT'"ct!i!c\_ hll:dlv. Fig.3d, \Vltidl
tkl1lol1sirates r(';1i t';q1ahdi:h'S 1)1" I ill'
systcm, sllows il:l:lgl'S of IWIi.l 111111
spot welds h,:IWl'1'11 Iwo t 111111 sleel
piall':;. llresl' were 'golld' welds ;lIld
al!It\lIl~'" SIISpl'l'l('d 'had' welds were
viewed !IO IlpliL'e:lblc dillercill'l's clluld
hl'dl'll'l:led_
hI: Iher Wllfl..: is now bdnt', dOI1'-~to n~..
-plac\.' IIII' !ellS by;m (in-line L'0!111101l;r
tll 11f()\'l'~S Ihl' l!lalri, sigll:'!s ;\illlpr(k. __
(tll:_C_t.!~Ij)_ji.ltt:.1lut.pictur.{)~~:V~Yly rc', III t s;
Ill) wci_q:__;rIT_i..!.!~~~!I_t:1..!.~~i..'!'_~-_.
Olle real plOh!clll l;omn,OIl In bOfh the
!eIiS :lIld 1c1lS!eSS SVIC'.Ill\ " lil!.' r •.'so!\I(;')il
lililltatillil i;l'pnscd hY:1 IO·lille pil'tll:e
syslCill The lise of a singk siiic(~1l ~lll','
- Ll.l ---
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Fig.3 a ... ImJg,~ 0; an urhighl eros' formed bv 1.5 mm slots cut through 1 mm aluminium sheet: b - image of the same cross ilt 45 dpa(€'3s:
c - jrn\]~p. (Jf ~\.'Vo2.5 rl1rll di;lrneir.r holes thrf)u~JIl 1 min aluminium sheet. Spacinq between adj.icen: edges is about 1.G nun; d - .ijna9~ of two
3 mm electric 5110twelds between two 1 film steel pl3!eS
within whuh ;! complete 100 x 100
scanning matrix including shift regis-
ters is buill. apFl'ars very au ractivc
and would rcnrovc the resolutioJl
problem, ll,i!lg f\jOS techniques il
would provide a compact, reliable and
comparauvcly cheap system bUI fab-
rication problem». such ;I~ the iH11lUi:lg
of the conncxions to the electrode
matrix, have ·;1111to he overcome.
S. 0. Ill/folcl, Dcpartmcn! (If Elcctrica!
(//11/ le'!cc 1rUIIirlngin cering, Portsmouth
'" p()~l' techn ic, Portstnou I!J, Hi/III fish ire,
UJ~
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